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36TH CoNGREss, l HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES. ~ Ex. Doc. 
1st Session . 5 l No. 42. 
WAGON ROAD-FORT SMITH TO COLORADO RIVER. 
LETTER 
OF 
THE SECRETARY OF WAR, 
TRANSMITrING 
The report of Mr. Beale relating to the construction of a wagon road 
from Fort Smith to tlie Colorado river. 
MARCH 9, 1860.-Laid upon the table and ordered to be printed. 
WAR DEPARTMENT, March 8, 1860. 
Srn: In compliance with the resolution of the House of Representa• 
tives of the 15th ultimo, requesting the Secretary of War" to commu• 
nicate to the House of Represent.atives the report of Edward F. Beale, 
e sq., relating t◊ the construction of a wagon road from Fort Smith, 
.Arkansas, to the Colorado river," I have the honor to transmit here-
with a copy of the paper referred to. 
V ery respectfully, your obedient servant, 
JOHN B. FLOYD, 
Secretary of War. 
Hon. WM. PENNINGTON, 
Spealcer of the House of Representatives. 
CHESTER, PA., December 15, 1859. 
Srn : I have the honor to transmit herewith the report of my last 
expedition, from which I have lately returned. This expedition, com-
mencing, as it did, in the fall of 1858, and being prosecuted on the 
open plain s of the 35th parallel of latitude during the entire winte-!' of 
1858 and 1859, affords a striking and gratifying proof of what I have 
stated heretofore of the route on which I have been employed, that 
winter offers no obstacle on that parellel to the passage of men and 
wagons, or travel of any description. During the entire winter my 
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men were exposed night and day to the opep atmosphere, some of the 
mesrns not using for the whole journey their tents, and others but 
very rare1y. The winter was said to have been one of uncommon 
severity, yet, although my men were exposed on their guards at night, 
and in their duties with pick-axe and shovel in cutting down the em-
bankments of creeks, and with the axe and saw in making bridges, 
during the day, and to the continual discomfort of a daily march, not 
one ot them had occasion to complain of the slightest siekness during 
the journey. The country over which we passed. was one of the most 
attractive description . As I have stated to you in a previous letter, a 
wide and level river bottom is offered as a general line of travel all 
the way from the last settlements of Arkansas to the first settlements 
of New Mexico, -and, although I did not follow this line exclusively, 
but frequently deviated from it to take the divide, I do not remember 
a heavy pull between Little River in Arkansas and the settlements of 
New Mexico. Nature has supplied the country over which we passed 
most bountiful1y with the three great requisites for an overland road, 
wood, grass, and water. Although I remained in New Mexico for 
nearly two months, it was not time lost, ' as I employed myself and a 
portion of my men in an exploration to the eastward along the line of 
the Conchas river, which afforded the most gratifying results. On t~e 
termination of this exploration, I broke up my temporary camp m 
·.February and pursued my journey to the westward. 
The broken nature of the country lying immediately west of Fort 
Smith, Arkansas, occasioned by the approach of the spurs of the 
mountain ranges, which run for a distance of nea·rly one hundred and 
~fty miles beyond the boundary line of the Indian territory ~o the 
Arkansas and Uanada rivers, renders the construction of a railroad 
el ew here than along the valleys of the streams a work of no little 
diffi culty and cost. From Fort Smith two routes have now been re-
connoitered; one passing along the head waters of Poteau creek, San 
Bois, and tbe south fork of the Canadian, and then crossing to ~he 
waters of Boggy river, whence the line descends to the Canadian 
valley near the site of old Fort Arbuckle ; the other traver ing the 
country immediately south of the rivers, but not touching the valleys,, 
and crossing the numerous spurs and several elevated ridge east of 
the pa age of the Canadian at North Fork Town, beyond which the 
suriace ea,·t of Little River is even more broken than the more ea tern 
portion of the route. Along either of these line the maximum grade 
co:uld not, except at an immense co t, be reduced below fifty feet to the 
m1le, and the tortuous character which would of nece sity attach to a 
line located upon either route would so increa e its length that, with-
out con i ering the increase of distance due to a proper allo :va~ce for 
a cetit: and de:: cent , it is questionable if upon the score of d1 tance 
al1 ne 1t would not be advisable to make the location along the valley · 
'Ihe g neral cour e of the Canadian is remarkably direct between it· -
mouth and the 104th meridian it never runs further north than the 
~th p rr llel and but once pas' es be1ow it and in that in:tanc flow· 
for ad~ tance o_f ab ut .·ixty ·mile parallel 'to it, and only a fo~· mil_ ~ 
below it. A h1;1e located along the a lcy of thi stream, fr?~ it-
mouth to the pornt at which it would leave it near the 104th m ndi n, 
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VY"ould not exceed six hundred and thirty-five miles in length. There 
a.re but few points along the river where any c:msiderable work would 
be required. East of North Fork Town some few bluffs ·would offer 
unimportant obstacles, but west of that point a magnificent valley 
offers every facility for the construction of a first class road, with very 
1o-w grades and easy curvature. 
The advantages which attach to a route which offers a continuous· 
::river valley for so long a distance for its location cannot be too strongly 
urged; there is every reason to believe that from Fort Smith to the 
main divide, between the waters of the Canadian and those of the Rio 
<le Las Gallinas, an unbroken ascending grade can be had that will at 
n.o point exceed twenty-five feet per mile; the er1tire ascent from Fort 
Smith to this point would be fifty-two hundred and sixty-five feet, and 
a.s there would be no descents whatever the equated distance would 
only amouI!t to seven hundred and eighty-five miles of level road. 
From the divide just mentioned to the Rio Grande 11t San Felipe the 
distance would be about ninety-five miles, over a country which would 
compel the adoption of grades of 52.8 feet per mile, though careful ex-
.amination might reduce them. Upon this division all the heavy work 
-vvould occur, comprising the bridging of the Gallinas, the _Pecos, and Rio 
Grande, and tunnelling the summits between these streams; the equated 
distance from the Canadian summit to the Rio Grande would be one 
h un.<lred and forty-five miles, making the entire distance (equated) 
£rom Fort Smith to San Felipe nine hundred and thirty miles. The 
road from Fort Smith to San Felipe may be properly divided into 
three sections : the :first extending from Fort Smith to the eastern 
boundary of Texas; the second to the mouth of the Rio de las Oonches . 
n. ear the 104th meridian ; the third thence to the Rio Grande. The 
valley of the Arkansas is similar to that of western streams generally, 
the highlands alternately receding from and approaching the river-
the bottom lands sometimes stretching out ·for miles-sometimes dis-
appearing and giving place to bluffs ; except where it i~ necessary to 
cut through these bluffs the work will be very light, the smooth level 
character of the bottom la.nd offering e':ery facility for easy construc-
tion. East of the old trading post known as Ohoteau's, the valley of 
the Ca,nadian is very like that of the Arkansas, the bluffs, however, 
occur less frequently and the liability to overflow seems to be lessened. 
G-oi og west the tributaries to the main streams diminish in number 
an.d size, and if a line be located upon the south bank of the river 
there would be but two bridges of any size needed. West of Cho-
teau' s the valley of the Oanadi.an is very wide, rising very gently and 
-w-i t,h an almost inappreciable slope from the stream toward the high 
}and ; the river itself is small and never apparently leaves its banks; 
Iovg straight stretches are of frequent occurrence; tangents of from 
t;e:n to thirty miles in length can be easily laid along the valley ; the 
- soil is a light sandy loam that can be easily handled and will form a 
fi_rr:n compact road bed; the dryness of the climate will expose em-
ba.J'.l.kments to but little loss from washing ; the fertility of the soil 
throughout this region is well attested by the luxuriant vegetation 
tha-t characterizes the entire valley of the Canadian· wild grape-vines 
grow in the greatest profo."ion, not only in the bottoms, but on the 
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first plateau ; there is but little doubt of the perfect adaptability of 
this, country to the production of wine ; the high lands that bound t_he 
river are covered at all seasons with a dense growth of nutritious 
grasses that will serve for the pasturage of countless herds; the country 
throughout this section is well woJded for the most part ; as far as 
Choteau' s oak, hickory) cedar, &c., of large size abound; beyond, 
black oak, hackberry and cotton-wood are found, in sufficient quanti-
ties to serve for railroad purposes and the wants of settlers, besides, 
the Washita valley and those of its tributaries will furnish a large 
amount of similar wood, witµ a mean transportation not exceeding 
twenty miles ; the Canadian supplies a large quantity of water fit for 
all purposes, while nearly every little ar_royo that approachei:; it from 
the hills on either side is weff furnished with ever-flowing springs. j 
The second division of the road follows the valley of the Canadian 
exclusively to the mouth of the Conchas-the character of the 
country is similar to that near the Antelope Hills; about the 104th 
meridian the valley narrows, but soon opens again, and for fifty miles 
east of the Conchas offers to the eye a magnificent expanse of bottom 
land that cannot fail to please both agriculturist and engineer. A ' 
good supply of timber is found along this division., water is abundant, l 
and the character of the work is precisely similar to that of th,e western 
portion of the first section. At the Angosturas, a short distance east 
of the mouth of the Conchas, there is an admirable site for a bridge 
across the Canadian, should the north side of the river be chosen for the 
road. About this point the Canadian is a clear, free-flowing stream, 
passing over a beautiful gravel bed, and running between banks of 
from ten to twenty feet in height; large groves of cotton-wood and 
hackberry occur at frequen t intervals. Up the valley of the Concbes, 
a tributary of the Canadian, there will be no trouble in finding a fa-
vorable line. The valley is large, free from ridges, rising very regu-
!arly, and smooth in its :mrface; the approach 'to the divide between 
1t and the Gallinas is very gentle, not requiring a grade of more than 
twenty-five feet. At the summit a short tunnel will be needed. The 
site, however, is most favorable, and the material a soft sandstone, 
easily pierced. The descent to the Gallinas will be regular and ea y, 
at the r~te of thirty feet per mile; a bridge can be easily thrown 
a?ross t?is st:eam with a span of one bundred feet; the approaches on 
either side will need but little embankment. 
Beyond the G:allinas the country is rolling, and it will be _nee~ a~y 
to form a summit near the Chupainas; the grades approachmg it. will 
n_ot exc~ed_ forty feet per mile; the work around will be comparati~ely 
light; i~ 1 doubtful whether there would be any rock excavat10n. 
An aclmi~able site for a bridge across the Pecos can be found near ~~e 
mouth of the canon about five miles above Anton Chico. At tm 
point _mar.hine shops, &c., could be advantageously e tabli ~e_d . a~ 
there 1 an abundance of coal and timber in the immediate vwm1ty, 
and a large w_at~r-power might be commanded; good bui1<lin o- tone 
ab?und_ , nor 1 it deficient at the Gallina . By cro, ing the P eco at 
this porn , rather than at or below Anton Chico tbe a cen to the 
high land in approaching the canon Dlanco i mate~ially le ·0 ened . To 
t e canon the route would traverse a somewhat broken countr ·, ren-
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dering grades of about forty feet per mile necessary. At the summit, be-
tween the cafi.on and Gallisteo creek, a short tunnel through an easily 
excavated material would be needed, and a small amount of mode-
rately heavy work would occur in passing to the , Rio Grande. As far 
as the Lagunas timber is found in abundance, and in descending 
the valley of Gallisteo creek, mattes of cedar and pinon are frequent, 
while the mountains in the immediate vicinity possess large forests, 
which will furnish an endless amount of fuel. Throughout· this di-
vision· of the road there will be no difficulty in procuring -the neces-
sary timber for the purp"ose of construction. Pine, hemlock, and other 
forest trees of larg~ size abound in the Santa Fe· mountain, and along 
the headwaters of the Pecos and other streams. The construction of 
a bridge at San Felipe, while ,a work of no small magnitude, will offer 
no serious obstacle; three spans of two hundred feet each will be ne-
cessary. The bed of the stream is of solid rock, affording the best of 
foundations for the abutments and piers. Good building stone can be 
obtained in the immediate vicinity. While a mere reconnaissance does 
not afford sufficient data for an elaborate and exact estimate of cost, 
an approximation may be made from notes taken along the route that 
will not vary much from the amount t<"! be expended in the actual con-
struction of the road-an estimate which it is thought will fully cover 
all expenditure is appended. It is based upon such knowledge of the 
country as can be had without the actual use of transit and level in-
struments. It is true that the sinuosities of the Canadian river might, 
by those disposed to find fault, be urged against the route, but, when 
we consider the width of its valley, its gentle rise, the abundant 
supply of wood and water, the very small cost of construction, and 
the capabilities of the country for supporting a large population, these 
form , it must be acknowledged, advantages that ar.e not found to be-
long, in an equal degree, to any other projected route across the con-
tinent. Beyond the Antelope Hills even this objection cannot obtain, 
for the course of the Canadian is remarkably straight from t_he one 
hundred and fourth meridian to that poi pt, and if this portion of the 
line could be connected with the frontier of either Missouri or Arkansas 
without too great an increase of cost, the thirty 0 fifth parallel route 
would be unrivalled in its claim to consideration. The north fork of 
the Canadian would probably afford a more direct location than the 
main stream, and the summit between it and the latter could be 
cros8ed without the adoption of objectionable grades. Whether the 
valley, however, would prove as favorable in other respects is ques-
tionable. Such a line would be worthy of a careful examination and 
comparison with the other. Another route from the southwestern 
portion of Missouri to the Antelope Hills is wor4hy of consideration. 
The country we3t of the Missouri frontier comprises a series of gently 
rolling prairies, well wooded and watered, of excellent soil, and not 
so broken as to offer any serious impediment to the building of a good 
road with easy grade. No difficult streams would require bridging, 
and the summits between the water courses could be easily crossed. 
A railroad connecting the town of Neosha with St. Louis is projected, 
and will, no doubt, be in a short time constructed. This is a fact of 
no little consequence in this connexion, and unless the enterprise of 
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the citi~ens of Arkansas arouses them to a sense of their positfon, and 
efforts are made to con·nect the :flourishing little city of :irort Smith by 
rail with the east, she may forfeit by the neglect of her people the 
advantages nature has bestowed upon her. The respective merits, 
however, of these proposed lines can only be decided by a critical and 
careful examination by the civil engineer; the level and transit in-
struments solve difficulties and establish facts in a few days that 
would defy simple barometric and compass reconnaissances for years. 
A twelvemonth of careful survey would furnish reliable and accurate 
estimate for the entire route from the frontiers of the States to Cali-
fornia, and in that time an examination could be made of all the 
branch lines that the expediency of reducing the distances and grades 
to the lowest limits might suggest. I have already described to you 
the country lying between the Del Norte and the Colorado river, never-
theless a recapitulation may not be thought unnecessary. Leaving 
Albuquerque, the first fifty miles is over a country of sandy soil, not 
very well supplied with timber, but possessing in parts a fair amount 
of grass; thence to Zuni grass, wood, and water are found in sufficient 
9-uantities. The timber is pine, of the largest proportions, existing 
m noble forests. Intermediate in this distance, by an exploration to 
the northward, I made important discoveries of mineral, (copper ore,) 
and a country of uncommon beauty. This region I have described in 
my journal, which accompanies this letter, as far as the village of 
Zuni, and at it, a distance of one hundred and fifty miles to tbe west-
ward of Albuquerque. Corn forage may be obtained at short intervals 
on the road. From Zuni to the Little Colorado river the country is 
rolling, and well supplied with wood, water , and grass, ~nd is of a 
good surface_ for the whole distance, excepting the wide sandy beds of 
several creeks, which are at times several feet deep, and at others dry. 
Arrived on the banks of the Little Colorado, there is before the trav-
eller a wide river bottom, and abundant grass and timber, to the base 
of the San Francisco mountain. At this point the road ascends to its 
greatest elevation, through pine forests and magnificent valleys, and 
by an ascent so gradun1 that there is but little appearance of it to the 
~ye. From the San Francisco mountain to Floyd's Peak the country 
1s very much of the same character as that between Zuni and the 
Little Colorado river, being · high and rolling, but not hilly. It is 
nearly equally divided between open plains, covered with nutritious 
gra .oe , ann. dense forests of pine, pifion, an<l cedar. Between Floyd's 
?ea~ and the Colorado river timber becomes scarcer, although there 
JS still a great abundance until within forty miles of the river, when 
~be country_ a um~s a barren and sterile appearance. Amo~g the 
Hnportant d1scovene made during this exploration was the ex1 te~ce 
of t_he finest quality and abundant quantity of timber in a moun~am, 
which . cal_led on my first expedition " Harry Ed wards' mount~m,.' 
a~cl which 1 not over forty-five or fifty miles from "Brale' cro mg 
ot the Colorado river. I cannot conclude this letter without urgent ly 
calling your _attention to the imperative necessity of buil~ing a _b_ridue 
a~r.o the i? del orte, a:t or near Albuquerque. This_ 1 a military, 
civil, and emigrant necessity. In support of this a ert10n I have the 
honor to enclo e you the replies of distinguished. officers of the army, 
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serving in New Mexico, and thoroughly acquainted with the subject, 
to the committee of a public meeting held in Albuquerque fo.r the pur-
pose of considering this matter. They are marked as follows: A, B, 
C, and D. I also desire to call your attention to the itinerary which 
accompanies this letter. It is in itself an abbreviated history or 
description of the country from Arkansas to California, by which an 
emigrant may pursue the route of the thirty-fifth parallel with a per-
fect knowledge from hour to hour of the character of the country in 
advance of him, its re.sources, climate, productions, Indians, and game. 
I also append to my own journal that of a young gentleman,' one of 
my assistants, of ability, Frederic Engle, esq., of our journey return-
ing from the Colorado river. Not having yet received a report of the 
condition of the work on the bridges now being constructed in Ar-
kansas, I cannot, as I would desire, give. you furthe,r information con-
cerning them than what I have heard by a gentleman lately returned 
over that portion of the road: He describes them as being of the 
most substantial and durable character, and I hope in a few days to 
corroborate this intelligence by forwarding to you an official report 
from the officer in charge. The road from Floyd's Peak to the Uolo-
rado is thoro11,ghly completed, and ready for travel of any kind whatever. 
Without intending to draw invidious comparisons between the va-
rious routes from our western border to the Pacific ocean in favor of 
that by the 35th parallel, I think I can, with safety, say that none 
other offers the same facilities for either wagon or railroad. 
It is the shortest, the best timbered, the best grassed, the best 
watered, and certainly, in point of grade, better than any other line 
between the two oceans, with which I am acquainted. 
For the first of these assertions an inspection of the map is quite 
sufficient proof; for the second, I rely: upon the report of Lieutenant 
Whipple and my own observation, and especially my last explorations, 
which, by the discovery of fine pine timber in Harry Edwards' 
mountain, enable me to state that the 35th parallel road carries 
abund·ance of cedar and pine to within forty miles of the State line of 
California, within which, on the same parallel, there is abundance in 
the whole Sierra Nevada range of mountains: For the third proposi-
tion, I rely upon the concurrent testimony of all who have travelled 
the road and compared it with other trans-continental routfs , who 
agree with me that it is habitable· throughout. For the fourth asser-
tion, I think there can be no better })roof than the fact that water is 
at but one point, thirty miles distant ; and for the last assertion, I 
rely upon the profile of the country, which has been prepared from 
the instrumental· observations of my two explorations. 
It is my firm belief that whatever influences may ·tend to divert 
travel from this road at present~ the future will fully sustain the judg-
ment of those who now advocate its claims. 
With this report I also forward a letter from J. R. Crump, esq., 
who traversed the road from Albuquerque to Fort Smith in summer, 
a fter having accompanied me on the first journey over it in winter. 
The letter of this gentleman is entitled to every credit. He is a civil 
engineer of the highest professional attainments, and one whose judg-
ment has been matured in the practice of the theories of his business. 
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I am indebted to him for valuable assistance on my expedition and 
in tbe preparation of my notes for the public service. 
I have given my views in this letter .of the facilities offered by the 
35th parallel for a railroad as far as New Mexico: Accompanying 
this is an estimate also of the cost of that w0rk. These may be con-
sidered by you of some value, and I am willing to give them to the 
public, in the hope that they may in some manner aid this great ne-
cessity of the age. ~ 
I have the honor to be your obedient servant, 
E. F. BEALE, 
Hon. ·J. B. FLOYD, 
Superintendent. 
Secretary of War, Washington, D. 0. 
Estimate of cost of railroad, with double track; from Fort Smith, 
Arkansas, to San Felipe, New Mexico. , 
FIRST DIVISION. 
From Fort Smith to Antelope Hills, 377 miles; graduation, 
masonry, track, engineering expenses, and equipment, $9,311)900 
SECOND DIVISION. 
From Antelope Hills to summit between Canadian and 
Ga11inasJ 308 miles; graduation , masonry, track, engi-
neering expenses, and equipments....................... .... 8,192,800 
THIRD DIVISION. 
From summit to Rio Grande at San Felipe, 95 miles; 
graduation, masonry) track, engineering expenses, and 
equipments.......................... ............... ................. 3,886,400 
21)391,100 
October 28, 1858.-After some ten days' delay at Fort Smith in 
making our preparations, we started to-day and came with the wagons 
to anen' . I pa sed the day with Mr. John B. Luce, who e infor-
mation on all subjects relating to the 35th parallel is more extensive 
and thorough than any other with whom I am acquainted. From my 
C?nver. a~ion with this gentleman I gained much valuable infor1;I1a -
tion, be ·1de some excellent maps, and the second volume of Grew s 
Commer~e of the Prairies, the best book ever written on prairie life, 
an pa1ticul~rly valuable to me, as this gentleman was thr fir t to 
explor he hne over which our road, for the most part, pa se . 
Abo~t ten clay a(J'o I despatched Mr. George Beale to Fort Arbuckle 
t obta1? he ervices of a guide, or three, if pos ible. Ile returne 
day before ye terday , bringing the disagreeable intelligence th t 
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neither of the men for whom I had sent would consent to start out 
this season, on account of the hostilities existing between our people 
and the Comanches ; Black Beaver and Jesse Chisholm, the one a 
Delaware and the other a half-breed Cherokee, both agreeing that the 
Comanches would burn off every blade of grass as we advanced, so 
that we would soon not have an animal left, and be obliged to return 
on foot, a prospect by no means agreeable. I shall~ however, go on, 
and trust to luck for a guide, or go without one. After straightening 
out camp I shall go myself to Arbuckle, and see what I can do with 
the Black Beaver. The country is so well known that it is hardly 
-w-orth while to say anything of it between our first camp and Fort 
Smith; only one stream is cros.sed which requires bridging, which is 
t he Poteau. This stream is about a hundred yards wide, and is bold 
and rapid. Its mouth is at Fort Smith, emptying there into the Ark-
ansas. 
October 29.-We were up at five o'clock this morning, and travelled 
through a heavy rain all the morning. It has rained every day for 
the past ten, and apparently not done yet. We have passed through 
a pretty country to-day, being about equally divided between prairie 
and wood land. Our teams have worked perfectly, although new to 
e ach other. We passed to-day but one stream which ·will require 
bridging, and at which place we found considerable difficulty in 
crossing. Its name was the Yellow Bank. 'towards evening the rain 
ceased, and at half-past ten we encamped on a fork of the Yellow 
B a nk, having made fourteen miles. We find here a fine open prairie, 
skirted with heavy timber. One stony hill was crossed by us to-day, 
b u t not a very bad one. 
O ctober 30.-W e were off this morning at six and a half o'clock. 
It rained on us all night, and as our blankets were taken up a pool of 
-water filled the depression our weight had made in the soft soil where 
-we lay. After travelling a few hours in the cold rain it cleared up 
p artiall_y, but soon bec~me overcast a~ain, and we ei:camped on ·a 
l itt le nvulet now runnmg smartly with the recent rams, but I pre-
sume never a stream except during rainy weather. Our road to-day 
has very much resembled that of yesterday, being equally divided 
-with prairie and wood land, and the grass abundant, even in the 
tirn ber. At the crossing of the San Bois river we found a delay of 
two h ours necessary to make the banks passable for our wagons. vVe 
found it fordable at this time, not being much more than belly deep 
for horses; but there are evidences o.f its frequently being impassable. 
I shall therefore bridge it. It is about thirty-five yards from bank to 
bank, and the stream itself in its present low state probably twenty-
:fi v-e. . 
October 31.-A drenching rain fell on us all night, accompaniecl 
-with terrific thunder and lightning, and a heavy gale. We got up 
fro m t he mud this morning stiff with our night's unrest, and hitchin o-
up o ur teams, rode nine miles facing the wind and rain, which con~ 
tin ues without intermission to the present time, giving the prospect of 
a,nother wet and stormy night. The country as yesterday . At half-
past ten o'clock we encamped near a small creek heavily fringed with 
tiO'.l ber, and a fine prairie on both sides. We were delayed a short 
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time in repamng the road, which, with the exception of the place 
spoken of, was very good. ~ 
November 1.-Rained on us again all night, and all to-day very 
cloudy, with a cold west wind blowing in our faces. We came fifteen 
miles and a half, and reached our present camp atten o'clock, leaving 
our morning camp at eight o'clock and thirty-five minutes. The road 
has been excellerit all day, in spite of the two weeks rain. Our time 
made over it with loaded wagons is sufficient proof of this. We passed 
over the Longtown creek this morning, and were delayed an hour in 
working the crossing. This i:stream will require bridging. The 
country traversed to-day the same as yesterday ; very beautiful to the 
eye ; prairies and wood land. We find abundance of small game, 
such as partridges and prairie chickens ; but Delaware Dick finds 
little for his rifle, as the Indians living here have hunted out the 
larger game. 
November 2.-Up at four, and off at daylight; the night and day 
have been clear and almost cold. After travelling some nine miles we 
came to the Winchester mountain, which we found steep and rocky. 
The road, following, I suppose, some old Indian trail, took us straight 
up the hill; a little engineering at this point and a few thousa?d 
dollars would make a capital road over the mountain, as the land hes 
beautifully, and all the necessary material is at hand. A few miles 
beyond we came to and crossed the Canadian river ; here about one 
hundred and fifty yards wide from bank to bank. On the south side 
the bank is rocky, but the northern shore sandy. The river was high, 
and in consequence we ferried it, and swam our loose mules over. It 
would be difficult to bridge this stream, and as it is fordable for the 
most part of the year, and only raised now by recent rains, I consider 
it better to leave it unbridged for the present, and until the necessities 
of the road demand it. After crossing the Canadian we encamped at 
tbe town of North Fork, which we found an insignificant village. 
Here we found corn had advanced from its usual rates of two bits to 
a dollar a bushel; of course, thr,re had been a short crop, a drought, 
an un?s1;1al demand-in fact) a thousand plausible reasons _were gi':en 
for this mcreaaed price-but the true one kept far out of sight, which 
was that a government train and its quartermaster's drafts were on 
the road. Quitting the town, which had nothing inviting in its ap-
pearance, we encamped about half a mile beyond it. 
N0vember 3.-I started tbis morning in advance in order to try and 
get cor~ at a cheaper rate than the agent of the government agent 
offered it to me, which was one dollar and a half a bushel. After a 
ride of thirty-five miles I came to Jim Graham's, an Indian, where I 
wa ell received, and who, not being a contractor, sold me corn at 
R~\'enty-_ti ve ~ents a bushel. Being in such good hands, we spent the 
mght with Jim very comfortably. 
?Vember 4.- rrived at Little river. At this place I ~oun~ a 
tr_, chn"' hou. e belonging to fr. Aird, and wa received by him with 
~rnc~nc: ancl ho pitality. It gives me plea ure to say that we found 
ID 111m a.n enere:etic as i tant eao-er and willino- to promote our enter-
. . ..., ' b b d 1 pn e and forward it in every way. He readily sold us corn at a o -
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Jar, being a third less than ·we were offered it by others, and in every-
thing we purchased of him we found the prices a great reduction on 
those of North Fork. 
November 5.-This morning, about noon, arrived Mr. Laws. I 
had sent this gentleman on the south side of the Canadian from 
Scullyville in order to settle the disputed question as to which is the · 
shortest road, that by the south side, or the one we have followed; 
un. til a comparison is made of the readings of the viameters we shall 
not be ~ble to decide. Little river, which we crossed at this place, 
~ill require bridging, and is a fine stream about two hundred 
yards from bank to bank. The bed is rocky; the water, excepting 
after a rain, clear and abounding in fish, some of such size that they 
straightend out onr largest hooks. Catfish have been caught here 
"W"eighing a hundred pounds. 
November 6.-0ur wagons arrived and encamped near us; we are 
:n.ow awaiting our escort. · 
November 7 -Compared distance by Mr. Laws' viarneter and our 
o-wn, and find his road three miles shorter; so much for that matter, 
"W" h ich has been a bitter dispute between the north siders and south 
siders ever since I arrived at Fort Smith. Laying by waiting for the 
escort. 
November 8.-Weather seems to have made up its mind to clear ; 
a beautiful morning; still waiting for the escort. 
November 10.-Leaving our hospitable friends at Mr. Aird's, we 
started this morning at nine o'clock, and after travelling seven miles 
over a very pretty country and a tolerable road, encamped by the 
side of Little river in a pretty open prairie, covered with fine grass 
and skirted with abundant timber of ash, elm, hackberry, and oak. 
I shall now travel slowly until the escort overtakes us. The weather 
bright, clear, and pleasant. 
November 11.-Started by seven o'clock and travelled over an ex-
cellent road and through a beautiful country for fifteen miles, when 
-w-e encamped in a fine prairie, skirted with oak, and having fine 
w-a ter in a small ravine. It has been a matter of remark with all our 
party---:the am_ount of mast which this country pr_qduc~s. Every-
w-here rn the timber we find ·the ground covered with hickory nuts 
and acorns, and in the bottoms a few pecan trees add to the variety 
of hog feed. The country to-day has been the same as that passed 
through for some days back, excepting that the prairies are getting 
broader and more frequent, the woodlands separating them being 
only narrow belts. Our road has been along a high ridge for the 
most of our day's journey, and has been over limestone, with occa-
sionally gravel and a little sand. 
November 12.-Started at seven o'clock and travelled until one, 
rnaking a little over sixteen miles. The road excellent and following 
a, divide or ridge all the way. Timber and grass and water abundant. 
A. t one we encamped at a pool of water which came from a spring at 
its bead. The pool was large, probably thirty yards in length and 
o.alf as many in width, with three feet of water in it, ancl fringed 
with trees and bushes. We haye found to-day on our road an 
imr:nense amount of fine gravel, mixed with sand. Of the sixteen 
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miles over which we have passed, at least half has been gravel ridge, 
covered with small oak. Of course, it is impossible to say how much 
water may be found in this road at dry seasons, but we have found it 
abundant in every hollow. 
November 13. - We were up at four o' dock and off before sunrise. 
Shortly after leaving camp we came to the end of the belt of timber 
in which we bad passed the night, and a beautiful stretch of rolling 
prairie lay before us dotted over in some places with trees, and in 
every little ravine running from the divide we were travelling upon 
we found a fringe of timber. Game begins to get more abundant as we 
approach the v~rge of the semi-civilized tribes through which we 
have been passing, and to-day Dick, the Delaware, brought in two 
fine deer. Wild turkeys and raccoons are also very abundant. Our 
road to-day has .been excellent, and by two and a half o'clock, in-
cluding a delay on the road of ha1f an hour, we had made seventeen 
miles, when we encamped in good grass near a sma-ll stream. At 
this camp I notice for the first time on this road the gramma grass of 
New Mexico, mixed with a good deal of the buffalo grass of the 
plains, from which it differs but little. Of gramma grass there are 
many varieties, and all most excellent. That alluded to at present is 
called "Gramma de Chino," or Curly Gramma, by the New Mexicans. 
This evening, near our camp, I found R. }frank Green, esq., with 
his mail stages, awaiting my arrival) and intending to take ad-
vantage of my escort.to pursue their way to New Mexico. Mr. Green 
has been waiting nearly a month, the late fight of Major Van Dorn, 
(United States army,) and the h')stilities consequent thereon making 
it impossible for him to pass the Comanche nation unprotected. This 
is a most unfortunate matter, as he had prepared himself at great 
expen e and trouble to carry out a contract which he had entered into 
with the Postmaster General to carry the mail from Neosho, Missouri, 
to Santa Fe, New Mexico. Of course, under the circumstances, the 
government will see that he suffers no loss by reason of its inability 
to control the Indians with whom we have treaties. Neverthele , 
under any circumstances, it frustrates for the time this enterprise, for 
which the preparation has been expensive, and which has been made 
with the greatest promptness and energy. 
November 14.-Leaving our camp at half past six o'clock, we trav-
elled slowly along, marking our way by cutting down such tree as 
ob tructed the passage of the wagons and blazing others. The coun-
try, to-day, has been equally as beautiful as that of yesterday; but the 
soil reminded me more of that of California, a rich black loam mixed 
with sand.. We crossed several very pretty brooks of _clear runnin cr, 
water, which made me regret that I was not thirsty. The b nk~ o 
t~e e pleasant str:eams were all steep, so that we were delayed in ca -
tmg them down m order to cross. I noticed that the bank of all o 
them were of red clay, which in Viro-inia is said to denote lime tone. 
At one o'clock we reached Ohotea 1'~ cre~k and found it a fine clear 
stre· m, running through a bottom filled with pee n tree , hackberry. 
an co t~n-woocl, and the fine t pa tura.ge we have had ince we le 
ort, •~:nt~. The bottom is covered with wild rye, fre h <>'reen ur_ -
pea-vrnes, on which our mules soon filled them elves to repletion, 
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and the majority soon lay down, unable to feed longer. The ·bottom, 
at this place, is of vast extent, and the common bottom grass covers it 
waist high. Although detained over two hours, we have made) to-
day, from half past six to one o'clock, ten miles and a quarter. 
November 15.-We lay by to-day again waiting for our escort. This 
morning, getting up before day, Mr. Baker and myself took our guns 
and strolled into the woods, where we soon secured two wild turkeys 
each, besides wounding one which escaped us. The bottom abounds 
in fine food and shelter for them. We have employed most of the day 
in cutting a road through the timber, and cutting down the banks of 
the creek, to make it passable for wagons. I also sent a party out to 
the Ca:nadian, which flows close to us, to cut out a crossing for that 
river. At this point I have determined to send back my first assistant, 
H. B. Edwards, esquire, in order to superintend the construction of 
bridges over the streams we have crossed, the sites havi~g been • 
already selected by myself. I part with·· this gentleman wi-th great 
reluctance, having much need of bis services, and relying greatly on 
his calm and deliberate temper and judgment for assistance in all cases 
of difficulty, especially I shall miss him when it becomes necessary for 
any reason that I should be absent from camp, which is frequently the 
case. I rode yesterdry with Mr. Green up this stream for_ about three 
miles, and discovered on a small tributary of it the remams of old 
Choteau s tradmg post; looking among the ruins, I , found a human 
skull, which I tied behind my saddle and brought to camp. From the 
old fort we extended our ride to the Canadian, and crossing it ascended 
the opposite bank looking for a 'good crossing. I found the river a 
broad sandy bottom, but the actual stream of water was not more than 
fifteen yards in width. The crossing was excellent, and the bed so 
broad (over half a mile) that bridging here would be entirely unneces-
sary. The grass had been burned off a day before, but we found a 
good camp to which we shall move our camp to-morrow. There is 
abundance of ti.mber of cotton-wood, pecan, walnut, hackberry, ash, 
and hickory on both the Canadian and this stream. 
November 16.-W e were up this morning at four and off at seven 
o'clock. Following the route I had chosen, we crossed Choteau' s creek 
where we had cut down the banks at our camp, and crossed the Can-
adjan. The slush ice was running down the river, and the edges of 
it encrusted with ice as thick as a dollar. To cross the Canadian we 
followed up the bottom, about two miles and a half, and forded the 
river , which was knee deep only, and the bottom was of fine hard sand. 
After crossing we encamped on the edge of the bottom, where the hills 
commence, and found it like Choteau's creek, :filled with fine grass and 
pea-vine; walnut, pecan, ash, and hickory were all abundant. Wild 
geese, duck, and game of all kinds were plenty. Above our camp was 
a lake close to the bluffs, with high grass, in which we found geese 
plenty and a variety of ducks. We moved to-day only three miles, as 
we are still awaiting our escort, which must now be near. Mr. Ed-
wards left us to day. 
November 17.-Up at four and off at half-past six o'clock. Leaving 
the Canadian, we ascend gradually to the divide by a road we had 
previously cut out. The divide reached, we found the ground firm 
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and hard, and the travelling excellent. The grass on the divide waa 
entirely burned off, leaving it so bare and so desolate in appearance as 
is possible to conceive. We followed the divide until near noon,. our 
road, consequently, was not a straight one, but the travelling excel-
lent. Many hollows head up towards the top of the divide, the waters 
drained by them running south into Walnut creek, a tributary of 
the Canadian. The h6llows are all well timbered, but water is seldom 
found in them. About noon, having no particular reason for hurry, 
and being desirous of seeing Walnut creek, I turned from our conrse 
Rome three or four miles, intending to encamp on it for the night, and 
to go back on to the Canadian in the morning. On this account the 
distance travelled should not be taken into account, in s~1mming up 
the whole distance to Albuquerque. We- are now only moving camp 
daily a short distance, and waiting for the escort to come up. I found 
• the Walnut creek bottom of great fertility, bearing abundant grass, 
and plentifully timbered with the same wood as growing at Choteau's, 
on the Canadian. The appearance of the creek is troublesome on ac-
count of the thickets and brambles growing near it. The stream itself 
is clear, cold, three feet and a half deep; and about six yards wide. 
Fish and turtle seem plenty. Game is here easily taken. Our hunt_er, 
the Delaware, brought in three deer and a wild turkey, besides which 
numerous opossums and raccoons were captured by our men. 
November 18.-We were up at four and off at twenty minutes past 
seven. 'rhe morning was so cool that most of us took it afoot. The 
sun was bright and clear, with a slight but keen breeze from the north-
ward. We took a ridge gradually, ascending from Walnut creek to 
the main divide, and, after travelling nine miles, made camp in an 
oak grove, a portion of the cross -timbers which extend in a belt vary-
ing from five to fifty miles in width for a great distance north and 
south. Our road was excellent, being on the summit of the divide, 
and overlooking a great extent of country, with Canadian and W ~1-
nut creeks frequently both in sight at one time. We passed an m-
finite number of hollows on both sides, headino- up in the divide and 
cutting into it so far as to make it very narrow in some places. The e_ 
hollow are all well wooded, and some carry water. At noon we en-
camped in the grove of oak timber, having crossed in the bottom, a 
hundred yards or so, before we came to it, a fine pool of water fed b_y 
a perpetu 1 sp_ring, affording abundant water for any number of ani-
mals, and unlike the other hollows we have passed, which have steep 
bank , it_ i in almost a flat, and very easy of access. The_Delaware 
brougl t rn two fine deer and two raccoons shortly after leavmg camp. 
'\ e aw to-dtiy a buffalo bull, being the first we have met with. \ e 
shall n w look out for l\'lr. Indian, as it is generally the ca e when 
buffalo re Qn one side of the bill an Indian is on the oi;ber. In con-
equence of running off to Walnut creek our road on paper would 
pre. ent quite a crooked appearance. . 
overnber 19.-:--Determined to remain all day in camp to aw~1t Mr. 
1 t en .. In lookmg _at this c untry with a view to building ra1lroa 
alon(7 1t, I am c nvmced that the most feasible is in the valley of the 
' n 1~ n. ~he b ttom through which thi river runs i almo t alw Y 
t O miles ' 1 le, the tream itself never exceeds twenty feet. T he bot-
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tom is es level as any other meadow, and offers, as far as my judgment 
goes, no obstruction to the location of a railroad. On the other hand, 
the getting up on the divide, or the crossing in a straight line the 
:numerous ravines which have been mentione.d as cutting.into it almost 
to the centre, would be too laborious and costly. It snowed on us last 
night, and this morning jg gloomy, with continued snow. The Dela-
~are brought in a fine doe. · . 
.November 20,.....:_Saturday, laying by in camp awaiting our escort. 
Captain Noland, United States army, and young Ogden left us to re-
turn home, having become tired of the journey and sorf1ewhat dis-
heartened at the gloomy appearances ahead. X discovered to-day that 
I: vvas poisoned, and ~xpect for the next two weeks a pleasant time of 
it . 
.November 21.-Left camp at about ten o'clock and moved over to 
our present camp five miles. A wooded. and open prairie country 
a.l.ternately. , · l 
Nov~mber 2.2.-Raised camp at nine and came a mile and a half, 
moving merely to shift our camping places and for fresh grass. We 
EL re encamped_on the northern and western verge of the Cross Timbers, 
and £nd the black jack decidedly the best firewood I ever used. It 
seems inexhaustible in quantity. ?,1he grass here is abundant, and 
a.l though the late snow storm covered it to the depth of six inches, it 
still affords good grazing for our animals. The Delaware killed a . 
fat bear. The day has been bright and warm, and we hope to mor-
ro W'" the snow will be all gone. I have found it so far much colder 
on. this parallel than I thought it would be. See table of barometer . 
.November 23.-The day broke fine and clear and the snow rapidly 
a_ isa ppearing. Still waiting for our escort . At half past nine moved 
~amp three miles and a quarter. Wood is now getting scarcer, as 
w-e have entii-ely passed the Cross Timbers, and we find it -only iu the 
ravines leading from the divide to the Washita on one side and the 
Canadian on the other. We 11re now but a few miles from Marcy's 
trail of 1849, and expect to strike it to-morrow if we move. The Del-
a. -ware brought in a deer . 
November 24.-Started at ten o'clock and came four and a half 
miles. Encamped at good water; wood sufficient and grass plentiful. 
\tV e followeLl the divide, not leaving •it at all, and our present camp is 
0 n a tributary of the Little Washita, separated from the waters that 
fall into the Canadian by a divide scarce a hundred yards wide. Still 
11,-waiting the escort, which cannot now be far behind. Mr. Green has 
jus t handed me a letter, Mr. Steen, through his adjutant, informing 
me that he will be up in two days. I was poisoned a few days agoJ 
a.nd to cure the poison used mercurial ointment on the parts affected; 
this produced salivation, rendering me unfit for anything in the 
w o r Jd. The day has been warm and pleasant, with a south wind, and 
the snow almost entirely gone. The Delaware brought in a deer. 
November 25.-W e left camp this morning between seven and eight 
(), clock. Last night was pl~ased t_o see Dr. Duvall, the surgeon of 
the e scor~, who pas_sed the mght with us. We ~ame_to-day, in some 
eLe v e n miles,. to a little creek, and e~camped on it, with the Canadi:m 
a.b out two miles from us. The pullmg to-day has been exceedingly 
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heavy, owing to the melting of the snow, which has now disappeared, , 
excepting under sheltered banks. The wheels cut in almost to the 
hubs in some places, so that our mules have had a har.d day of it. 
'l,he soil of these prairies over which we are passing seems very rich, 
and I should think would produce well. They are entirely unlike 
those of Arkansas in composition and grasr1es. Here we have gamma, 
and bunch, and buffalo grass, than whieh none are better; there, 
only a coarse, innutricious grass, and a poor, thin Mil. It is a fine 
running stream we are encamped · on, and as it has no name, I shall 
call it Daught's creek. The bottom land is extensive and rich, and 
the whole very well timbered, making our present camp very good. 
It abounds in deer. The Delaware killed one, and also a buffalo, 
which is the first killed on the journey. We hope to see Mr. Steen 
here to-morrow evening, and then shall go on together. 
November 26.-We lay by this day, in order that Mr. Steen may 
overtake us. At noon the welcome sight of the soldiers who formed 
my escort greeted my eyes, and in a few moments their camp was 
pitched close to us. Our men look finely, and the two pieces of 
artillery make our little party of one hundred and thirty men formid-
able. To this the citizens' number added makes a very fair force, 
especially as we are not seeking a fight, and only fight if attacked. 
The day has been warm and pleasant, with a somewhat high wind 
fr?m the southward, and cloudy. The Delaw9-fe brought in a deer. 
!,ieut. Bell killed a snake at our camp to-day. A bee tree was found 
rn the bottom, and the bees at work in the tree. These facts speak 
well for the weather and temperature of the thirty-fifth parallel. 
November 27.-We left camp at seven o'clock precisely, that being 
the hour I have :fixed, so that the escort may have one steadfast hour 
to rely on for starting. We came to our present camp at one, having 
travelled twelve and a third miles. The country this morning has 
been beautiful, the divide on which we travelled undulating and 
covered with fine grass, and from prominent points giving grand 
views of prairie, woodland, and streams. Where we encamped there 
w_a~ a deep hole at the head of a ravine, and near the top of the 
d1v1de, of some thirty feet in diameter, which was very deep and con-
tained quite a number of fish and bull-frogs. Mr. Breckenridge, one 
o~ my men, who went out shooting last evening, did not return la t 
mght, and this morning I sent parties out to hunt him; one of them 
has returned unsuccessful. We have passed grass to-day as ~re h 
almo t as one would have expected in June. The Delaware killed 
three buffaloes to-day. 
Novem~er 28.-I laid by to-day and intended to have hunted up 
Breckenndge, who had been lost since night before last. T_wo D~la-
ware and two hawnees had left camp a mile or so huntmg ~1m 
whc:e t11cy found and brought him into camp; he had wandered m _a 
be\~Il<lcrecl sta~~ over about forty miles, and was in a wretched, d1-
la1 iclate<l cond1t1on; the merest chance had directed his foot tep to-
v_ar l ~m.r camJ?, The country to-day has been beautiful, a_nd the 
hwh mv1de which we are now travellino- between the Wa h1ta and 
t~l ana<lian, make a road perfect in ~~erything but directne " of 
hue. e encamped on an arroyo, well wooded, which leads to th 
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Canadian. The grass all day has been excellent. One of our best 
Ill.en (L·aws) _was shot by the criminal carelessness of a man named 
Allen. The latter had been off shooting turkeys, and forgetting to 
let down the cock of his gun, he approached Laws and it went off, 
t;aking off the first joint of his right forefinger, then fortunately striking 
. the barrels of Law's rifle glanced and inflicted but a slight wound in 
his groin. Dick, the Delaware, killed a fine buck and three turkeys; 
-others also killed turkeys. , · 
November 29.-Ra_ised camp at four and off at half-past six o'clock. 
Travelling over a magnificent prairie nine miles, with abundant 
timber in sightand occaeional bands of buffalo, wepasse4 the r9ck Mary, 
a singular sandstone butte with forked sui:nmit, about. two miles to 
our left, and soon after encamped near some curious sandstone buttes, 
~ hich I called after the commander of my escort, " Ste~n's Buttes." 
From the one nearest us, which I ascended, the view was magnificent. 
0 ff to the south sixty or seventy miles the Witchita mou:µtains were 
in plain sight, and also many wooded lines marking water-cJurses 
and ravines leading to the ·Washita._ ' To (the west .the boundless 
prairie spread out before us, and to the north the timber of. the 'Clear 
creek could be traced to its mouth in the Canadian, the line of which 
1atter stream wa,s well defined by its timber and banks. Our camp is 
just at the head of what the.Indians call Sugar Tree valley, and a 
point of black jack which seems to have gotten lost from the cross 
timbers and comes close to it. -The banks of this valley, or canon, are 
precipitous in most places, but in others slope so as to admit of. loose 
animals going down the sides without difficulty. The bottom once 
reached, after a descent of the banks, which are-about fifty yards high, 
-w-e find a valley of level land grown up with large trees, many of them 
sugar trees, and a number of fine springs breaking out on all sides, 
vvhich, uniting a short distance below, afford quite a stream of clear, 
sparkling water. The valley, narrow at first, being only fifty yards or so 
in width, widens .to one of half a mile at some distance below, and 
contains fine grass and timber throughout. Here would be a charm-
ing place for California travellers to come and ·winter with their stock 
and start on in the spring. No storm could ever injure their cattle 
securely sheltered in the valley, while the open prairie would afford 
an inexhaustible supply of grass for hundreds of thousands of cattle. 
1 
From this point onward we have no guide, as :Mr. Chisholm, who has 
been with us, knows the country no further ; yet his judgment is so 
mature that I shall endeavor to persuade him to accompany us all the 
w-ay to Anton Chico. The Delaware killed four buffaloes this morning. 
After dinner Dr. Floyd and myself took our rifles and went down the 
stream exploring. We found it widening gradually at two miles from 
camp; a fork came in on our right ·; the water of this fork was clear, 
sparkling and rapid ; it was not over two yards in width and about 
tw-o and a half feet in depth ; where the two joined the valley was 
beautiful. The hills had softened into a gentle ascent on either side, 
or rather the prairie became an undulating one, and the fine grass 
was knee high. Timber in the bottom was very abundant anJ. of the 
ns ual bottom growth ; black jack covered the hills in many places. It 
is evidently a favorite resort of buffalo, deer, turkeys and raccoons, for 
H. Ex. Doc. 42-2 
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their fresh tracks covered the surface, but unfortunately a fire, had 
broken out from the camp of the escort which the wind was carrying 
with fearful rapidity in the direction of the valley. We found here 
everything desirable for the location of a first class military post ; 
abundance of wood, water, grasi;;, and game of all description; besides 
which, it is just on the range 0f the Comanches, or rather it is abo"?t 
their eastern range. Up to this point three or four could travel m 
safety from the settleme~ts, and emigrants collecting here could form 
in companies large enough to protect themselves through the dangerous 
Indian country lying to the westward ; on this account a post ~ere 
would be more desirable than one further on; I drnidedly prefer it to 
any other place we have seen for the location of a military post. A 
raccoon was killed by one of the men weighing twenty-eight pounds. 
November 30.-We were up at four o'clock, and off before sunrise. 
Travelling over a beautiful country, we came, at half-past eleven, to 
a small ravine and stream running into the Washita; here we halted, 
and spent two hours grazing our mules on the fine grass; starting on 
again, we pursued our way over a vast prairie abounding in buffalo 
and a few antelope. At four o'clock, having made nineteen mile~ and 
a half, we turned off the road a half mile to a little rivulet bearmg a. 
scant supply of trees upon its banks, and encamped for the nig~t. 
We have pa8sed this evening immense deposits of gypsum, which 
seems to be of excellent quality. According to Mr. Chisholm, whom 
I succeeded in persuading to accomp!iny us, this is one of the heads 
of Clear creek, a tributary of the Canadian. He says Clear creek 
is the best stream in the country, and better than the Sugar Tree 
v3:lley, de~cribed yesterday, for a military post, but I cannot C?~- . 
ceive that it can be better. To my mind, the great fault of our mili-
tary posts is, that, they are built too permanently, and at too great 
cost, so that we frequently hold on to them long after they have 
ceased to be useful, rather than abandon places w bich have been built 
at such great expense. With a constantly or yearly extending fron-
tier, we build posts as though our frontiers were permanent. No 
military posts such as ours should be erected on the frontier ; they 
should be simply temporary camps, which could be abandoned at any 
time without loss. It is evident that, for the protection of our mails, 
(I have before mentioned that a contract has been let, and that the 
coD;tractor is now with us, from Neosho to Santa Fe, on this road,) and 
e!111grants over this route, a post somewhere in this vicinity is impera-
t1 vely called for. The Dela ware killed three buffaloes to-day. I en-
g~ged to-day a Shawnee hunter, who had come out with Chi bolm. 
His name is Little Axe, and as a hunter he ranks in the first cla s. 
December 1.-Up at four and off at half-past six o'clock. Travelling 
abo_ut seven miles over a lovely country brought us to Gypsum creek, 
which_ we found a clear, bright, :flowing stream, tributa:y to the 
Wa h1ta. Here we turned our animals out to graze while we en-
gaged our elves in preparing the banks of the stream for the pa -
_ge of t~e agon . Having bridged the stream, we cro edit; ~nd 
after leavmg yp um creek we came in five mile to Bear creek, which 
we al o briclaed, but which will require another 'of a more permanent 
character. Leaving Bear creek, three miles brought us to Elm ere k, 
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on which we encamped, and which we shall either bridge or work the 
banks sufficiently to pass in the mqrni1;1g. The road all day has been 
over a rolling prairie, and is excellent throughout. Many buffaloes 
were seen to-day. The Delaware and Little Axe killed four, but only 
brought in the meat of one, which was a very fat cow. Gypsum has 
abounded everywhere to-day, and· the soil is withou~ fault . . Timber 
and grass have been. abundant at all the streams we have passed_, but 
do not exist elsewhere. 
IJecember 2.-Finding Elm creek required not only a very deep cut., 
but also a bridge to render it passable, I coIIIJilenced on it at day light, 
with our whole force; and timber being abundant and close at hand, 
by three · o'clock the cut and bridge were both ready. We then 
crossed it; but before ·getting over, the day, which had been threaten-
ing, turned out a storm norther; and after going a mile or so, we were 
obliged to seek shelter ori our left, where a bend of the vVashit'aJ having 
a high bank before reaching the regular river bottom) afforded us ex-
cellent shelter, and goo_d grass for our animals. During the evening 
snow fell in successiye squalls. The Delaware and Little Axe killed 
a very fine cow buffalo. · ,, _ 
December 3.-The night past has been a hard one. A stiff north:. 
west wind, accompanied by hail, rain, and snow, has rendered it a most 
unhealthy one for our animals as well as meB. The morning looked 
so threatening that . I determined to remain in the camp, as our n·ext 
move must take us to the divide, where the wind will haYe a clear 
sweep at us. Dick, the Delaware, and Little Axe killed a fine buffalo 
near camp. vVe dined to-day on, buffalo, fat raccoon, · venison, and 
marrow bones. On our wagon was wild turkey, and opossiun, and 
side of bear, and Mr. Baker this evening killed a good bunch of rice 
birds, or, as we call them at home, reed birds. The President himself 
could not sit down to such a table. The country between here and 
Elm creek is level; one ravine exists, at which a wagon was upset, but 
by crossing to the left in the bottom that .difficulty is avoided. _ 
.December 4.-We left camp this morning on the Washita, and 
s hortly after, in two miles and a half, came to a creek -which we 'sup-
posed to be the Comet creek of Lieut. Whipple, though his distance 
on the map would have made it some fifteen miles'beyond. The morn-
i ng turned out badly; rain, sleet, and snow fell -on us at intervals all 
d ay, and the night promises more. Arriving at the banks of the 
creek, we found them high and the bo.ttom boggy.· I immediately set 
t o work to bridge it, which we accomplished by sundown._ All the 
creeks we have passed for the last three days will require perma-
n ent bridges of iron, so that the Indians cannot burn them, or else 
-the emigrant must follow the divide to the great loss of time and dis-
t ance. The valley of the Washita is the widest and most _prodt11ctive 
-we have seen, and in time will afford hom<?s to thousands who are now 
w ithout them. The whole country abounds in wild turkey, deer, and 
buffalo. The Delaware killed a fine doe this evening. At this camp 
a singular thing occurred. The ground was covered with birds re-
sembling reed birds; I think over two hundred of these delicious 
little fellows were killed with switches by our men. Mr. George Beale 
alone killed thirty with only a willow switch about eight feet long. 
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Up to this point we have found the road superabundantly supplied 
with wa~er, wood, and grass, and unquestionably protected with mili-
tary posts-the best emigrant road between the frontier of the States 
,and California. Suffering in~ensely all day with rheumatism. The 
bottom lands of this creek resemble in fertility those of the Washita, 
-and are well timbered. · 
December 5.-We left camp late this morning, (nine o'clock,) and 
travelled seventeen miles, arriving at :five o'clock at a small stream 
with a thread of water passing between steep banks,. There was 
cotton-wood and ash quite sufficient for fuel, and :fine grass in &bun-
dance. Our road to-day passed over a high rolling and sometimes a 
hilly prairie, passing some ravines, but none of them difficult. After 
coming fifteen miles, we arrived at the dry ·bed of a stream, at the 
crossing of which there was no timber, but sufficient for fuel a little 
below. Here I had intended to camp, being under the impression it 
was the Silver creek of Lieut. Whipple, but finding no water in it 
we came on two miles further to our present camp. On a hill passed 
to-day many shells were picked up by our party, some of which re-
sembled those of the oyster. Buffalo plenty. The Delaware and 
Little Axec.killed four. Pony tracks have been seen this evening, de-
noting the presence of Comanches. 
December 6.-Raised camp at a quarter pa.st eight, and, travelling 
four miles, came to l\Iarcou creek. This we bridged. The bottom was 
fine, rich land, with timber sufficient, and buffalo were grazing on it 
as we came up. Crossing the bridge, we travelled :five miles to Wood 
creek, which we found almost dry, but, bridging it, we crossed, and 
in two miles and a half came to Oak creek. This we found a fine stream, 
running betwePn steep banks, well fringed with cotton-wood, elm, and 
a few oak. The creek is exceedingly crooked, making almost islands at 
every few hundred yards. The bottom lands of this creek are wide. I 
should suppose on both sides included fully a mile and a half, and 
very rich, bearing most excellent grasses-mesquit, gramma, and 
buffalo. Our road to-day has been over high rolling prairie for the 
most part, and excellent in all respects. The creek we are encamped 
upon forks about a short half mile above our camp. The fork runs 
off to the northward, while the stream keeps a more westwardly course. 
Buffalo have been abundant all day. '11he Delaware and Little Axe 
killed two and a deer. The morning was exceedingly disagreeable, 
cold, freezing and misty, but it cleared at noon, and the evening wa.s 
delightfully pleasant, clear and warm. We shall bridge this stream 
in the morning. 
December 7.-We were engaged until three o'clock in bridging Oak 
creek, _the banks of which are high and steep. The weather bas been 
exce s1 vely cold, the thermometer this morning being only ten degrees 
above_ zero, and a high north wind blowing all day. At half-past three 
we raised c~mp, and, crossing the bridge, came about two miles, and 
encamped m a sheltered bend of the river on the west side. W e 
pa e this evening a broad, well defined wagon trail running nor th 
and south, which I supposed to be that of a man named Prole, who 
a year or two since. at~rted with a large party gold bunting and got 
lost, and, after tw1 trng and turning in every direction, at last got 
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over to the Washita, and so home. The Delaware and Little Axe 
killed a buffalo. 
December 8.-We left camp at half-past eight o'clock, crossed the 
bridge we had made, and in a mile or so arrived at a fork of Oak 
creek, which we also crossed, leaving behJnd us a trail we had followed, 
and supposed to be Whipple's, and took the divide . . We found the 
country on ·either side _cut up into. rugged ravines of red clay and 
sandstone, and frequen~ly curious-looking mounds. At times the 
divide narrowed and became rough for considerable distances; never-
theless, the road as a whole was good, and, travelling :fifteen miles, 
-we saw from the top of the divide the Antelope Hills, and to our left 
the Canadian. Trav~lling down an affluent of the latter two miles 
brought us to a fork of it containing w~ter, on which we encamped. 
The ice was so thick upon it that we had to cut through for our ani-
mals to drink, and found the water slightly brackish, though not un-
pleasant. We passed to-day large patches of dwarf oak, which in 
places covered the prairie for acrea. About three miles from the little 
fork on which we are encamped was a circle of small oak perfectly 
round and having a spring in the centre. The morning .was bitter 
cold, but towards noon it became warmer, and the evening was very 
pleasant. The Delaware and Little Axe killed four buffaloes and a 
deer. We travelled to-day seventeen miles. Many wooded forks or 
small tributaries of the Washita and Canadian were seen to-day 
putting out from the divide; iri some water was found, in others none. 
The Antelope Hills are of the same form, and differ but little in gen-
eral appearance from the natural mounds described some days back, 
to which I gave the name of Steen's Buttes. Last night one of Lieut. 
8teen's sentries shot another, who failed to hear his challenge in the 
high wind, the wound likely to be severe. Oak creek I think an ex-
cellent location for a military post . 
..December 9.-Left camp at eight o'clock, and crossed a fork of the 
stream we had encamped on; and crossing a spur of the divide, and 
shortly after another, thence by an easy descent we reached the Canadian. 
-W-e found it very much as described at our previous crossing, except-
ing that there was less wood upon its banks, and apparently a little 
more water in the bed. Some distance above, on the opposite bank, 
-w-as a sugar-loaf shaped red knob, making ,a good landmark for our 
n.ig ht' s camp, as it is nearly opposite the small stream running into 
the Canadian, on which we encamped for the night. Directly oppo-
site camp another stream empties into the river, and has a large motte 
of timber at its mouth. From where we struck the river we travelled 
up the bottom for a mile or two, directly towards the Antelope Hills, 
w-hich are in plain view, and then going out on hills a mile or two 
more, came to camp in a sheltered valley tolerably wooded, and 
having abundance of water in large pools, which tasted of sulphur. 
To-II1orrow we shall follow the river bottom for a mile and a half, 
w ben we shall go out on the hills and cut off at a bend the river 
seems to make to the northward. Looking ahead at the country, it 
seems to promise a more level road than we have lately had. Buffaloes 
h.a-v-e not been so abundant to-day; nevertheless, the Delaware and 
Little Axe killed two or three. The more I see of this river, its wide, 
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bottom, level surface, soil, (clay and sand,) an_d its e_vident freedom 
from overflow, ·the .more I am convinced that it offers decidedly the 
most level line for a railroad to be found for the same distance between 
the Pacific and Atlantic. To this point there cannot be urged a single 
objection, unless it may be that wood does not here seem to be very 
abundant. The Washita, however, which is not far from it at this 
point, and which is a finely-timbered stream, might afford aJl the 
requisite wood for cross-ties, &c.; and the distance to haul from that 
river to this is inconsiderable. 
December 10.-Left camp at a quarter past eight, and travelling up 
the river bottom for about two miles, took to the hill-sides, and going 
west ~owards the Antelope Hills, crossed several scantily-wooded 
streams of small size, tributaries of the Canadian, in only one of 
which we found water; we passed between the Antelope Hills, which 
we found high mesa or table-top hills of white rotten sandstone; 
thence over a hilly prairie country, covered with fine grass~ we came 
to camp on a small tributary of the river, pretty well timbered, and 
containing fine running water, fifteen miles from our former camp. 
On looking at the r.iver from elevated points, so that I could observe 
it for some distance, only a few mattes of timber could be seen, and not 
in such qua.ntities as to admit of a great deal of shelter. Buffalo are 
becoming scarcer, yet the Delaware and Little Axe killed three and a 
deer. 
December 11.-Left camp at half-past seven, and passing over long 
stretches of prairie, intersected frequently by deep valleys and water-
courses, sometimes well wooded and at others but scantily, sometimes 
containing water and at others only a dry sandy bed, we came at noon 
to one containing running water, at whi0h we stopped an hour to 
water and graze our animals. About four miles further on we 
encamped, having made fourteen miles and a half, and quite near 
within a mile of the Canadian. A mile before camping we crossed a 
stream, the water of which was not frozen-a circumstance which 
p~oved it to be fed by springs . In this stream were fish resembling 
pike, and quite numerous. Our road to-day has been nearly parallel 
to the river, occasionally cuttincr off at a bend, and at others close 
within a mile of it; the soil ha~ been a sandy loam, with sometimes 
long stretches of gravel of a very fine quality. The whole day's 
travel has been (as, indeed, our whole road) covered with abunda?t 
gras of gramma and buffalo; brown sedge is a common growth rn 
ma1l_patcbes, bnt the other grasses mentioned are everywhere mo t 
ltprnnant. In looking along the river we frequently saw mottes of 
timber-some of them extensive, others in small bunches. To-day 
we have not seen a single buffalo, and the Delaware and Little Axe 
only brought in two wild turkeys as the result of their day's hu~t. 
e _have pas ed to-day many prairie dog villages ; at one, while 
lookmo- aroun_d for a shot, I came near stepping on a rattle-snake,. b~t 
arne by h1s rattle, tepped back and killed it. It was one of ix 
rattles; and the fact of it beino- abroad was hailed as an omen of good 
ath r. 11he clay has been \:arm and delightful, and the night i 
cle r and c lm. 
December 12.-Left camp at half-past seven, and followed a road 
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very much such as yesterday, crossing extensive plateaus, deep valleys, 
and ravines, some of which were well timpered, and containing _water 
in pools. Nine miles brought us to a fine running stream, on which 
I nooned and grazed the animals, and called Floyd's -creek, after Dr. 
Floyd, the surgeon of the expedition ; gravel hills were passed fre-
quently, and the soil generally was sand and loam, and.grass abundant; 
timber on the Canadian appeared in larger mattes and more frequently; 
in places the river was fringed for miles with cotton-woods. Aft_er 
leaving our noon camp we came down to the river bottom, on which 
we travelled a mile or so; -then ascended the banks·, and, after a mile 
or two, took again to the bottom, and travelled sometimes on the bot-
tom and at others on the banks, until we -came to Dry river; this we 
found a wide, sandy bed, the banks yery weH wooded, and entirely 
undeserving its name, as it was running a brisk s}ream thirty-five or 
£orty feet wide of clear water. We hav:e passed some natural mounds 
of mesa formation to-day, and other'S l~y still ahead and to our left. 
Our: day's travel has been sixteen and a half miles ; the river bottom, 
the more I see of it, convinces me that the most direct and easy line 
for a railroad must lay along its level surface; it is here a mile and 
more perhaps in width, and Jooking down and up itAo-day we could 
see perfectly straight stretcpes of over twenty miles; smoke has been 
seen ahead to-day, indicating Indians. The Delaware, and Little 
Axe killed to-day a buffalo and eight wild turkeys; the weather has 
been mild and delightful all day, and the night is calm, clear, and 
pleasant. 
December .J.3.-Raised camp at a quarter past seven, and travelling 
seventeen miles, encamped at the mouth of a dry creek, the mouth of 
which was broad and pretty thickly timbered with cotton-wood and 
elm. Our way to-day has been sometimes in the broad river bottom, 
and at others on the banks bordering, and the whole very good, with 
not a heavy hill on it. Opposite our camp this evening is a broken 
r ange of mesa hills resembling the natural mounds_ passed on this side 
of the river to-day, and evidently· at one time connected with them ; 
t hey are striking in shape, being for the most· part like ruined for-
t resses. rrimber to-day has been abundant at many points along the 
r iver; I notic~d especially too very broadly timbered creeks of elm, 
a sh, and cotton-woods coming into the ,Canadian on the opposite side; 
o n this side the creek seems not so bountifully supplied, though there 
h a s been quite sufficient. We nooned for an hour on a creek having 
no timber, but fine water in pools. It is worthy of remark, that for 
-the past week on all the streams we have crmised there has been found 
a great number of grapevines, looking as if they were regularly 
-tr i mmed, the bush being short, and growing, not as wild grapes gener-
8lly do, on trees, but just as in a vineyard; wild plum trees have also 
b e en Yery abundant; there was more sand an_d grav_el in the line of our 
niarch to-day than previously, though not enough of the former to 
:niake heavy pulling. Little Axe killed a large panther, and the Dela-
w are two wild turkeys to-day . 
.December 14.-Raised camp at half-past seven, and travellinO' seven 
Dl iles, arrived on the banks of Valley river, a clear, sluggish ~tream, 
,w-hich at times empties into the Canadian, but at present a sand bat· 
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shuts its mouth, rendering it passable dry-shod. We crossed some 
distance, say three hundred yards, above with our wagons, and stopped 
to noon and water on the western bank. vVe found the bottom only 
tolerably wooded and very sandy, with but Itttle grass, and that of 
poor quality. Travelling four miles further up the bottom of the 
Canadian, which here a way is scantily timbered, encamped, having 
made eleven miles. The road of to-day has been more sandy than any 
we have seen on the river ; and on the left drifted sand hills of con-
siderable height have made their appearance. The Delaware and 
Little Axe killed three turkeys. 
December 15.-Raised camp at a quarter past seven o'clock, and pur-
sued our way up the level river bottom, only leaving it to cross a short 
spur and valley containing a fine stream of clear water, which I named 
Chester creek. Passing a fine motte or two of timber, we nooned for 
an hour at a point where we found water in small pools near the edge 
of the bottom, and fine gramma grass on the hill-side. Within a 
mile or two, after nooning, we passed Spring valley at its mouth, 
which was a bold spring coming out of a patch of cat-tail and rushes 
on the hill-side, and a little timber. Coming thence up the bottom, 
which was sandy, and passing many gravel hills on our left, we came 
to camp on a dry stream, near the Canadian. Here we found a wide 
bottom, filled with excellent gramma grass and abundance of wood;. 
our water we got from the river, a few hundred yards distant. The 
mesa formation on the north bank seems to give out here, and seems 
to soften out ahead into plains and rollin,r prairie. We made to-day 
fifteen miles; the road has been very giod, though sandy in places. 
The Delaware killed a fine deer and a raccoon, and Little Axe two 
wild geese. My greyhounds brought down a fine deer, after a short. 
bu~ gallant race over the hills-Nero taking the lead, with Fannie, 
Prmce, Buck, and Remus close after him. Indians have been on the 
other side of the river within twenty-four hours; the Delaware seeing 
a pony, which had either escaped them or bad been left behind, crossed 
and brought it into camp. rrhis country will some day be as great a. 
vine-growing region as California. On every creek the grapevines 
abo:und, and the soil, a sandy loam, seems par.ticularly adapted to 
their growth. As I have before stated, they do not run on trees, but 
grow, like cultivated vines, short and bushy. 
December 16.-Raised camp at a quarter past seven, and travelling 
about fo~r miles up the bottom, we left it, where the bluff came down 
to the river's edge, and crossing the spur, descended again into the 
bottom, at the mouth of Bluff creek, a good running stream of water. 
ea:ly opposite, on the other side, we saw the ruins of Bill Bent's 
tradrng-house, which was once a branch of the celebrated Bent's Fort, 
on the Arkansa , above the Big Timbers. Some two or three of us 
cro ed the river, (which we found about eight feet deep, runninrr in 
several channels filled with much ice, and some eighty to a hun~red 
yard from bank to bank,) and examined it. It was plea antly 1tu-
at d, having a pring and good stream of water, and up the valle , at 
the mouth of which it is built, timber sufficient. Indians had been 
nc rnpe~ within the old walls but a fow days previous, and the amoun 
of old 1gns proved a favorite camping place with them. The re-
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vious eccentric proprietor becoming disgusted one· day at the Indians, 
w 110 had killed some of his oxen, fired it, and left for his old home, at 
Bent's Fort. ·Following the river bottom three miles or so further, we 
again ascended the bluff where the hills touched the river, and cross-
ing the spur, and travelling three miles further, stopped to noon on 
the river, and nearly opposite a red high mesa })luff on the north bank. 
Leaving our noon camp we came, in a mile, to a fine clear creek, sixty 
feet or more in width, with a hard, sandy bottom, which I called Crump's 
creek. Leaving,'this and travelling about seven miles, over an excel-
lent hard sand and clay bottom, we came to a camp on l\foale creek, 
having made nineteen and a half miles. At this place we found the 
best camp since starting. The gramma grass was knee high, and 
timber felled to our hands -by numerous Indians, who had some years 
previous wintered here; also a fine running brook of water. Our 
road all day has be.en' good, and the weather delightful, as-in fact it 
has been for the past week. All the hills passed to-day, and forming 
the bluffs of the river, contained gravel or white sandstone, with now 
and then some little gypsum. The river bottom generally seems too 
sandy to produce grain well, but abounds in bottom grass, and all the 
hills near it are covered with gramma, which will render this a famous 
grazing country. Timber on the river to-day occurs in mottes, as 
heretofore, and in some p!a~es these mottes are extensive: It appears 
that on the other side the tributaries of the river are as frequent as on 
the side we have travelled, so that a vast extent of country :will some 
day be opened up for settlement in this region. , The Delaware and 
Little Axe killed a deer and turkey. 
December 17.-Raised camp at twelve minutes past seven, and fol-
lowing the river bottom four or fi've miles, we turned off to the south-
ward, where a ravine entered· the bottom, and, following it a short 
distance, ascended to the prairie. We bid good-bye to the Canadian 
with great regret, for not only had the travelling been good along its 
banks, but the scenery had been varied and the weather delightful. 
Where we left it the bottom was as wide as ever, and but that we were 
short of provisions and feared detention, should have followed it to 
its fork, the Conchas creek, and gone thence to Anton Chico. The 
formation of its banks where we abandoned it seemed to promise a 
still more picturesque scenery, being bold, high bluffs of red clay, 
sprinkled over with white sandstone, and cut into chasms and gullies. 
Travelling over the hill which led to the prairie, and which we found 
no trouble in ascending, we passed over a fine rolling- country covered 
with rich grass and a soil fertile though gravelly. The road was the 
best we had met with since leaving, and at noon we had reached a 
spring in a hollow or ravine to the left of the road, and five miles from 
the hill leading to the prairie from the river bottom. Remaining 
here an hour, we again started, and, after travelling about seven miles, 
reached White Sandy creek. This stream is fine, pure, clear running 
water at this time,and grass abundant, but wood scarce at the crossing, 
though it has a thicket or two above. In crossw:ig from the spring to 
White Sandy one sees on the left one isolated peak of no considerable 
altitude, but remarkable as being the only one of the kind. This I 
called after a favorite negro servant, now on his third trip from ocean 
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to ocean with me, "Ab's Knob." The road the whole day excellent, 
the weather clear, warm, and pleasant; distance made, seventeen 
miles. The Delaware and Little Axe killed a deer this day. 
December 18.-Having a twenty miles stretch without water, we 
·were off before daylight, travelling thirteen miles over a road as good 
.as any ever made by Mr. McAdam, and a fine rolling prairie. We 
encamped in a large valley for two hours, to rest and graze our 
animals on the luxuriant grass; thence eight miles brought us to 
"Arroyo Bonito." The evening _part of the journey was heavy with 
.sand, especially the last three or four miles. We found Arroyo Bonito 
a large valley well timbered, watered, and grassed. The latter exists 
principally in the bottom and on the west side. A large encampment 
of Comanches had lately left when we arrived, and in consequence 
game is scarce now, though they had evidentl.v, from the signs left, 
found it in plenty. We saw to-day the bluff, the Llano Estacado, 
looming up in tbe distance on our left and ahead. Tucker found a 
spring of good water on the right hand side of the road, and within a 
hundred yards of it, about four miles before reaching this camp. The 
weather has been cloudy but pleasant all day. We have made _to-day 
twenty-one miles. The Delaware and Little· Axe killed a turkey. 
Our camp is on the west side, under a steep sandstone bluff. 
December 19.-We left camp this morning at six o'clock, groping 
our way to the trail by candle light. In the first seven and a half 
miles (part of which was sandy) we found a fine spring with plenty 
-of good water, and stopped to water and graze our mules. A mile or 
two further on we found a beautiful stream, running in clear water 
-O'Ver rocky bottom, where we watered again. All this time we were 
ascending, until at noon, when, after coming thirteen miles, we came 
to ~ed Bank creek, where we stopped again to water and graze our 
ammals. Shortly after leaving this place we ascended to the almost 
level prairie, and, having made twenty miles, encamped on Beautiful 
View creek, which is perfectly timberlesg, the others mentioned being 
nearly so. Our road, with the exception of the first four or five 
miles, has been of the best possible description, for a large portion 
-of it has been beautifully gravelled, and the remainder a hard clay 
mixed with sand . Grass on the entire distance has been unusually 
abundant) even in this well-grassed country. The country passed over 
ha been a rolling prairie; at times the valleys- were so deep as alm_ost 
to amount to or merit the term of hills. This morning, followrng 
down the Arroyo Bonita a mile or two, we found we were quite near 
the Canadian, it being in plain sight, and not over two miles distan_t; 
to-day we have travelled parallel with it, and are now not far from it. 
The Llano E tacado bluffs are plain in sight upon our left. 
December 20.-We were up and off this morning at half-past five, 
travelling several miles before daybreak. The road all day excellent, 
and over rolling prairie; we ascended gradually until half. past ten 
when we stor p ,d to breakfast at a pretty creek on the left of the road , 
tolerably upplied wiUi timber and water" abundant in large pool ; 
at thi place we had made ele;en miles. Starting at one o'clock, we 
pursued our road over the same character of country until sundown, 
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at which time we ascended the mesa of Llano Estacado, and encamped 
on its summit without wood or water1 but with abundant grass. On 
our left, three miles before coming to our present camp, we passed the 
cc Rinco'9 de La Cruz," a ravine c,oming. out of the Llano, and having 
-w-ater and grass, with sufficient wood for cooking ; but as I was not at 
that time with the train, it was passed by withou,t. stopping. We have 
n:iade to-day within a fraction of twenty-two miles. Before reaching 
our camp a fresh Indian trail was passed, apparently not twenty 
:minutes old ; this· makes us doubly watchful to-night, as well as 
anxious, Jest possibly we may lose a mule or. two, to say nothing of 
train. We have travelled all day towards the bluffs of the _Llano, on 
"W'" hose summit we are now encamped ; it presents a bold, well-defined 
outline as far as it can be seen, and is only to be ascended by wagons 
at certain p9ints; leaving our noon camp we still constantly ascended, 
but on reaching the tdp, a broad and .smooth prairie spread itself be· 
fore us. Excepting the wood on the creek on which we nooned, and 
at the" .Rincon de La Cruz," we have not seen a stick of wood to-day, 
s a ving a few mesquit bushes . 
.December 21.-We were up at half-past three and off at four o'clock. 
Travelling six miles and a half over a road as level as a :floor, we came 
to Aqua Piedra, a ravine containing a fine stream of water, ,running 
a border of trees and abundant grass; the descent to, and ascent from, 
the valley was excellent. Remaining here two hours 'and a half, we 
s t arted again, and travelling over the dead level plain, we ca~ped for 
, an hour to graze our animals on the prairie. . The grass on this plain 
i s everywhere abundant, but of water there is none, unless at times 
t h e rains may leave a pool or two standing in the old buffalo wallows. 
-W-e saw not a livjng thing but a prairie dog and antelope or two) and 
a crow, in crossing this extensive plain. Evidences enough exist that 
years ago buffalo have ·grazed on its fine grasses, but now there is not 
one to be seen, or the sign of one less than ten years old. Leaving 
o u r last camp, where we rested our animals, and travelling abo1 t nine 
m i l es , brought us to Rocky Dell creek; to arrive at this place, we 
pitched off the bluff of the Llano, and found a. miserable, treeless, dry 
bed of a stream, without a stick of timber, and the water in it only 
disc overable, after considerable search, in a pool in the rocky b~d of 
the creek. We came to this place at night-fall, and found nothing to 
recommend it but the grass, which, though not as abundant as else-
""W" here, was good and quite sufficient. Some of our people found some 
scratchings on the rocks, which the idle Indians had picked on with 
stones. I do not know what signification they h~d, or whether any. 
-We made to-day twenty-six miles and a half from the camp at the 
.summit of the Llano to Rocky Dell creek. The Llano is treeless, and, 
as far as one can see, is one monotonous level plain. 
_December 22 .-Leaving Rocky Dell at five in the morning, we trav-
elled over an undulating plain, with excellent hard soil and good road, 
for eleven miles, passing a ravine or t wo on our way, which in the 
rains may contain water, but are dry at present. At thi s time we 
came to Emigrant creek, a good stream of water existing in pools; here 
-we s t opped to breakfast; grass abundant) but wood scarce, there being 
only a few scattering cotton-wood trees growing on the stream. As 
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dered the landscape agreeable by its bold and picturesque appearance. 
Leaving the noon encampment, we traversed a country generally ex-
cellent for nine miles, when we encamped on a small stream of water 
slightly brackish. There was not a stick of timber as large as a 
man's little finger, or any substitute for wood, such as bushes or buf-
falo chips, so that we used a little dry wood I had caused to be packed 
away in the wagons. This country is treeless, except the bluffs of the 
Llano, which are speckled over with cedars, but unfortunately the 
road does not run within four or five mile&. My greyhounds this 
evening brought down and killed a fine fat buck antelope; only two 
were in the race, which was in full view of the whole camp; the hounds, ( 
Buck and Fannie, ran in upon and killed it within a mile of the point 
from which they started; the pace was tremendous, and, take it alto-
gether, it was one of the ·prettiest bursts of speed I ever saw. The 
weather this evening looked threatening, and a hard north wind blew 
for a short time, but at sundown the prevailing wind from the south-
west had again established it!:! supremacy. The country travelled this 
evening has been of the finest character for grazing purposes} and as 
far as one could see retained the same character. 
December 23.-We were up at four and off at five o'clock. Since 
leaving the escort we travel several miles before daybreak, so that we 
may stop to rest and graze our mules on the road, and at the same 
time make a good day's travel. The country this morning precisely 
the same as yesterday, not a tree to be seen except on the distant 
bluffs of the Llano. After leaving camp, in two miles and a half we 
came .to a creek similar to the one we had left in every respect. Two 
miles and a half further we found another, and, travelling eight miles 
further and seeing no timber, I stopped near a dry-water drain in the 
prairie, where the grass was uncommonly good, to graze and rest my 
mules. The men, having saved a few sticks of wood from last night's 
camp, got breakfast at this place. Leaving our dry breakfast camp, 
we passed over a rolling country and several ravines, one of which 
contained water to the right of the road, at a distance of a mile or so, 
b~t not discovering it till the train had passed, we continued on th_ree 
~mies further, and found water in pools, and in some places runnmg 
m a ravine, in which were a few cotton-wood trees ; the water waB 
above the crossing about five hundred yards, and the trees below. 
We made to-day twenty-eight miles. On our left the bluffs of the 
Llano were densely covered with cedars, and not merely dotted over, 
as heretofore. The soil to-day has been a little sandy, but th_e road 
a good as any we have had. To our right at this camp is a cunou _ Iy-
haped table mountain, making a landmark to be seen many mile 
around ; it is distant from us about six or eeven miles. We killed a 
be~f ye terday which we had worked in a heavily-laden wagon two-
t~ird of the di tance to this point. It was fed no grain, and nb-
81 ted entirely on grass. The beef was £t for the Philadelphia_market. 
A book could say no more for the grass on this route. . , 
December 24.-Up at four and off at five. Leaving our last mght 
camp, we travelled over a lovely country finding the scenery of the mo t 
agreeable and varied character. Towa;ds two o'clock we found ater 
( 
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and a little wood in a ravine, and encamped for breakfast. The water 
was in pools, and not very abundant. Going along before daylight 
this morning the Delaware and Little Axe captured two ponies, but 
discovering 8heep tracks in the road, knew they belonged to the Pas-
tores ; sent them back. -Leaving breakfast camp, up to which we 
had made thirteen miles and a half, we travelled eleven and a half 
more without finding water, when, _seeing some cotton-wood trees a 
mile or more to our left, off the road, we drove down to them, and 
f'ound water, wood, and ·grass in great abundance. As we proceed 
the mesa hills seem shut in ahead, so that we look forwa,rd with 
curiosity to what to-morrow will bring forth. The mesa sides are all 
densely covered with cedars. 
December 25.-Up at four and off at five. Travelling up the valley, 
through tqe same description of country as that of yesterday, and all 
the while, with the exception of the last four or five miles, gradually 
ascending, we reached, after sevente.en mil.es, the L~guna Colorado, a 
pond of about thirty-five yards diameter, of sweet but muddy water. 
-We reached here about noon, and, as we had marched seventeen miles, 
and it was Christmas day, I determined to r-emain at rest for the remain-
der of the day. This is an excellent camp; wood, water, {:tnd grass in 
abundanqe, and in the event of a stormy spell, the fine ravines of the 
Mesa afford ample protection. The valley is very extensive, and seems 
to contain about half a million acres of good land. I do not know, how-
ever, of any water than that of the lake we are encamped on. In it game 
seems abundant. \\' ... bile we were at work a deer walked fearlessly 
down to the water's edge, in full view of the whole camp, and, after 
drinking, stood gazing at us until , the Delaware took his rifle and 
killed it. Our Christmas has been a very happy one.· I had saved 
f'rom our surplus some twenty ·fine wild turkeys, which had been 
killed and preserved by the cold weather, so that e'ach mess had its 
turkey, besides its fresh meat, being only short of bread. We had 
buffalo, deer, antelope, raccoon, prairie dog, wild turkey, and grouse 
in our wagons to-day, and enough of all . for a fine -Christmas feast. 
The morning threatened a storm, but about ten it cleared, and the 
day has since been delightful. . 
_ .December 26.-Up at four and off at five o'clock. By a long ascent 
we reached a level -plain covered with cedar and pinon pine. Pursu-
ing this plain a short distance, we descended to the Arroyo de Pajarito. 
Before doing so, about a mile back, we passed, on our left, a good 
spring. At the Arroyo we found water and grass plenty, with a little 
wood. Leaving at one, we came in eleven miles over a good road, 
ascending, and a beautiful count,ry, the Cuerbito, (Little Crow,) where 
we found good grass and water, but little wood, though cedars a half 
mile south of where we encamped were abundant off the road. Here 
I met some Mexican hunters, one of whom guides us to-morrow to 
Mr. Hatch's, near the town of Chaparitos, at which place I propose 
to encamp to rest our animals. Little Axe havino- wounded a buck 
antelope slightly, my dogs pulled him down, neatcamp, very hand-
somely. The road excellent all day, and the country beautiful. We 
made twenty and a quarter miles, and encamped at four p. m . 
.December 28.-U p at half-past three and off at four o'clock. By 
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daylight we bad made sev~n miles when I encamped for breakfast, 
having discovered water about half 'a mile off, in a canon to our l~ft; 
the road has been excellent all day beinO' over a rolling, asceod.ing 
country o~ great beauty. At noon w~ enca
0
mped on the Esteros fo~ an 
hour, havrng crossed the divide between the Pecos and the Canadian, 
thi~ being the :first · tributary of the latter. At this point I left my 
tram and road, with orders to the Delaware and Little Axe to follow 
my horse'.s· tracks_ across the prairie, and for the train to. follow them 
twelve miles and then encamp until daybreak when m the same 
man?er they would come on to Hat.ch's ranch. 'Accompanied 1:>Y the 
Mexican hunter, I arrived at Hatch's where I was most hospitab~y 
received at eight o'clock at night. The next day the train came Ill 
about noon. Hatch's rancho is eighty miles from Santa Fe, four~een 
from Anton Chico, twenty-five from Las Vegas, forty from.Fort Unwn, I 
and on~ h1;1ndred and thirty from Albuquerque. The little town of 
Chapanto 1s three miles off. Corn, provisions, clothing, and a hearty 
welc?me may always be found here. This rancho is situated on the 
Gallmas, a fine, bold running clear stream of some twenty-five or 
thirty ya~ds width; ; few year~ ago it was the frontier settlement of 
New Mexico, but the frontiers of New Mexico like those of our western 
States, are extending, and now the town of' Chaparito is beyond the 
rancho. · · 
t[a:nita.:Y,, 1859.-I spent the month of January in making an 
official VISit t'o Santa Fe and a social one to my old and esteemed 
friend Kit Carson. ' · 
At Taos, February 7, 1859.-I started this mornin-g to look at the 
country between Hatch's rancho and the Canadian, on a line nearly 
east, and _by wh~ch I hoped to find a nearer road than the one we 
travelle~ m _com1_ng in. The road we came was excellent, but. my 
~xpectat10n 1z:i this journey is to go to the mouth of the Conchas riyer 
m the Canadian, and thereby shorten the distance, as well as to bn!lg 
the road by a water-course, instead of leaving the river where we did. 
If we succeed, our road will follow the Canadian a hundred a1;1d 
ei~hty or two _hu~dred miles further, and leaving it, the Conchas will 
brmg us to w1thm a few miles of Hatch's rancho and the towns of 
~nton 9hico and Chaparito. Leaving Hatch's, we came, in six or 
eight miles, to the divide between the waters of the Pecos and those 
of the Canadian. Here a most extensive prospect opened before us ; 
a vast undulating plain bounded on the north by mesas and to the 
south~ard by plains, and isolated mesas stretched far toward .th0 
Canadia~, ~nd seemed to reach at least :fifty miles in extent. Comi_ng 
off _the divide by an abrupt descent, we reached this rolling plam, 
which we found excellently well watered by numerous streams, though 
D?-0st1Y small, covered everywhere with :fine grass and abundantly 
timb d · h ' ·1 ere wit cedar and pinon Having travelled twenty-five mi e 
over a. m3:gnificent natural road we encamped at night on a small 
~tream, with timber in abundanc~ close at hand. A high wind blow· 
m1;tl day, and the weather cloudy 
eb_ruary 8.-At eight o'clock thi·s morning we were off again , 3nd 
puh mng the ame spacious valley or plain over a country preci el. 

























having water in holes, in one of which I saw fish; the morning has 
been raw and threatening rain, which caused me to encamp, after 
making only thirteen miles; our course, nearly east, seems to be enter-
ing a narrow valley, in which I hope to find the Concbes; and after 
going to its mouth) to return up it all the way back to within a short 





February 9.-Entering the nar:row valley spoken of yesterday, which 
is a mile and a half wide, we emerged, after half an hour's travel, into 
another vast extent of undulating prairie land, bounded on all sides 
by mesas, which, instead of rising abruptly from the plain, sloped to 
i~ with a rather steep ascent, which was rendered agreeable to the eye 





· the variegated hues of the different grasses, and the dark green of 
I 
pines and cedars. Into this wide basin numerous small streams enter, 
and ' ~raversing it, flow into the Canadian; water was everywhere 
abundant, and the grass of unsurpassed excellEmce. After travelling 
about ten .miles nearly east we struck the Canadian. It is at this point 
a noble mountain stream, clear, rapid, and deep, running over a rocky 
b~d and frequently breaking into sparkling ripples; following it some 
I 
eight miles we encamped on a small tributary about a mile from the 
river. The route to:.day has passed over a country offering not the 
slightest obstructions to •'Yagons, and unexceptionable in every respect. 
Beaver are abundant on the river, but unfortunately Little A.xe and 
t~e ·Delawar·e left their traps at camp, so that we have taken none; 
s~nce our arrival at Hatch's they have trapped. only seven on the Gal-
lmas. The weather delightful. 
February 10.-Leaving our camp of last night, we soon approached 
the Narrows, or Angosturas, as the Mexicans term it. From all that 
I had heard, I had looked forward to this place as forming an insur-
mountable obstacle to a road a-scending the river, antl was delighted -
to find, instead of the dreadful canon I · had pictured it, extending for 
many mile,s, a place which ten men in as many days wouJd render an 
excellent road ; it simply requires the loose stone to be removed; and 
a few gullies filled, to make it perfectly good. On the opposite side 
?f the river there is no ob,struction, but where so little work is required 
1t would be· idle .to think of bridging. The Narrows are caused by a 
long cape of the mesa impingi_ng on the river, and are -not over two 
or three miles in length. Coming oat of this gorge, a country of great 
beauty ·opened before us; the valley of the river, five to seven miles in 
width, stretched ~s far as we could see to -the eastward, the river run-
ning through the centre, with a line of large cotton-woods marking its 
course, and at intervals heavy groves making out into the meado,ws on 
either side; the soil seemed of great fer:tility, and as we looked upor.z 
the immense tract of waste land, which would feed thousands) we re-
gretted that the want of protection against a few barbarous savages 
should prevent the occupation by civilized men of such a lovely re-
gion. Some distance down the valley we could see smoke arising from 
l ndian (Comanche) fires; and as we were but ten, and had seen all we 
came to.look at (the A.ngosturas,) we rested our animals for a couple 
of hours, improving the time by killing wild turkeys, with which the 
bottom abounded, and then returned to where we first struck the 
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river; to-morrow I shall follow it to the mouth of the Conchas, and 
by that stream hope to return nearly to camp ; the .wind being high, 
moved camp up the Canadian, findingthe 1same broad and level valley, 
€qually fertile with that seen below) and fringed with cotton-wood, 
hack berry, and willow, and encamped in a thick grove of box elder 
under a bank, affording us a well-protected camp ; the Delaware and 
Little Axe having killed five wild turkeys, we supped sumptuously. 
The Angosturas, or Narro~s, are about three miles in length._ 
February 11.-The morning beautifully clear and the day hke one 
int.he early part of June at home. Travelled up the Canadian, find-
ing it a noble bottom, such as heretofore described,. until -w_e came to 
the mouth of the Conchas; this we found to enter the Canadian where 
both canon. The Canadian commences its canon about a quarter of a 
mile before the Conchas entered it; the· Conchas we followed from its 
mouth to our present camp, and found it to run through a canon all 
the way, say a half a mile; how far up ·the canon extend3 I do n_ot 
know, but shall see to-morrow. The canon is about one hundred feet 
deep in places, and accessible quite often where drains from the valley 
fall into it, and is about fifty or perhaps sixty yards across ; the water is 
cl~ar, the stream rippling over a rocky bottom and forming large 
pools of sometimes more than five hundred yards' length and from 
eight to twelve feet in depth, its average width being about twenty 
feet. Our wagon has followed over the country to points indicated 
without finding any difficulty, which shows the easy character of its 
surface; ' grass everywhere abundant and no lack of -timber; the 
country we are traversing seems a vast basin of undulating surface 
bounded by high mesas ; it is decidedly the best water~d country in 
New Mexico, and would be considered well watered in any part of the 
world; of its fertility the grass is sufficient indication. In the narrow 
valley of the C<'nchas we found luxuriant grass of many kinds and a 
growth of dwarf oak and hackberry; shells were abundant, hence its 
name, Conchas, a shell. The Delaware and Little Axe killed two 
white-tailed deer. 
February 12.-Pursuing our way up the Conchas, we found it coming 
out of the canon in half a mile; we travelled up it through a fine bot-
tom) finding it cafion quite often, and breaking out from its rocky 
prison to run through meadows such as we found at our start this 
morning; the canons were all short, and contained narrow strips of 
grass. and meadow land in them; for awhile we left the river, and 
cro srng ~he spur of a mesa we came to the valley ao-ain, here magnifi-
cently wide _an~ b_eautifully covered with grass ; 
0 
the entire bottom 
could. be e_as1l7 irrigated, if such· labor should prove necessary, and 
the 01~ :11h1ch 1s as rich as any to be found be made to support thousands 
of fam1hes . We encamped near our camping place of the first day out; 
here we found the Oonches fork-one arm bearing off to the northward 
an e twa.rd, and the other nearly due we t. 
F~bruary 1 .- ollowing up the western fork of the Conches, and 
P . rna many mall canon , all of which contained water we turned 
off, after travelling eiabt or ten miles and crossed the divide to the 
n rth /~rn fork of _the Oonches; we ~ncamped on the head of thi 
r m a., it first pnng . The country as heretofore described. 
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February 14.-Left camp this morning at 9 o'clock, and cro ing 
an ~asy divide came into the lovely valley of the hea waters of the 
m~m 9onches ; we found it running through a valley probably two 
miles m width ; the valley level , and the cour e of the tream marked 
b_y a line of cotton-wood trees, which occa ionally formed grove of con-
siderable size, while the mesas on either side were covered with cedar 
and pine ; leaving behind us the valley and turning to the westward 
we ~assed a divide of such easy ascent as to appear a level plain,_ and 
passmg through a puertocito or gate struck the valley of the Gallmas. 
From our exploration terminated to-day, there no longer exists a. 
<loubt that a line of road may follow the Canadian river and_ its tribu-
tary, the Conchas, from our first crossing near Fort Smith to within 
~ourteen miles of .Anton Chico, having a broad level river valley bear-
rng_ wood, water, and grass in great abundance for its entire length, 
a distance of six hundred miles. 
February 26.-Left Hatch's rancho this morning at ten o'clock. We 
h_ave passed two months resting our animals there, and found good 
accommodation. Hatch settled a year or two since on the Gallinas, 
then an unsettled country, and by the fruitful product of the valley 
has made himself independent. When we arrived he had already 
collected some ten thousand bushels of. corn, which he was selling at 
over 01;e dollar a bushel to the government and others. He plants 
€Xtens1vely, and buys from his neighbors, also settled on the fertile 
1an~s _of the Gallinas, and being a shrewd man makes large pr:ofits by 
tak1~g contracts for the delivery of grain or selling it at his house. 
Passrng over an undulating country, with high mesas on our right 
and an unbounded prospect to our left, came in fifteen miles to the 
Pecos, where I enc_amped. In all the country travelled to-d~y, wood 
and grass have heen abundant-of cedar and pine. We crossed the 
Pe~os at the mouth of a canon, and some five -miles above the .Anton 
Ch~co. Instead of passing by the latter town we took a new line, by 
which we .saved four miles in distance and 'found a better road. 
February '27.-We were off this morning-at seven, and ascending to 
the mesa from the river ·by a very short hill of a hundred yards we 
reached a level country densely· covered with cotton and-pine woods,.. 
~nd ahead immense tracts of open country covered with grass-. Pass• 
mg over a perfect natural road we encamped at te~ o'clock for break-
fa~t after ms:1,king eight miles. This e.vening we made nearly twelve 
nnles, through a country which: charmed the eye at every step ; cedar 
and pine covered the surface densely, but not so entirely ~hat open 
glades and quiet little valleys were not abundant,. As we· advanced, 
mesas of g.reat height and pictur~sque appearance rose on both side~ 
-0f us. At four we encamped in a beautiful valley, and sent our ani-
mals up the mesa to drink at a fake of fine water which exists there ; 
near it was a spring in the head of the ravine which drained the val-
ley. We passed this morning several dry Jakes, from which .tlie-
water had just passed; it must be remembered that this is the ·driest 
.season of the year ; the weather delightful. 
February 28.-The last day of winter, and all of us are heartily 
,glad of it. We were up at four and off at seven. In a mile or two 
after leaving camp we came to the entrance of C,.,1,iion Blanco, and, fol-
H. Ex. Doc. 42-3 
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lowing out to its head, we stopped to noon where a ravine coming 
close to the road supplied water. A Mexica1twith _me,. who knows 
the country, says there is a lagune or lake about three miles from us, 
at the head of the ravine in which we found the water. The country 
to-day is equally beautiful with that of yesterday. Our roa'd w~s ~p 
the Cafion Blanco. This is a chasm in ·the mesa, and about a mile 1n 
width, its smooth surface offering not a single obstruction to wheels., 
and so firm that ours left scarcely an impression. On the right the 
rock rose a sheer precipice in plac~s to the height of five hundred feet; 
on the left it brokP, off into steep hills, covered thickly with pine 3:nd 
cedar. It seems inhabited for its whole length by prairie dogs, -w~nch 
kept up an incessant barking as we passed their villages; we killed 
several of thew. ·'ro get out of the cafion we amended a hill, and 
passing through a country such as described heretofore, encamped at 
a lake. The whole country, from eleyate.d points, seems like that de-
.scribed yesterday, abounding in timber and grass . 
. March 1.-Leaving our camp, we traversed an undulating plain, 
and .the day, which had been beautifully clear, turning out stormy, 
we encamped under a mountain, where a plentiful _supply of timber 
afforded good shelter for ourselves and animals. At noon I visited the 
Artesian well of Captain Pope. I had previously seen this work, and. 
admire the industry and perseverance with which it .is prosecuted. 
Should the captain succeed, he will have rendered better service to 
New Mexico than any one alive; and if he does not, he will have the 
satisfaction of having tested an experiment of great magnitu,4e in the 
most thorough manner, with a degree of force and spirit deserving all 
praise. The location is beautifully chosen, and I trust before we re-
turn to find a stream of water runn,ing down t.he great valley, at the 
head of which he is boring, and which requires only that to render it 
of the most lovely and desiracle character. For myself, I have no-
doubt of his success. We made to-day fifteen miles. 
March 2.-It continued to storm on us all night and day. About 
an inch of snow fell, whicl;i, blowing in our faces, rendered our march 
to-day of great toil. We made sixteen and a quarter miles, and en-
cam_ped ~n the San :Antoni~ Pass-the road very good all day-about 
halt of 1t over rollmg plarns and the remainder through the pass, 
w_hich is wi?e, but shut in by high mountains, covered densely with 
pme. As far as we have entered it, the pass is easy wagoning. 
_March 3.-Left camp at noon and went into Albuquerque. Ten 
miles took us out of the pass which is an excellent one and the re-
mainder of the road_ over a de~cending grade, very smooth all the way 
to Albuquerque. T~mber becomes scarce after leaving the pass-near 
Albu uerque there 1s none. The Delaware and Little Axe killed two-
dter and ome turkeys, which abound in the mountains. 
]!arch 8._-Froru the las_t date to this day spent in Albuquerque _pre-
. armg for JO~rney. Left m the evening and encamped for the mght 
in th~ an hills. These hills rise gradually for about seven mile , 
and _f rm the very wor t part of the road from Albuquerque to Cali-
f; rm . The wea.t~er warm and pleasant. 
arch .-Leavrng our camp in the sand hills we marched eleven 
to t e uerco; found the Puerco well worthy of its name; it was 
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running r~pidly, and the water and mud mixed in equal parts. This 
stream requires bridging, as it frequently delays traveller for days; 
at other times it is entirely dry. The expense of bridging it will be 
from five to seven thousand dollars. 
March 10.-Leaving the Puerco, we came to Sheep springs, which 
were filled with water, and a small stream issuing from them. The 
country from last camp rolling and road sandy; grass i scarce at this 
s~ason, but wood at the springs plenty for fuel. The day exceedingly 
disagreeable, with a high wind. 
ll!larch 11.-In seventeen miles, over a road for the most part sandy, 
we came to the Laguna, which is a large marsh, and abundance of 
( water; encamped near the lake; grass all grazed off; no wood but a 
few small cedars. Our road to-day has been through a valley, in 
many places twenty miles in width, and bounded on both sides by 
mesas. , 
March 12.-Leaving our camp at the Laguna, we passed over an 
excellent country up the valley of the Gallo to the Ojo del Gallo. 
Here we found wood, water, and grass abundant. We encamped near 
the old ,camp of last year. The Delaware and Little .A.xe trapped two 
beavers, which are liuite numerous in the stream below where the 
road crosses. , · 
March 13.-Remained in camp all day. During the night a slight 
' powdering of snow fell on us. The Delaware and Little .A.xe caught 
two more beaver. 
Marc0 14-Camp left the Gallo, and following up the stream a 
sho_rt distance, turned the point of the hills, an~ bore away for a 
sprrng containing abundanc~ of water, but lying three or four miles 
off the road, to the right. I remained behind, with my negro servant 
~ bsalom, to kill ducks, which abound here. We killed some sixty to 
eighty fine canvas-back) red-head, mallard, and spring-tail, and 
spent the night at camp. We took no beaver this night, as the Dela-
ware sent his medicine off with the wagons, not knowing we would 
pass another night on the stream. · . 
Marek 15.-Leaving the Gallo, our road turns ~ point of the hills-
which comes do'Yn towards the river, and in abo:ut four miles forks. 
One trail goes off to a spring, and the other directly towards the Zuni 
mountain. T4at which goes to the spring comes in again, a fow 
l miles beyond, -and loses about four miles. The valley traversed in 
coming to the Zuni mountain is sometimes fifteen miles in width, the· 
ascent a gradual inclined plain, so that although a great altitude is 
attained in the twenty-five miles which intervene between the Gallo 
a.nd the "Agua Fria," a beautiful spring, which breaks out quite near 
the summit of the mountai.n, one does not perceive it, and only the 
test applied by instruments 'would convince a person of the fact. 
' The road is excellent, and large, fine timber and cedar exist in the 
greatest abundance~grass luxuriant. We. arrived near the Agua 
F ria at night. !t is the last stream or spnng we shall see flow!ng 
towards the .Atlantic until ou: return, as th~ back-bone of th~ m~un-
tain divide of the waters flowrng to _the Pacific, and those gomg rnto 
the Atlantic, is within a mile of 1t. The valley traversed to-da;w-
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narrows towards the spring, but th~ hills on either si_de slope easily 
towards the centre. 
March 16.-We are lying by to wor¥ the . road at a steep poin~, 
near the summit. I rode to the summit · this morning, and found it 
hard to realize that w_e had reached by so excellent a trail, and with-
out a single hard pull) ~he d_ividing ridge of the dreaded Rock_y 
Mountains. The country here, even at this forbidding sea~on, 1s 
beautiful, and the forests of pine and abundant grass render it par-
ticularly favorable for settlement. I •presume, of course; the small 
stream found here is not the only water in-the vicinity. So far., we 
have found two points which require w9rking, and these done, shall 
proceed onward. 'l.10-morrow I s~all despatch' two wagons to · the !n-
dians at Zuni, in hope to find corn there, and the Indians in a sellrng 
humor. In this respect all Indians are singular. They either sell 
readily and for little or nothing, or not at all, and are as capricious 
in their dispositions as possible. We find snow here in patches. 
Weather pleasant. . , 
March 17.-Still at work at the road near.,. the summit. We are 
cutting down the rock, mu.king a side 'cut along, the 8teep ascent, on 
the four degree grade, and principally on solid· sandstone ·rock, mak-
ing a wall on the lower side, the stone laid up dry and coming suf-
ficiently above the road to form a parapet. This promises to be both 
a permanent and excellent piece of road, when completed. Weather 
pleasant. · 
March 18.-Still at work on the road. Doctors Floyd and Spiller 
walked to the summit of a mountain, some distance from camp. 
They describe the mountain as an extinct crater; the view beyond 
very extensive, and country covered with a dense forest of pine as 
far as vision reached. Weather pleasant 
March 19.-Still at work on the road; we shall move back on our 
tracks to-morrow to work a part some six miles behind us. 
March 20.-Went back six or seven miles and worked two bad hills 
with all the men, and at sundown had completed good roads around 
t~~m, working hara all day; whipped two of the most 1:espectable 
c1t1zens for an attempt at stealing my sheep; we drive with us two 
h:undr~d an~ ~fty of these animals for food, which saves the transporta-
tion of prov1S1ons; the day cold and windy. 
March 21.-Left camp and passing the back bone, on the road we 
had made, came_ to Inscription Rock; the road heavy with mud, caused 
b! the fro ~ comrng out of the ground ; having in my previous explora-
tion cle cnbed the road to Inscription Rock shall make no further 
acc?unt of it than to say that grass and wood are abundant, and the 
I rm at the rock unfailing and sufficient. 
_March 2 .-Taking Doctors Floyd and Spiller, the Delaware and 
Lit le xe, I tarted to explore the valley of Inscription Rock. Turn-
ck on our roa~ of ye terday, nearly to the head of the valley, I 
. e . t he oppos1 e or northern ide; following down the north 
1 . f be v_aU y, came fir t to a dry ravine, which, however, ~as 
" 1 n l t tune much water in it as the remains of a large Indian 
n_campment prove ; goino- on to th~ westward close under the moun-
t , nd cro ing a andy piece of ground, for a mile or more, I 
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found anothe.r of similar character, and having old Indian i<Yn about 
it; beyond this, perhaps two mile , di covered a larO'e pring in a 
grove of small oak ; this sprin a- wa about forty feet in diameter, a 
~~rfect circumference ; good solid O'round around, even to the edge of 
!he water, and issuing from it a rill of clear sweet water; the spring 
Is seven feet in depth, a thicket of cotton-wood grows ju t below it 
a?d a long line of red willow, of small growth, marks the course of the 
rivulet which flows from it; Inscription Rock bears by compa s SW. 
by W., distant about eight miles; between this point and the rock 
the grass is everywhere abundant and the soil good, but stony in parts; 
a_t the spring, where we are at present encamped, are several of great 
, size, one of them of over four feet in diameter, and abundance of small 
( ?ak; leaving our noon camp and crossing a low sandy ridge, we came 
mto a rich sheltered valley ; here, fringed with cotton-wood, we found 
a sparkling fresh flowing brook ; it was of a size which in the eastern 
States would be called a fine trout stream, and was as lovely a spot 
as on~ would desire to see, flowing, as it did, over rocks, and making 
heaut:ful little cascades of clear bright water; some enormous pines 
~row m the bottom and much cedar, with a bark resembling white oak 
Ill' eve1;y respect; the distance from the spring to this stream is about 
two _miles NW. and its bearing frtm the Inscription NE.; remaining 
awhile _at the stream., we pu_rsued our way along the base of the 
mount.am, and crossing the dry bed of what is evidently at times a 
large stream, we came at nightfall to another dry bed, where we 
encamped, defering until to-morrow ·a search up it for water; in the 
bed of this stream is found limestone in abundance, of a grey color and 
:fin~st quality; in this stone we found innumerable fossils, some of 
whic~ we took to camp with us; killecl a catamount this evening. 
_March 23.-This morning we followed up the dry bed, and in ·a 
D?ile or two found abundant running water. In many places the solid 
limestone made canons of twelve to twenty feet in height. Returning 
at ten, we-raised camp and pursued our journey, still k~eping the 
northern side of the valley and the base of the mountain, which is 
den~ely covered with pine of largest size, and the valley rapidly be-
commg green in grass; Leaving camp and pursuing the same course, 
at the foot of the mountains, about narth west, we came in a mile upon 
another fine stream, larger than the first. This was fringed, like the 
other, with cotton-wood and oak, and in a grove of giant pmes, on a 
Ii ttle mound, we encamped for noon, Inscription Rock ,bearing about 
S. by E. The bottom lands, as well as the hill sides, are of the 
richest quality of soil. Following down the stream after nooning, 
-we saw. on the opposite Jbank the ruins of an ancient building, which 
-we crossed to examine. vVe found it larger and more perfect than 
those on the summit of Inscription Rock. The wall remaining was 
a bout ten feet in height, built of stone, all of the same size, and re-
gularly laid. Opposite, in strange contrast with its massive appear-
ance, were some deserted huts, built of mud and twigs, the houses of 
the present inhabitants of this country. It was ancient and modern 
G- reece. Leaving the stream and pursuing our course, and passin,g 
over a soil of incomparable richness, we came at sundown, after trav-
elling about four miles, to another brisk running stream, on which wa 
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encamped in large pines at the foot of the mountain. This stream 
was fringed with small willow, but no cott~n-wood on its banks. I~-
scription Rock bears about S.SE. I killed another catamount this 
evening. _ 
March 24.-This morning, breakfast on wjld-cat being_ over, we 
started to explore the creek to its head. We found much nch copper 
ore on its banks. - About a mile above our camp several rich and 
pretty pieces of malachite were found. Following up the mountain, 
we came to a grove of quaking aspen. Above this the stream flowed, 
almost to its head, over a broad flat rock, which seemed as though it 
might be the very backbone of the world. We found the st,rearn had 
three forks. Two we explored to their heads. Both issuetl out from 
under the rocks near the summit of the mountain. The~right hand 
fork is the largest, and bursts. out of the mountain side a full -grown 
brook, and goes on its way making· cascades over the rocks , rushing 
and sparkling through crevices .in fine style. In ascending these 
forks we found several spots where cat-tail was growing lu:xuriantly, 
and which gave unmistakable eyidence of living water. The view 
from the summit was of the grandest description. We found the 
mountain covered to the summit with lofty pines, and but little snow, 
scarcely any upon it. Leaving thfs camp and travelling about :five 
miles, still along the foot of the mountain and · over . the richest de-
scription of soil, we arrived at the largest stream we had yet seen. 
It ~ould be impossible to do justice to ,the view from our present camp. 
Gmded by the roar of the water, we followed up the stream a hundred 
or two yards above our camp, and there found it issuing from the 
mountain, roaring and boiling, and struggling among the rocks of 
the canon. Looking up toward the mountain, up' the bed of the 
stream, nothing could be wilder or more savage. The powerful 
stream pent up in the narrow, solid rocks, seemed in torture to get 
free, and was twisted and turned from its arrow-like career at every 
inch by t4e rocks which stubbornly opposed it. At times it broke 
with tremendous bounds in cascades, and at others formed deep whirls 
and pools of foam, always violent, restless and noisy; the steep sides 
of the mountain, even to the verge of the canon, and where there was 
room within it uncovered with pine, and on all sides, huge rocks and 
broken trees, with occasional patches of snow. Turning from this 
scene of savage grandeur, just below and stretching for miles was a 
quiet, smiling, abundantly fertile valley, through the centre of which 
the fierce stream above flowed as peacefully as though its waters had 
never been vexed and tortured by the rocky walls of a canon. On 
the opposite side, about five miles off, a high mesa of red and w~ite 
sandstone rose perpendicularly, its summit and its base covered with 
cedar. Altogether it was such a scene as, in all my wanderings, I 
have never looked upon before. This stream cuts directly aero s the 
v.alley we have been traversing, and enters a canon on th~ opp~ i~e 
side.. T~e whole valley through which it flows is as fer tile as it 1s 
possible fo r land to become, and timber everywhere abundant. Its 
cour e is nearly north and south. Here, also, we fonnd, in a hill on the 
side of which we encamped, and quite near to where the river comes out 
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of the canon, rich copper ore. From this point Inscription Rock bears 
about SE. by S., and distant some eighteen miles. 
The climate of this region is most unexceptionable ; the days war~, 
the air pur~, the nights cool, without being too cold. The stream 1s 
of the size of the Pecos at San Miguel or Anton Chico. Above our 
camp, some three hundred yards· within the canon, is a natural hridg~, 
over which part of the stream flows in sp_ray, the main body of 1t 
passing beneath. It is of wonderful beauty. Above, as far as we 
explored the stream, it formed a succession of ,exquisite cascades all 
the way. . 
March 25.-To day I return to camp, my duties requiring my 
presence .there; I shall cross to the opposite side of the valley, and 
ret~1rn by it to Inscription Rock ; my exploration has been every way 
most satisfactory, 'disclosing, as it has, a country rich in everything 
that makes · the habitation of man prosperous and happy; to New 
Mexico it is of incalculable importance, and I trust to live to see my 
labors of the last few days rendered useful by the enterprise of o~r-
people, ,and some day to find flourishing settlements and.rprosperous 
-communities where our footsteps have trodden, in what is now a 
wilderness, only known -to th.e wretched Indians who now inhabit it; 
when I left camp this morning it was my intention to have returned 
home,-to the Inscription Rock, but the valley looked so beautiful to the 
northward that I determined to go .to its head; · following it up 
through the same heautiful scenery, we came to the head in about 
.six miles, in a nobl_e pine grove; loo~ing beyond it seemed to droop 
by rapid descent into a similar country, which I felt every desire to 
.explore, but the want of time prevented; at the head of the valley, 
.abo_ut a half a mile) looking towards the north, I found another small 
.sp~rng up a canon, and near I it we stopped to noon and graze our 
ammals on the fine green grass, here from four to ·six. inches high; 
2-fter nooning ·we crossed to the opposite side of th!;l valley, and turned 
homeward under the high bluffs which bound its western extrem_ity; 
the base and sides of these bluffs,' and wherever a foothold is a.fforde~, 
..are covered with cedar and pine, and in places the rock is cut into the 
:most fantastic shapes by the action of the· water-; travelling- aJong the 
slopes, and sometimes in the Yalley bottom, we found the two first 
streams described to unite and form a large lake ·of about a mile in 
.circumference; this found its outlet through a canon, leading towards 
-the Ojo Pescado and Zuni rivers ; where the last-discovered stream 
.empties I cannot conjecture, 1?ut think it probable it finds itR way 
underground after, leaving the valley, to the Rio Colorado Chiquito., 
.or perhaps sinks altogether in tlre intervening sands; keeping our 
course towards camp, we reached it at nightfall, and imP1ediately 
prepared for a start in the morning. . . . 
March 26.-We left ~I ;I\foro, Inscnpt10n Rock, early, and traveHmg 
0 ver our old road, which we found excellent, an-d well timbered and 
grassed, the surface ?~ing n~arly level, a1_1d without a hard pul1, ,we 
v 0 oned at the beautiful spnng of the OJo Pescado; we crossed the 
_zuni river before coming to and after leaving thjs spring, a mile on 
either side of it; the river was full and running rapidly; it was about 
:L wenty-five feet in width and three in depth ; it ii, sometimes quite 
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dry where we crossed it, though water is always to be · fou_nd in ~t 
below; after nooning we travelled on to within ten miles of Zuru, 
where- we encamped, near the river, in good grass and wood plenty. 
Going towards Zuni it is always well to encamp at a-distance of ten 
miles or so from the town, as nearer one does not find good gras~ or 
wood, the Indian sheep and ponies requiring. it nearly all, besides 
which, most of the valley is cultivated in corn and wheat. . 
March 27.-We entered Zuni to-day. We had a wagon~ under 
charge of Mr. George Beale, three days in advance, trading with the 
Indians for corn, and having obtained a sufficiency, we movea on about 
six or seven miles from town to a good camp in the cedars, and about 
half a mile from the river. The day was very disagreeable, with a. 
high wind blowing the dust in every direction, reminding us of Wash-
ington City in a winter gale. Before reaching · the town about two-
miles we crossed the Zuni river for the last time, and already begin-
ning to lose a large por.tion of its waters in the loose soil of the valley. 
The old governor met me in the town with many compliments and 
congratulations, and bearing in his arms a box containing my "arti-
ficial horizon," which I bad left wit.h him in passing last winter. He 
told me the charge had been a great burden on his mind, and he was 
glad to be rid of the responsibility; rewarding him with several 
blankets and numerous pieces of calico, I. sat down in his house to 
hear the news. He had a long list of grievances. The United States 
had persuaded him into an alliance 'with the troops as auxilia-ries in 
the late war with the Navajoes; his people had fought with our troops 
side by side like brothers; the United States had found it . convenient 
to make peace with their enemies, and had left their auxiliaries the 
prey of their powerful and numerous foes. I told him I thought it 
served him right for meddling in things which did not concern him, 
and warned him for the future to avoid "all entangling alliances." 
I left town after giving some· things to the Indians and trading for 
some corn meal, and through the dust, which was almost blinding, we 
rode to camp. 
March 28.-The day being still very unpleasant, with a .high wind 
and occasional drifting fall of snow and hail, we did not leave camp, 
which was well sheltered by the cedars in which I had placed it. 
_March 29.-Leaving camp early and marching about twenty-five 
miles over a country already described in my previous journey, we 
reached Jacob's well. The day cold and raw, with a most unpleas-
antly strong west wind right in our faces; there is no wood at the 
well, hut a quarter to half a mile abundance, and grass plenty. The 
road for the day has been through a cedar forest and prairie count ry 
well grassed. 
March 30.-Worked hard all to-dav with fifty men on the road at 
a place mentioned in my last year 's journal, where the prairie dipped 
suddenly, makin g an ugly hill; by ni ght we had completed an excel-
l ent road by a ide cut from the summit to the plain. 
March 31.-Left J acob's well, and travelling ten miles came to 
Navajo sprin gs . These springs I have before described; they break 
out on the fl.at plains, and travellers should be most particularly cau-
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man or beast falling into th_e mud springs, as they are called, and 
which are found near the water, would be entirely lost. I myself 
stepped incautiously too near, and though on the brink sank instantly 
to my waist, and but for being so near the brink would have gone out 
of sight as qui~tly as in water. Emigrants approaching them s·hould 
place a guard at each to keep stock from getting in, as the ground to 
the very edge of the quagmire is firm, and one step would occasion 
the loss of man or beast. 'I1here is no wood at the springs, but plenty 
a mile east, and gobd grass. Leaving the springs we encamped on a 
small creek, wit4 water in holes sufficient. The line of the creek is 
marked with scattering cotton-wood; cedars found on the hills to the 
left near where the road crosses it, and grass is abundant. I found 
this s·tre~m running full last spring, and the drift-wood in the bottoms 
shows it at times to get up a ,famous current. I have called this stream 
Long's river, after one-of my party, E. P. Long. 
April 1.-Leaving our last camp we passed a rough day in getting 
to the Zuni.- The road was good over our old trail of last year, but 
the weather abominable ; the wind was high, and every half hour a 
s9. uall of mingled snow 
1
and hail directly in our faces. The sun had 
risen clear, and we had congratulated each other on the prospect of a 
fine day, but in half an hour, as if to make April fools of us, a-nd keep 
up the proverbial reputation of the season, the face of things changed, 
and ~ more unplea~ant day I have not passed on the joumey. The 
evenrng was, however, calm, and we found an excellent ·camp, the 
only good or even tolerable ope for wood on the river, in a little ravine 
w luch comes in about a quarter of a mile below whP-re the road crosses 
to it. About nine miles before rea~hing this stream the road crosses 
an~ follows down the right bank of another large sandy bed of a stream, 
w h1c!1 s?metimes runs full, and at others is dry, but water may be had 
by d1_gg1_ng a_t any time at the point indicated in my last year's journ~l; 
at thrn time 1t was above ground, an:d we watered all our stock at 1t. 
, At our camp this evening we dug about a foot, and found plenty of 
water, which I presume may be done at all times when there is not 
found running water in the stream, and there exists necessity for it. 
Apr1'l 2.-Started at seven, and travelling twenty miles reached a 
good camp on the Little Colorado., about two miles below where we 
first struck it. In following down the Zuni one finds off to the left 
a. few scattering cotton-wood about a mile. I think we are on the same 
stream on which we encamped night before last, and which comes into 
the Zufii, making a broad sandy stream, about six miles below where 
\re encamped on the latter. The weather cool and almost cold. I had 
sen t the Delawa.re and Little Axe ahead a day, and on our arrival 
here found they had taken four fine beavers, one of which was th_e 
largest I have ever seen. Contrary to my former experience of- this 
stream, and ;:tdding greatly to our comfort., I found it quite clear, 
though much lower than I have ever seen it previously. I changed 
the location of the road where it comes to the river. I had made our 
arst road around a projecting point of hills, which obliged one to leave 
th bottom and follow for some distance the sandy bed of a creek, 
,~hich I suppos~d at the time_ never would afford an obs!acle, but re-
tlltniIJ g last winter I found 1t too deep to cross even with packs. I 
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carried the road to-day around close under the hills, avoiding entirely 
the creek, and found the travelling excellent, excepting at a sm.all 
ravine, which was steep and deep ; this I bridged .by filling it with 
rock laid up loose, so as to offer out little resistan.ee to the drai~age of 
water. 
April 3._:..Remained in camp all day. We drew our seine in ~he , 
river, but caught only one fish. Some of our party took a few with 
hook and line. They were fat in appearance, with fine white, silvery 
sides. 
April 4.-Left camp at half past six o'clock, and travelled down 
the river twelve miles, working the road in many places. Little Axe 
took a beaver, a.nd the Delaware killed a porcupine. I find gypsum 
abundant in the hill sides whieh bound the broad meadow bottoms of 
the river. San Francisco, with its frosty head, in sight this morning, 
also the Rabbit Hills to the north. These are curious looking points, 
of considerable height, which seem to run almost straight up out of 
the plain north of us. 
April 5.-U p at four and off at six o'clock. Still down the river 
travelling slowly and working_ on the road where it requires it. We 
find antelope and deer abundant, but shy. Little Axe took a beaver. 
The grass, though still dry, is as plentiful as possible, and wood every-
where. We find amongst the drift logs on the river banks large pieces 
of black walnut and pine; and it is to the region from whence these 
come I purpose following the river on my return. 
April 6.-The camp, under charge of Mr. Geo'rge Beale, moving 
slowly down t11e river to the opposite side. Here we found a curious · 
stream flowing into the Colorado Chiquito from the south. It was a 
swift-flowing brook of clear water, about half-leg deep, and one might 
approach its banks within a few feet through the thick-growing grease 
wood without discovering its waters. Just above where we struck it 
the appearance of the stream was that of a regularly constructed canal. 
Here it was about twenty-five yards in width and some six or eight 
feet in depth. We found otter and beaver sign in every foot of its 
ba_nks. Ascending it a few miles) I found it to canon, and five or six 
miles further towards its source it presented a curious spectacle. Ap-
proaching the edge of the chasm, it made our heads dizzy to look at 
the stream below. It was a sheer precipice of a hundred yards in 
depth, and at the bottom the water whirlino- throuo-h with the greate t 
rapidity. As far as we could see this cano
0
n exten°ded, getting higher 
and deeper, until it reached the edge ofaridge through which the stream 
ha_d C?t its passage. Yet it must come from a valley country beyond 
this ridg~, as we saw much beaver-cut wood among the drift brought 
do~n _by its current, and the canon has none, nor is there any of any de-
cn pt10n upon the banks of the stream as far as we could trace it above. 
The Delaware and Little Axe took two beaver. 
Aprtl 7.-This morning we scratched in a hill side, on the summit 
of w~1ch ~ere th~ remains of an old Indian pueblo of the race ':ho 













a srngle clue as to their people or times. We exhumed a much de-
cayed skeleton, the bones of which were too much decomposed to bear 
handling; on the forehead was a small earthenware vase, and one on ar 
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each side of the body ; these we took out carefully_, and I hope will be 
able to carry them bapk with us. I also found several arrow heads of 
agate prettily worked. The Delaware and Little .Axe took two beaver. 
Leaving the river I overtook camp, and was pleased to find that Mr. 
George Beale had discovered an excellent rock ford, a most valuable 
matter on this river, where crossin_g is frequently rendered difficult on 
account of the ,muddy character of its banks, besides giving a fine 
foundation for a bridge, when one is built; it is t-110 only rock bottom 
yet discovered on the river; the, bank on the opposite .side l,l.ad been 
worked down, and an excellent road made up it, and the whole train 
crossed by Mr. Beale before we arrived ; almost as soon ·as we got to 
camp, the mules were hitched up and ~e were off. I hav.e stated in 
my previous journal th~t the road here leaves the river for a tim·e, say 
thirty-five miles, to cut off a bend which the stream makes to the 
northward. We travelled twelve miles and encamped for the night, 
where an old road ascends a steep mesa, 
.April 8.-We were up early, and lookipg for a more favorable place 
to ascend t.he mesa, and make a good road, discovered a spring ; . it 
seemed almost too much good fortune, and was just in the place where 
I should have put one if it .had been in my power, making,, as it does, 
the easiest of drives across the cut-off, and obviating the only objec-
tion to leaving the river. We went hard at "-work at the rough side 
of the mesa to make a road up it-an uglier place is hard to imagine-
huge boulders lay on its steep sides in every ,direction; but with fifty 
willing hands a good deal may be done; worked all day. The Dela-
ware and Little Axe took two beaver. . 
.A.pril 9.-All day hard at work on the road up the mesa. I have 
had the spring cleaned out, and a fine basin of consider:able size made 
to receive its waters, which are excellent. The Delaware ~and Little 
Axe took two beaver. · ... 
.A.pril 10.-W orked har~ this morning at the descent of the mesa, 
and having crossed it travelled down the river to the point, at which 
we shall leave it ; road excellent. _ 
April 11.-The day windy and disagreeable; worked off the steep 
pitch at the mouth 'of Canon Diablo and travelled fifteen miles to 
Walnut creek, in which we found abundance of water in holes and 
large pools. Shortly after our arrivll at camp the water came down 
in a full stream, filling the whole bed of the creek, and making ·a 
' stream some thirty or forty yards in width and two or three feet in 
depth; we have abundance of drift wood and a fringe of small timber 
growing on the creek) walnut and hack berry. This morning I went 
off the trail some miles and struck the Canon Diablo; it is appr:opri-
ately named, being ·a chasm in the earth, ,with perpendicular rock 
sides, in places a hundred and fifty feet in depth; the bottom is well 
supplied with black walnut, cotton-wood and hackberry, and we could 
see, looking down into it, larger pools of water, which in rainy seasons 
would become torrents ; but for this canon the road could be shortened 
to the Colorado Ohiq uito twenty-five miles; it might be easily bridged, 
as the rock affords every facility for solid foundations on both sides. 
April 12.-We are now at the foot of the San Francisco mountain, 
and a light snow is falling, which melts almost as rapidl.y as it falls. 
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Travelled seven miles anrl encamped in some cedars by the road side. 
We are glad once more to see the green grass; at Walnut creek it 
was quite green, and seems to improve as we advance. . 
April 13.-Leaving last night's _camp we travalled to Cosnrno 
Caves and stopped to noon ; at tbis place we found, as at Walnut 
creek, a booming stream of water filling the whole bed of the creek; 1 
after nooning came on about seven miles further, and encamped at a 
steep pull out of a hollow, with the view of working it in the morn• 
ing ; Little Axe killed an antelope. 
April 14.-Worked hard all day until evening at the road, removing 
large rocks and grading it ; in the evening we drove on some six 
miles, ascending a ..Iocky mesa, which I also worked, changing the 
location of the road at this point to an ascent offering a better grade ; 
we found the water-holes in the valley which we dug last year full, 
affording us an abundant supply for our camp and animals ; the De-
laware killed an antelope. 
April 15.-Worked the road in places, and travelling seven miles 
arrived at Le Roux spring, the weather delightful ; no one could pass 
through this country without being struck with its picturesque and 
beautiful scenery, its rich soil, and its noble forests of timber ; the 
view from our camp of this morning is unsurpassed in the world; the 
soil is a rich black loam, the grass, gramma and bunch equally 
mixed, and the timber, pine of the finest quality and greatest size; 
water at this season we find everywhere, nor is there at any time any 
lack of it at this place. 
April 16.-Leaving Le Roux spring we travelled four miles, and 
encamped in the forest, where the green grass afforded abundant 
pasturage ; the rol:!,d in places heavy with mud. 
April 17.-Passing out of the for~st in a mile and a half we came 
to a beautiful prairie some five miles in breadth and three times that 
in length ; at the western extremity of this prairie, and within a few 
hundred yards of the road to the right is a spring; as it is not large, 
I determined to improve it, and therefore camped for the day and put 
all the hands to work to dig it out; it will then supply abundant 
water for parties of any number; the prairie is surrounded with pine 
timber, and many beautiful groves growing within it; numbers of 
deer and ant3lope bounding o-,,er its green turf make it peculiarly 
attractive, while the magnificent San Francisco mountain, capped 
with eternal snow, renders the landscape perfect; the Delaware killed 
an antelope. 
April 18.-While we were busily engaged in digging out a Iar:re 
basin at the spring this forenoon, I heard exclamations of surp:1 e 
fro I? the men, and looking down the valley saw two men_ approacb~n u 
rapidly on dromedaries ; I recognized at once the white Euyptian 
dromedary, my old friend of last year ; as they came neare_r I ~~ 
that one of the men was S. A. Bishop, e q., and the other .Ah H~dJI 
who accompanied me on my former expedition; they had ulonouw 
news to tell me; I had sent my clerk, F. C. Kerlin, by El Pa D: 
California, to say that I should take only provi ion to la t me o_ be 
Colorado, and expecting Colonel Hoffman with the troop woul . be 
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of that river; Colonel Hoffman had gone to tµe river to reconnoitre, 
but the Indians having attacked him he returned to the settlements 
for reinforcements ; Mr. Bishop knowing I would be at the river 
about the time set, and that Colonel Hoffman with his seven hundred 
troops could not get there in time to meet me, as they intended to 
travel to Beale's crossing via Fort Gaines, fitted out an expedition of 
forty men, and boldly ·came on to the river ; here he was met by a 
thousand warriors flushed with their successes over the emigrants, 
and rendered confident by their skirmish with th.e troops ; they im-
mediately attacked him, but did not calculate on the character of the 
men he had, or the deadly efficiency of the frontier rifles in the hands 
of frontier men; he killed two out of every three aimed at, andJ in a 
brilliant battle, completely routed them ; he then crossed the river·and 
remained in their village for a number of days defying them ; the'n 
so completely was the spirit of this formidable tribe broken, that he 
divided his party, seudi0:-g back twenty, leaving a _strong garrison of 
six at the river, and with the remainder came on to meet me .. On the 
secon~ day after leaving the river he was again attacked by two hun-
dred'. choice warriors, anxious to wipe out the disgrace of their late 
defeat. These, with his small party, many of whom were beardless 
boys, but frontiersmen, he routed, killing four at the first fire. . As 
he approached the river, four men of the mail party, which· has been 
making fruitless attempts for nearly a year to get a mail over the 
road, joined him, but on seeing the number of the Indians their hearts 
failed them, and two turned back. The mail was brought on my 
camels and delivered to the agent, Mr. Smith, who was travelling with 
my party ; and having no means of sending back.the mail he brought, 
and as the camels after meeting me turne1 back to .the Colorado, it 
was transferred to the back of one of them, and now returns with us. 
Thus th'e first mail of the 30th parallel was brought on my camels 
both ways, and never would have come until the establishment of a 
post, as the men who accompany it affirm, but for Bishop coming·under 
my direction to meet me. In the evening we hitched up and came 
over to B.ear spring, about four :tniles further on. rrhis is a fine locality 
for emigrants to lay by and recq~.it. their stock, as there are several 
fine springs within a mile or two around the base of the mountain 
which afford abundance of water; and the grass canpot be surpassed., 
and the forest filled with game in plenty. Little Axe.killed two ante-
lope, and the Delaware a, deer. 
April 19.-Leaving Bear spring we came to Cedar creek in eight 
miles, where we found plenty of .water in the s&me large pool in which 
we found it in our first journey-.·of exploration. Here we remained 
three hours and a half, and then coming ten miles further, stopped 
for the night near King's creek. . The Delaware killed ,an antelope. 
April 20.-We came in three miles and a little over to King's creek, 
where we found a pool of water of some hundred ya_rds length by 
fifteen in width, and about four feet deep. Our camels with their 
solemn face~ make our camp look like old times again. The.Delaware 
and Little Axe killed two antelope. Leaving King's creek, and travel-
ling eighteen miles? we encamped without water-, but in good green 
grass ; cedar arid prne abundant. The whole location of this road I 
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shall change, carrying it by. my trail of winter before last. By this 
means I shall save twenty miles in distance, gain two waters, and 
pass over ground equally as good as that now travelled, which, how-
ever, is excellent; but the saving in distance and . the gain of two 
waters warrant the change. · 
April 21.-Leaving last night's camp; we found water near wh8re 
the road ascends a short mesa. But being near, we came on to Alex-
ander's canon, and found w~ter a_!ld grass in such abundance that our 
mules soon :filled themselves. It is forty miles by the present road to 
our noon camp, on King's creek, of yesterday. By the cut-off and 
new road I shall save exactly half of that distance. On account of 
these contemplated changes in its location, I shall defer making _it 
until I replenish my provisions and corn. A slight shower of ram 
this morning. The Delaware and Little Axe killed each an antelope. 
In this record of game killed, I only mention that killed by those two, 
who are regularly employed as hunters, and none taken by the rest of 
the party. · 
April 22.-"\V'e left Alexander's canon at four this morning, and 
arrived at Hawley's canon at eight o'clock. Here we found the water, 
as on my two previous journeys, abundant. I desire to say particu-
larly of this water, or rather of these waters, that they are not springs, 
but large tanks in the rocky bed of the canon, containing a great deal 
of water. There are three of these tanks, two of which are directly 
at the camping-ground, and the other nearly two hundred yards 
below. Going }Vestward a mile and a half before reaching this place, 
one sees to the left, about a quarter of a mile from the road, a ravine 
or canon ; about a hundred yards down this is a hole we dug out on 
my first journey, and which I found full of water this morning; fol-
lowing down the canon a hundred yards further is a spring; about 
the same distance further down, a small ravine comes into the canon, 
and by going into this some fifteen or twenty yards is another pool of 
water. Some mile and a half or two miles after leaving this camp, 
(Hawley's canon,) to the right, is a spring and tank of water; also> to 
the left of the road a quarter of a mile, and about four miles fr~m 





to the best of my belief, in the same canon as Smith's spring, and the 
sam~ water. In travelling this road with stock, one would do well to 
lay 1~ here a supply of water, as it is thirty-five miles from th~ la ~-
ment10ned wa.ter to the next. The grass and wood in this r~g10n 1 
~ve~ywhere excellent. The wood is principally cedar and_ ~me, 3:nd 
m forests of great extent, but with open glades, which d1v1~e with 
the woodland the whole surface of the country. Little Axe killed an 
antelope. Leaving Hawley's canon, at which we stopped to noon, 
came on to Dor?an's Pass, described in my previous journey? where 
we passed the mght. The Delaware killed, to-day, the first big-horn 
or mountain sheep we have seen on the road. It must have weighed, 
,, Vi 
when dressed, a hundred and fifty-five pounds. . 
April 23.-'fravelling through the level valley described m the 
former expedition, with the Aztec range on our right, we came 
dusk, to our old camp at the water hole in the rock. The e genera_ll 
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I had sent on to Hemphill's springs had exhausted nearly all the 
water. I shall shorten the road from this point to Floyd's Peak on 
my return, by carrying it through -Tucker's Pass, which I discovered 
on the previous journey, by one-third of the distance. 
April 24.-We len our camp ·before daybreak, and, descending the 
rocky hill, struck the level valley leading to White Rock spriu.g and 
Truxton's springs. To my infinite satisfaction, we discovered two 
spri•ngs this morning, neither of which are a half mile from the road, 
and both having abundant water. This discovery renders the road 
from Albuquerque without a single (jornada.) There is now no place 
on it, when the new road is made, which will · make it necessary to 
travel over five and twenty miles without water. I regard the dis-
coveries of this morning as fixing beyond doubt the fact that this is 
the best emigrant road known from the eastern States to the Pacific 
ocean. The first spring I have called Delaware spring, be·cause the 
Delaware found it. It is in a canon to the left of the road, about a 
third of a ·mile distant, and about two miles and a half onward after 
descending the rocky hill into the valley. The second I have called 
Gardiner's spring, after the ma,n who showed it to me. This, also, 
is on the left of the roa:d, and about a mile and a half further on than 
~he Delaware spring. They are both of the purest water and refresh-
mgly cold. In addition to this) we have discovered a short and easy 
road to Hemphill springs, which is quite a stream; by the newly dis-
covered road one turns off after passing the springs just mentioned, 
and, going due west two miles and a half~ reaches the water without 
encountering any difficulty. Thus a cluster of springs -of excellent 
water are found at the very point which we have always considered 
the least well watered, and on that account the most objectionable on 
the whole road. Indians seem numerous about here; and we are 
keeping a bright look-out for them. To-day the1r signal fires are 
telegraphing our arrival from every hill-top. It was here we killed 
two on our homeward journey winter before last. \ 
April 25.-Leaving White Rock spring, which is in Eagle's Pass, 
we came to Truxton's spring, discovered in our previous expedition, 
in a mile and a half. Here we breakfasted, and grazed our mules until 
noon, when we came on nine miles further and encamped. On our 
· way down, just as one comes out of the pass and turns -to the west-
., ward, I saw a green spot on the mountain opposite, and Mr. Bishop 
informed me that it was, he supposed, the spring which one of his 
hunters had found and spoken to him of a few days previous. I sent 
over some men to examine, who reported on their return that it was . 
an abundant spring of the largest kind. It is about a mile, or per-
haps a little m0re, from the road, and not over six or seven from 
. Truxton E!pring. The bearing from the mouth of the pass is nearly 
west to the spring, to which a well marked Indian ·trail leads. We 
are beginning to believe that this part of the roaa' will prove the best 
instead of the worst . 
.April 26.-Leaving our last night's camp, I determined to make a 
cut-off in the road to Vias spring, which is on the mountain side, as 
our provisions are getting low. I made only a passable road, and 
reached the spring at evening. All day was passed in hard work 
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upon the road. We found the spring · improved by the '!orking out 
of the rocks, which we did last year. At Truxton's sprrng the In-
dians succeeded in stealing a mule from us. . 
April 27 .-Spent the day in working out the rocks in the spi:m~, 
.and cutting the road close to it. The ·old road did not come w!thm 
from three to five miles of it. The new one, which was hurnedly 
made, for the reasons given in yesterday's remarks, approaches it 
within two or three hundred yards. In the evening we got up our 
teams and drove some eight or ten miles. . 
April 28.-Leaving our last night's camp we came twelve miles to 
Saavedras spring, near the mouth of the Boy Pass ; here we found the 
water abundant, but grass scarce. About three miles before we ~ot 
here, and about a mile after entering the Bog Pass, I went off ~1th 
Mr . Bishop to the right, some two miles, to look at some sprmgs 
which he had discovered when coming, to meet me. They. are :fine 
Bprings) and well filled with water ; here any amount of stock_ could 
be watered. I only visited two of the three discovered by him, but he 
informed me there was another a mile or two beyond in the same line; 
the road to those springs from our road is not difficult, and I drove 
my small instrument wagon to it. I am contemplating a change in 
the location of the road, so as to pass these fine waters, which are im-
portant discoveries. We are now within twenty miles of the foot of 
the Colorado mountains, which are plainly visible as one comes down 
the canon to this spring, and consequently only forty miles from the 
river. This morning the Indians stole one of our mules and shot 
another, so that it died in half an hour, which belonged to the two 
mail men who are travelling under my escort, the mail being carried 
on our camels. When I met Mr. Bishop he had brought it on the 
<:a~els from California, and at the request of the road agent I am now 
takrng it back by the same conveyance, having informed me that he 
had no means at his disposal to carry it back. The camels have done 
good service on the thirty-fifth parallel road. We picked up an ar-
row which had been evidently shot at Mr. Carrington, who was on 
horse guard at the time, but struck a rock before reaching its intended 
victim. It will be curious if I do not find some way of circumventing 
the e fellows before morning. The mule was stolen and the arrow 
shot in broad daylight and about noon. 
April 29.-We arrived early this evening at the springs at the 
C lorado mountain, where we found the water very plentiful. We 
played off a very good joke on the Indians last evening, which brought 
up u_r account quite square with them ; about sun down after they 
h d killed the mule and stolen the one mentioned yesterday, I caused 
th mule . to be hitched up, and camp made ready in as much appar-
ent confu ion as possible, knowing the devils were watching every 
mov ment we made, it was so managed that we got off at night, so 
th t they could not see the men we left behind concealed in the rocks, 
aft ~ going a few miles as if we had been frightened off, and were 
m 10 . to eek more open ground, we encamped and built our fires ; 
all th1 mu t have amused Mr. Indian vastly, and doubtle s he 
chuckled ~ugely_ how they had frightened us; the men left lay in the 
rock until daylight, when, just as we had expected, our red brothers 
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,came down to see the mule they had killed, and what damage beside 
they had done us, when our party fell upon them and killed four, 
returning to camp before it was ready to start in the morning, bring-
ing bows, arrows, and sca]ps as vouchers; -it was a good practical 
joke_-a merrie jeste of ye white man and ye Indian . . 
April 30.-vVent to the summit of the mountain, and to the base 
-On the other side, to look at the road. We saw the river very plainly, 
but. could see ;nothing of the troops, an'd so shall make our preparations 
to go down and give the Mohaves a turn in the morning, for which 
the men are busy preparing their arms. To-day we have discovered 
a cluster of five springs _ lying to the left of the road from this 
,camp, which is at the :first springs before reaching the mountain~. 
They are reached by a rocky trail, and have a great deal more grass 
than _this one, or the one a mile ahead. The canon in which they are 
is plainly visible as , one comes ·to this spring, and it is only a 
quarter ,to half a mile from -here. In addition to these springs, we 
found two others: one a half mile or so up the creek in which this 
spring is situated, and another near the foot of the mountain . . Camp 
~as not been moved to-day ; ar;i.d when I say wo crosse.d the mountain, 
it 19-ust be understood that_ we only went over exploring and to look 
out. Preparing for a qescent on the Mohaves; all hands getting 
ready their arms. I shall take with me thirty-five men and three 
days' provisions on three camel.s. The men will go on foot, so that 
yve shall not be encumbered with mules to gua~d. while we are ~&ht-
guarding, as they will feed well tied up to a b__,ush. 
mg; as for the camels, they will pack our prov1S1ons and reqmre no ~ 
llfay. 1.-Left camp early with thirty-fiv·e men, all on foot, and in 
fightin-g trim, with nothing to carry but their rifles, knives, and re-
volvers, the camels, packed with provisions, following close behind us. 
\Ve marched the twenty-five miles in six hours. On our arrival at 
the river we saw some Indians, and. the men·, as soon as they had 
drunk, started out to get a shot. Whilst they were hunting them 
through the thick undergrowth which fills .the bottom, and about 
three hours after we arriv~d, we were surprised at seeing three or 
four white men coming up the trail. These informed us that the 
troops were 'encamped in a bend of the river a few miles below, and 
that Colonel Hoffman had made a treaty with the lndians ; so that we 
immediately called· in our men, much to their disappointment and in-
tense disgust. Here I heard that our caches of provisions bad been 
raised by the, soldiers, so that l would be obliged to go into the settle-
ments for more. Major Armist.ead is ·at present in command of the 
troops. 
May 2.-Sent back to the mountains for the remainder of my pa,rty, 
which will come on here and await my-return with the provisions. 
May 3.-Preparing for a start. The remai'nder of our party fr9m 
t h e other side of the mountains came in. · 
May 4.-Moved down to Major Armistead's ca~p, and in the evening 
swam our mules over the river, and started for the settlements for 
provisions. , 
June 26.-Arrived at the river and encamped, havh1g been absent 
H. Ex. Doc. 42--4 
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since the fourth of May, busy in procuring and packing out provi-
. fi ( s10ns or my camp. , , 
June 27.-Commenced crossing'our packs and. provisions; the river 
very high, and ·nearly a quarter of a mile in width, with a rapid 
current. 
June 28.-Completed our crossing. I found our camp in good order 
and health. Major Armistead had been kind enough to keep them 
supplied with provisions until my return, which places us all -under 
many obligations to him. The Delaware and Little Axe have taken 
in my absence thirty-two beavers and killed two black-t?,iled deers. 
June 29.-Left the river and crossed to the opposite side of the 
mountains with our wagons. Two months' work has n;iade a vast 
change on the road over the mountain ; an ordinary six-mule team 
may now easily go through John Howell's Pass,..hauling thirty-five 
hundred. Springs have been found also between the river and the 
mountain, which makes it an easy day's jourtiey. We encamped at 
our old ground, under Frank Murray's Peak. · 
June 30.-At the springs on the eastern side of the mountain, making 
our preparations for a start. · 
July 1.-Spent in refitting wagons, shoeing mules, &c. 
July 2.-Got under headway this evening, and reached Saavedras-
spring at daylight. 
July 3.-Saavedras spring contained sufficient water, but being 
anxious to alter the line of the road to Bishop'·s spring, we only 
watered ou: animals and turned them loose for a while, and then came 
on. About a mile from Saavedras spring we left our old road in the 
first canon, which comes in on the left hand as one travels towards 
the east. Following this up three miles over an easy road, we came 
to Bishop's springs. These two fine waters are about four or five 
hundred yards apart, and are in~xhausti!)le. This evening a heavy 
fall of rain, accompanied with much thunder and lightning; it lasted: 
from six until ten o'clock at night, raining in torrents continuously. 
At Saavedras spring we found that the Indians had burned the dead 
bodies of their friends slain by our party as we went in; their bones 
still remained in pieces on the ground. Mr. Bishop and myself, out 
exploring this evening, found a running stream of pure and excellent 
water near camp, which I called Armistead's creek, after Major Arm-
istead, of the CT nited States army. 
July 4.-Finished working in the vicinity of Bishop's springs, and 
moved over to the creek discovered yesterday. It is thickly lined 
with willow, cane, and grapevines, and a fine little growth of hack-
berry. A heavy shower of rain; the weather cool, but pleasant. 
July 5.-Leaving Armistead's creek, we came by a beautiful pas, 
over a small ridge of inconsiderable height, to the great valley, 
through which our road passes, to Vias spring, which is now _fre-
quently called Indian pring. As we crossed the divide to get rnto 
this valley, Harry Edward's mountain lay directly in front of u , and 
its lofty summit, covered with great pines, induced me to send a party 
off, under Mr. Carrington, ·to examine it. He did so, and repo:t a. 
£ne running water and beautiful country around the part examrned. 
I have called the spring after its discoverer, Carrington' pring. e 
) 
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are encamped for the night in the valley, at the Dry creek, which rumfl 
through its· centre,· ~nd found here, as all over th.,e plain, green ·ancli 
abundant gra.ss. A fine shower of rain. · 
July 6.-Reached Vias spring early in the forenoon, and founn 
plenty of water. We have no~ with us nearly two hundred animals, 
and yet we did .not exhaust the water, or dLninish i.t so much but that 
it speedily refilled the basin of the spring. In the evening we trav-
elled some eight miles, and encamped-. near · Gabriel's springs. It 
rained on~us .most of the evening. 1 ' 
. July '7.-We passed Gabriel's 'Springs, leaving them a half mile to 
our right--; it affords quite as much water as Vias or Indian spring, 
and has hackberry and locust shading it, making it one of the prettiest 
camps on the road. I here changed the location of the road, and 
instead. of crossing the Dry creek, at the. old point, I kept on the, side 
on which' the spring lies,.and exchanged a hilly road for a fine, smooth 
one, and crossed the Dry creek, opposite Engle's Pass, in which Trux-
ton's and White Rock springs are found. Gabriel's spring lies up 
the ravine, which com.es into the Dry creek just where the road makes 
the bend, in following up Dry creek. We nooned at Truxton's,spring, 
which is inexhaustible, and then following up through Engle''s Pass, 
by White Rock spring, (running water,) encamped at the entraBce of 
the pass, at some holes of water, which, 'however, are not permanent, 
.though full at this time. It rained hard on us all night. 
July ,8.-Getting out of our wet blankets, we came on to Gardner's 
spring with the train., It has rained all day lo_ng. I have spent the 
day exploring a road for wagons into Hemphill's springs, which are: 
a group of sp~ings, forming a small creek. vVe have been perfectly 
successful in finding both an outlet and an inlet to them, by which 
the heaviest loaded wagons may pass with perfect ease. I had •with, 
me two four-niule wagons, with their usual loads, and passed in and, 
out without stopping for an instant to open the road, and without 
either a steep ascent or descent. The Delaware killed a deer: 
July 9.-Spent the day, in looking, for a way to avoid a rocky hill 
over which the · old road Jay. Explored a pleasant vall~y, by which 
we not only regain the old road and avoid the hill, but save three o:r· 
four miles in distance.. Fresh Indian sigHs to-day. The Delaware 
killed a black-tailed deer. Sent the mules over the, road explored 
yesterday, to Hemphill's springs, three miles off, there being ~n in-
sufficiency of water for so .many animals. Little Axe killed a b1ack-
tai1 ed deer. Our men ran off some Indians, and returned with many 
trophies, but no hair. Amongst the affairs left by the Indians 'was a 
large piece of red chalk, (keel,) ·of which they ~ppeared to possess 
plenty, and an awl, made ofa part-of a pair.of scissors, most probably 
t a ken from the emigrants at the time of thei1r massacre on the river. 
July 10.-Going out through the pass discover:ed yesterday, we 
came to camp about ten o'clock at night, in the great valley which is 
entered from the east by Dornin's, Pass. · 
J uly IL-Leaving the train to pursue the road, I turned off aad 
came through Tucker's Pass into the valley, at the head· of ~hich is 
F loyd's Peak. vVe passed over a' beautiful country covered with cedar 
in large patches, sometime~ in extent, and intersected in the valley 
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with numerous ravines, in every one of which. we found w~ter, but, _I 
presume, it was only that left by the late rams, though m places 1t 
·lhad collected in pools in very considerable quantiti~s. The grass 
~verywhere excellent. The Delaware killed an antelope. 
July 12.-We moved up to Hawley',s canon and found plenty of 
water ; this canon lies about four miles westward of Floyd's Peak. 
The Delaware killed an antelope. . 
July 13.-Y esterday some of the Mexican herders came in to say 
they had discovered a large tank of water, with water running into 
it. I examined it to-day, and found it six feet deep and twenty in 
diameter, with a small thread of water :running into it; the walls on 
all sides but one were perpendicular, and about twenty-five feet in 
height; on the remaining side was an opening into the canon, afford-
ing easy access for animals to the water. I have called the pool Ker· 
lin's well. I should say any amount of cattle might·water -at it, and 
for a recruiting point for emigrants it is a most desirable place, as the 
grass is very abundant and excellent. I regard this as so important 
that I have here altered the location of the road so as to pass just by 
it. Going on a mile or so further, we found another valley containing 
water in holes all the way down it, but [ take, it to be rain water, 
while that at Kerlin's well I regard as permanent. I found growing 
in the valley of the well some fine mint. ' I bad brought but one 
bottle of brandy with us, intending to keep it for fear of a rattlesnake 
bite, but the temptation was too strong; so, gathering a handful or two 
?f the mint, we returned to camp and manufactured the first mint 
Julep ever drank at Floyd's Peak. In the evening we moved on, 
:passing Alexander's canon, and encamped at a small spring hidden 
!n the ,rocks? and which I called after my negro servant, who discovered 
it, Ab s sprmg; here we found quite sufficient water for the use of the 
animals. Little Axe killed an antelope. 
July 14.-We started late and tr~velled to King's creek, in which 
w_e found no w_ater, but plenty of grass all over the country; this re-
gion abounds m cedar. The Delaware killed an antelope. 
July 15:-Leaving King's creek at two in tbe morning, we came to 
L~w's spri~g,_ named after one of my men, in which we found plenty 
of wat~r; 1t _hes to the left of the road going east, about two hundred 
yards m _a pme grove. We nooned here and came on to encamp at 
Bear _sprmgs-:-these are a cluster of some seven or eight springs 
~reakmg out m a noble pine forest with luxuriant grass all through 
it. The Delaware killed an antelope, and Little Axe a bear. 
July 16.-Leaving Bear springs we passed Breckenridge's springs 
-the largest of the e springs is to the left of the road some four hun-
dre yar , as o~e travels to the eastward ; in the evening we e~carnped 
at L roux prmgs. The Delaware killed an anteloi,e, and Little Axe 
a bl ck-tailed deer. 
July 17.- pen~ the day at Leroux's springs. . 
July 1 .-Leaving Leroux's springs, we encamped between Cosnmo 
ca . an alnut ere k. As I have before stated, the great pool on 
hich tr veller and emigrants must rely for water lies helow the 
c . nd cros ing of the creek a_bout a quarter of a mile. I mea nred 
thi pool esterday-it was sixteen and a half feet deep, seventy feet 
long, and about forty feet in width; in it I saw many fish, some of 
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them six inches in length, and resembling trout, both in their shyness 
and rising to the surface to snap flies and insects falling into :he water. 
A few days since I sent Mr. Carrington with a party to examine the 
western slope of Sau Francisco mountain. Th_ey r~turned yesterday, 
having found a fine country abounding in game, of which they killed 
a wild turkey and a brown bear. The Delaware killed an antelope 
to day; a fine rain has fallen this day. 
July 19.-Left our camp near Walnut creek, stopping at it only to 
breakfast; arrived at the Colorado Chiquito and encamped on the 
cut-off. 
July 20.-We raised camp early, and travelling ten miles, encamped_ 
for breakfast at the spring discovered under the bluff of the Mesa on 
our outward bound journey, and which T have called after a gentleman 
of my command named Thompson. The road made over the Mesa, 
as we went westward, stands perfectly undisturbed by the heavy rains, 
which have fallen on it, and is even the better for it. "" 
July 21.-We crossed the Little Colorado without difficulty, and 
travelled up it until we encamped near the ' Cotton-wood fork; grass 
excellent; Delaware killf.d an antelope. 
July 22.-We travelled on the Little Colorado until our road left it. 
The Puerco we found a running stream, as also Dry creek, too; both 
were full to the banks. We encamped for the night on the eastern 
slope of the hills descending to the creek. Little Axe killed an 
antelope. 
July 23.-We passed Xara and encamped near Jacob's well, in the 
oodara. . 
July 24.-Passing Jacob's well, we encamped near Zufii. The 
Delaware killed an antelope. · 
July 25.-Leaving Zuni, we encamped for breakfast, three or four 
miles to the eastward of it, just where the creek enters a canon. Before 
coming to this camp is a bad hill up the Mesa, over which the old 
road leads. ,Just before arriving .,at it, travellers going west should 
turn to the left -and take our road, which avoids it entirely without 
loss of distance, and is excellent. The only impediment we found was 
an arroyo, which we filled up with stone, making the road good 
around the bluff of the Mesa, instead of going over it and avoiding a 
steep puU. We encamped for the night between the Ojo Pescado and 
Inscription rock. 'rhe Delaware killed an antelope. 
July 26.-Passing Inscription rock where we brea~fasted, at the 
spring, in the valley which drains its. waters into the Pacific, we 
crossed the Grande Divide and encamped for the night at the Agua 
Fria, where the water drains to the ·Atlantic. 1 
July 27.-We encamped on the Gallo river, near our old camp of 
two years ago. It is pleasant to contrast the rapidity and ease with 
which we now pass over the fine road from here to the Colorado river, 
with the feelings of doubt and uncertainty which were our constant 
companions on our exploration and first survey of that then unknown 
region. The Delaware and Little ..Axe killed two antelopes. 
July 28.-Encamped near the Indian town of Laguna, near the 
Puerco. 
July 29.-Reached Albuquerque. 







November .•••••••••.•••. Dick, the Delaware ······I 11 
December............... Dick and Little Axe •• ___ • 24 
1859. 
February 10 nnd IL •••••. Dick and Little Axe---·· •••••••. 
March S, l2, 13 .•.•••..•..... do .•• , •••. do •••••••••••••••. 
April __ • _ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . ••• do •••••••. do • • • • • • • • • ••••••. 
May to July ••••••••••••••••• do •••••••• do ••••.•..•••••••. 




















































































The two bunters, Dick, the Delaware, and Little Axe, a Shawnee, were employed in that capacity, and took the above number of valuable head 
(beside smaller game) in about one hundred days' hunting; on many parts of the road game was very abundant. A large amount of the game t.aken 
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Srn: In compliance with your request, _I have the honor to present 
to you herewith a brief sketch of my'journey across~the plains from 
Albuquerque to North Fork Town, in the month of June last, over 
the Pacific ~agon road of the 35th parallel. 
'The mail party, with which I travelled, left Albuquerque .on the 
morning of the 15th of June, and reached Hatch' s ranch the next 
evening, having accomplished, with a single team of mules, 110 miles 
in 36 hours. 
The road to the ranch is excellent throughout; the surface for the 
most part gently undulating, compact and firm, free from stones, and 
not readily washing in gullies.' ' W~ter occurs at frequent intervals, 
except upon the high prairies between the Canon Carnael and the 
Canon Blanco, where the lagunas, which are sometimes dry, furnish 
the only supply. The artesian w·en, or Galisteo's creek, if successful, 
will prove to be of great importance, as it is situated about midway 
between the canons. The cut-off, located by yourseH between the 
Chupafoas and the Canon Blanco, afforded us an excellent road, besides 
saving the great detour in passing by Anton Chico. 
After a delay of twenty-four hours at Hatch's ranch, the mail party 
again set out. The outfit comprised a wagon, heavily loaded, and 
seven mules, with which we were to make, without relief, a journey of 
nearly 850 miles. · - , 
After cr6ssing the divide between the Gallinas and the water.s of tJie 
Canadian, the ascent to which was effected by a very moderate grade, 
we had a fine rolling prairie country to-traverse, nearly to the Laguna 
Colorado, 54 miles. A few spurs from the Mesas, south of the road, 
break in upon the_ monotony of the undulating prairie a few miles 
west of the laguna. We found plenty of water within easy reach, the 
longest drive being 14 miles. We were now in the Plaza Larga, 
through which the road is unsurpassed in its exceUence . . The valley 
of Tucumcari creek presented a fine view ofbeautifril country. Mottes 
of cotton-wood in full foliage cou_lq. be seen at short intervals . along its 
banks, of such size, as to satisfy me that the estimate I had made of 
the quantity of timber in this section of the country, last winter, was 
much too small. The grass was very luxuriant. When I left the 
Rio Grande, except upon the banks of the streams and the tops of the 
mountains, there was not _a blade of .new grass 'to be seen. Here it 
was most abundant. 
The distance from the laguna to Rocky Dell creek, at the foot of the 
Llano Estacado, 84 miles, we made in 36' hours. , On the 19th we trav-
elled 51 miles. 'fhe longes~ drive taken was 13 miles. Many of the 
arroyos from the Llano which cross this portion of the road contain a 
good supply of water in pools the greater part of the-year. We found 
the grass excellent. The rapidity of our progress would indicate the 
condition of the road. . _ 
The passage of the Llano Estacado was soon accomplished. It is 
impossible to imagine a more perfect natural road than that afforded 
by the smooth, le1rel 1mrface of this remarkable plain. Vlhen we 
-were fairly on the Llano, as far as the eye could reach there was no-
thing to be seen but a level waste of land, covered with the short 
buffalo grass, now beautifully green, and unbroken by drain or arroyo, 
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bar~ of the faintest sign of vegetation, save the grass. It is 18 miles 
from Rocky Dell to the Agua Piedra) the longest drive without water, 
from Hatch' s ranch to the States. 
Leaving the Llano we crossed a somewh,at broken country, which is. 
cut by numerous streams to the Canadian valley. Except at Shady 
creek, where some sancl is encountered for a mile or twoJ the road was 
good and the travelling easy. About six miles east of Shady creek 
there is a fine spring within a few yards of th.e l'oad. The grass was 
even better than further west. It will never be necessary to drive 
more than ten or twelve miles without an abundant supply of water, 
either running or in pools, and I have little doubt that -careful exam-
ination would lead to the discovery of numerous springs. 
Along th~ valley of the Canadian we found the most lux.uriant 
vegetation. The rich, rank grass, the full-leaved cott-on.:wood, hack-
berry, and wild plum trees, and the abundant grapevines, indicated 
a vigorous soil and plenty of mQisture. Just as we reached the 
Canadian valley we were caught in one of the heaviest rains I ever 
saw. It beat through the double canvas of the wagon in ten minutes, 
and continued to pour down in torrents for an hour and a half. 
Despite this, we found the road solid and good the nex_t morning. 
Valley river was fully twelve feet deep when we reached _it, but falling 
at the rate of twelve inches an hour. A little search showed us that 
we could cross it upon the bar at its mouth, which was done after a 
few hours' delay. The extremely porous nature of the wide bed of 
the Canadian renders the abrnrption of the waters brought to it by 
its tributaries so rapid that they rarely reach the main stream. 
Though we crossed Valley river several hundred yards from its junc-
tion with t,he Canadian, it was scarcely two feet deep, while two hun-
dred yards higher up it was fully ten. Except in time of freshets, 
this stream bas no visible connexion with the Canadian. 
We travelled rapidly along the valley of the river till we left it to 
avoid the road near the Antelope Hills. The road was always good-
so good, in fact, that with animals that had travelled nearly four 
hundred miles we were making an average of forty-five miles a day. 
Water was always plentiful and the grass most exceller.t. 
I feel satisfied that the quantity of timber along the valley has 
always been underestimated. Every little tributary of the river is 
lined with cotton-wood and hackberry, and large groves occur fre-
quently on both sides the main stream. The fertility of the valley 
cannot be questioned, and its great extent will sometime render it 
the home of a large population. Better pasturage is not to be found 
anywhere than is afforded by the high lands of either side; the mild 
?limate of this region and the pute bracing air should offer further 
mducements to settlers. 
ear the Antelope Hills we met a large drove of cattle en route to 
New Mexico from the Indian territory. They bear witness to the 
capabilities of the road for the purposes of drovers. 
Leaving the Antelope Hills, we again descended to the valley of the 
Canadian, and followed it over a good, solid surface for above twenty-
five miles, when we began the ascent of the divide between it and the 
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ridge is attained the surface impro:ve·s, and thence to the Washita 
valley will compare favorably with that of. a'ny portion of the route. 
Along the Washita valley the numerous creeks which empty into it 
offer a slight obstacle · to heavily-loaded wagons. Flowing between 
high bank_s, and being subject to freshets, no temporary -bridges can 
be of much service, and sometimes these streams are so swollen, as to 
be for a few hours impassable. , 
Timber is so plentiful in their immediate neighborhood, and good 
bridges might be so readily and cheaply .constructed, that it would 
seem . expedient to remove the only impediment to trains that· exists 
· upon the whole route. . 
,The valley of the Washita differs in, a marked manner from that of 
the Canadian. . oJ the stream is comparativel contracted 
and the low grounds have a more decide nse owar s e 1 s. The 
tlnrbet is ch~ · ge size, some 1mes measuring 
as much as five or six feet in diameter. The soil appears to be ex~el-
lent. The grass was remarkably. fine. · 'l1he seasons are evidently 
much more forward here than on the Canadian. · 
From the Washita ~alley to the crossing of the Canadian, -near 
Choteau' s, we had a fine rolling ,Gountry to travel over, abounding in 
grass and well watered. In almost every rlittle arroyo leading from 
the highlands either to the Canadian, the Washita, or Walnut creek, 
water can be found. As a large portion of this part of the road passes 
through the cross timbers, wood is very abundant. The surfacejs solid 
and firm, only undulating enough to render t;ravelling easy and rapid. 
In passing froni the headwaters of W~ln,ut creek to the Canadian 
the mules trotted the 17 miles without a break. 
Crossing the_ Canadian without difficulty, we drove through a fine 
country, altern~ tely prairie and woodland, to Jesse Chisholm's house, 
the first settlem'ent reached by the travellers from the west. · 
From Chisholm's to North Fork Town the only difficulties encoun-
tered consist -in the rocky spurs from Boston mountain. , For about 
eight miles west of Aird's trading-post, at Little river, the road was 
much broken and- very, r0t1gh. A small e~penditure of money to re-
move the sandstbne ledges and boulders at this point would be well-
applied. 
The remainder of the distance to the Canadian, after crossing Little 
river, was through a :fine rolling country with numerous prairies. 
The soil gave every indication of fertility. Corn was already ripe and 
remarkably, fine in appearance. 
Throughout the whole route to this point, at which we left the 
Pacific wagon road to travel nearly due north to Neosho, we found 
no trouble or difficulty in obtaining abundant supplies of water, wood, 
and grass. No detention was occasioned at any place by bad roads, 
and the animals which brought ~s so rapidly along for so great a 
distance without relief came in at Neosho in quite as good conqition 
as that in which they left New Mexico. 
No better proof of the excellence of the route could be adduced, I may 
add., than that two of the party with which I came in who were of long 
experience on the western plains, and who had crossed from 'the States 
to the Rio Grande on nearly every known route, assured me that they 
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regarded this road as possessing in the highest degree all the r~q uisites 
of a first class emigrant and'stage route, and that it was in all -respects 
vastly superior to any other they had travelled. 
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
E. F. BEALE, Esq., 
Superintendent, &c., &c. 
J. R.- CRUMP. 
Table showing the liour qf departure from and arrival at camp of the 
expedition of E. F. Beale, '(on return from Colorado river,) from 
Leroux Spring, San Franciscu mountain, to .Albuquerqite, New Mexico. 
Date. Camp. Hour of de- Hour o{ arri- Hours march-
parture. val. ing. 
July 18 Leroux Spring_. ____________ • 4. 55 a. m •• -----------· ------------IO. 15 a. m __ a. 45 m. --- 1. 50 
1. 10 p. m __ 11. 50 m .••• 1. 35 
5. 50 p. m •• 3. 30 p. m •• 2.20 
19 Round Top mountain. __ •• ____ 4. a. m ••• - .8 p. m. ____ 2. 10 8 a. m. ____ 6a.m _____ 2 
3 p. ID-~--. 12 m .•••••. 4 
20 Little Colorado river. _________ 4 a. m ••••. 7 p. m .•••• 4 
10 a. m. ___ • 7. 30 a. m •. 3.30 
21 Crossing Little Colorado .• ____ . 4. 10 a. m •• 1. 20 p. m •• 3.20 
9. 15 a. m •. 5. 15 a. m •• 1. 05 
3. 55 p. m •• 1. 50 p. m •• 4.35 
22 Little Colorado ______________ 4.lOa.m •• 6. 45 p. m •• 2.50 
12. 05 p. m •• 10. 05 a. m •• 5.55 
23 Zarro ·---------------------- 4.15a.m •• 5. 10 p. m •• 5.05 
9. 55 a. m •• 7. 20 a. m •• 3.05 
3. 25 p. m •. 11. 25 a. m •• 1. 30 
24 Jacob's Well ________________ 4. 15 a. m •• 6. 45 p.m._ 3.20 
10. 30 a. m •• 7.20a.m •• 3.05 
25 Zuni _ •• _______ • ____________ 4 a. m _____ 4 p. m. --- · 5.30 
10. 25 a. m •• 7. 55 a. m •• 3.55 
4.10 p.m •• 2. 30 p. m •• 4.05 
26 Fish Spring __ • ___ • _________ . 3. 55 a. m •• 5. 50 p. m •• 1. 4.0 
10. 15 a. m •• 7. 15 a .. m •• 3.20 
27 Cold Water Spring ___________ 3. 20 a. m •• 4. 05 p. m •• 5.50 
8. 10 a. m •• 6. 15 a. m •• 2.55 
Ojo del Gallo ______ · __________ 5. 15 p. m •• 12. 35 p. m •. 4.25 28 3. 15 a. m •• 6p.m .•••. 0.45 
7. 45 a. m •• 4. 55 a. m •• 1. 40 
2. 10 p. m •• ll.30a.m •. 3.45 29 Laguna 
--------------------- 3. 45 a. m •. 4. 30 p. m._ 2. 20 11 a. m. ____ 7.25a.m •. 3.40 30 Rio Puerco ____________ • _ •• __ 4 a. m ••••. 2. 25 p. m •• 3.25 
Albuquerque ---------------- ------------ 9. 35 a. m •• 5.35 ----Total. 
------------------ 108. 85 ------------ -----------· 
I have caused this table to be kept in order to exhibit the ease with which loaded wagons 
may P over that portion of the road which [ consider the least favorable for wheel 
vebicl · That portion east of Ler ux Spring has been thoroughly worked, and is in every 
part c~mplete a a wa~on road_. In returning, dm;ing the time that this table was kept, 
ou~ animals were sub 1sted entirely on grass and this table for these reasons is considered 
6 important, giving evidence as it does, of the favorable character of the ro~d. 
E. F. BEALE, Superint.endent. 
{' 
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June 29, 1859.~The wagons and pack mules left the military camp 
at nine a. m. Aft.er crossing a sandy plain of an ascendant grade, ex-
tending about six miles ·back from the Colorado river, we entered a 
narrow gorge which ,leads to the crossing of the Colorado range of 
mountains. Fo-qr miles from the point of entrance into the gorge 
we found water, in a hole which had been dug by our working party. 
Its quality was excellent, bqt as its flow was srriall we pushed ahead. 
Half a mile from this spot water can at times be found in a hole on 
the right of th~ road, near a slight growth of cotton-wood. We 
followed the we'll:.marked road through the pass for about eight miles, 
when we crossed the mountains by the most excellent road, ~hich 
had been built by Mr. Bishop's party during, our stay at the river. 
The entire road is of light grade, and rendered firm and durable by 
a strong outer wall of stone. .Every difficulty of ascent and descent 
has be~n removed, and wagons of any weight can be drawn over 
without any extra0rdinary effort, and without injury to animals. 
Near the summit, a ·well-marked trail on the left leads to a perma-
nent spring of clear, pure water; animals may be taken there with 
ease. Our working party of. eignteen men encamped there for several 
weeks. The supply is sufficient for a large quantity of stock. After 
a ride of , about two miles we reached the eastern edge of the 
mountains, where we had left our wagons and working party. A 
spring of strong flow about ten feet from the road watereg our entire 
herd without difficulty. Weather during the day very warm arnl 
clear. 
June 30.-We did not mo~e camp to day. The party was engaged 
in preparing harness, &c., fpr a start.. Soaked the wagon wheels in 
the spring, and set np the forge to repair iron work. I obs~rved that 
as soon as we left the bottom of the Colorado, it became much 
cooler.' The weather during the 'day was remarkably pleasant and 
clear. 
July 1.-The party still at work o·n th~ wagons, &c. Mr. Beale 
decided to make a " cache" of all provisions, equipments, &c., not 
actually needed until the return of Mr. Bishop's party to the place. 
A party was sent ahead this afternoon to "Savedras spring," with 
tools to dig out the spring and prepare it for our arrival. Built an 
exc~llent wall around the spring by which our camp is supplied. -
Latitude of the camp 35° 10' 02". 
July 2.-The party was engaged ·during .the morning in stowing 
all dispensable property in the cache, and in preparing the train to 
start this afternoon. · . · 
At half-past. five the mules were driven up, and in an hour our h:ain 
was straightened out on the road. The articles deposited in.the cache, 
together with four of our seven wagons, were left in charge of Mr.r 
Renfroe. About two hundred yards from the camp, water for stock 
may always be found at a sprjng which has been dug out on the right 
of the canon, and about two hundred yards below this there is a small 
spring of the finest water. Following the trail for a mile further, 
an inexhaustible spring of water can be found in a small canon to the 
left of the road. The main road over which we passed has been 
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cleared of all stone and obstructions, and is of excellent quality. We 
reached Savedras spring at about three a. ,m. on the morning of the 3d. 
July 3.-At Saved,ras spring we .expected to find Mr. Beale, but as 
we did n·ot meet him we concluded that' scarc.ity of water had induced 
hi'm to proceed to the next spring, distant five m.iles. Mr. Beale, 
however, was near the spring at the time, and the spring contained 
sufficient water for 500 head of stock; ·a secorrd spring had been opened 
by the advance party which had started on the eveni~g of the 1st. 
We drove. about three miles further, an( then followed a trail to the 
left for two ✓miles, where we jo.ined the camel train. They had en-
camped near a beautiful spring of water, which afforded a sufficient 
quantity for any number of stock; about 500' yards further on there 
' is another spring fully equal to the first. Our pack-mules and wagons 
arrived at about five a. m. This afternoon we dug out the springs near 
our camp, and they were soo·n·full of clear, cool water. The hole dug 
around the spring by which our camp is watered is about 12 by 9 feet, 
and about 5 feet in depth. The upper spring has ,proved to be supe-
rior to the lower. 
Messrs. Beale and Bishop made a slight r~connaissance of the country 
this afternoon, and they report that they discovered_.a running stream 
of good water about a mile and a half from our camp. 
This evening we had a thunder storm, which lasted for several hours. 
The heavy rain cooled the air delightfully. 
July 4.-'rhe morning was clear and cool. The ground was well 
moistened, and the grass seems freshened by the evening shower. 
After breakfast one of the teams was hitched up for the purpose of 
hauling stqne to wall up the sides of the holes ,which we had dug 
around the springs. 'l1he lower spring is about 12 by 9 feet, and 
about 5 feet in depth; the upper spring is about 18 by 12 feet, and 
about 6 feet in depth. While digging out the upper spring a man 
was kept bailing constantly, in order to allow' the work to proceed. 
The wat~r of these springs is perfectly pure, perfectly clear, and as 
cold as ice-water. 'l1hus far they are the springs of the road; they 
have ?een named "Bishop's" springs. 
This afternoon, in compliance with the orders of Mr. Beale,. we 
moved camp to the water discovered on the previous day. Leavmg 
our camp we travelled over n. rolling country for about ~ mile, when 
we descended into a narrow ravine, which soon brought us to camp. 
The creek, like most in this country, rises and sinks. Its rise is about 
400 yards above our camp, and it sinks when about 50 yards distant 
from UF!. It runs swiftly over a stony bed, and the ground in the 
vicinity is hidden by a thick growth of cane and reed. Our m~les 
browsed on the green growth with much relish, and the hill-sides 
were covered with excellent grass. The water of the creek is perfectly 
pure, and its upply is inexhaustible; it has been named" Armisteacl:s 
creek," after Major Armistead, of the United States army. T~is 
place is easy of access, and all emigrants who pass over this road will 
find it _advisa_ble to make this a point on their route, as ~he _a11;1o~nt of 
travel 1s not rncreased, and the distance between water 1s dimm1shed. 
This would also be a desirable place to halt and recruit stock. Weather 
cool and pleasant. . 
) 
\ 
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July 5.-This morning, after breakfast, a party started from our 
camp with tools to .facilitate the passa·ge of the wagons out of the 
ravine, and another party -started ahead with the camels to Gabriel's 
spring to dig it out, and then to await the arrival of the train. Shortly 
after noon a heavy bank of clouds rose in the east, and · the entire sky 
was soon overcast, and the rain ·poured down in torrents. In, the midst 
of the storm our mules were ,driven up and harnessed, and our train 
started. Retracing our trail we passed our point of entrance into the 
ravine of the· preceding day, and continued down the ravine. Oppo-
site the point of entrance the following notice is inscribed on a rock: 
"Water ¼ mile above." We continued on for about a mile further, 
when we ascended the bill on the left-hand side by an excellent road 
of light grade; we then descended into a beautiful valley, affording 
excellent grazing for our mules. We travelled about three miles, and 
then turned out. After supper we hitched up, and the train proceeded 
to encamp about five miles distant. 
In compliance with Mr. Beale's orders, a party consisting of Mercer, 
Tucker, Long, and myself,' with ten Indians_, in charge of Mr. Car-
rington, started to explore the country in the vicinity of '! Harry 
Edwards' s mountain." We travelled about six miles, and then en-
camped for the night. ' - "' . 
July 6.-We started at four a. m. After a,march of three -miles, we 
reached a conical-shaped hill, which can be seen from the main road, 
and then following a canon directly 9pposite the hill, we rode to its 
head, and there we found ~ beautiful stream of water flowing from the 
top of the mountain 'to its foot, running swiftly over a rocky bed. The 
water of the spring is very slightly brackish ; it is sufficient to water 
any amount of stock. It is easy of access, and the general appear-
ance of the grqund admits no doubt of its permanency. The val-
ley is covered with good grass, and, like "Arrq.istead's 1creek," 
would be a most" desirable ._spot for persons driving cattle over the :road 
to stop and recruit. The mountains in the vicinity are covered with 
pines of the largest size, and near the' spring we found walnut, box 
elder, and scrub oak, all indicating richness of soil. After leaving 
this spring we examined the general appearance of the country, and 
we found that qualities already mentioned are widely extended. Our 
preparations not having been made for a long stay, we began our 
return, intending to meet the train at Gabriel's spring. We travelled 
until night, allow:ing our animals two chances to graze. We saw 
several antelope durirng the day's ,march. Rain fell in heavy showers 
several times during the day~ _, 
July 7.-Started this morning ~t half-past four, and reached Ga-
briel's spring at six o'clock. There we found the camel train, which had 
started in advance of the rest of . the party. Shortly after our arrival 
Messrs. Beale and Bishop rode into camp; they had left the train en-
camped at Indian or Via spring, about nine miles distant. That 
spring was filled with water in sufficient quantity to water any amount 
of stock. 
"Gabriel's spring," which was dug out and walled, affords a good 
.supply of pur~ cold water, and, as it is about midway between "Trux-
ton spring" and "Via spring," ~he distance between waters is not 
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over ten miles. After breakfast our party was ordered to accompany 
the camel train to Truxton spring. We reached there after a short 
ride through _Engle's cafion, in which the spring is situated. Here 
we found the water falling in a rapid stream from a slight elevation 
into a large pool, which at all times contains an inexhaustible supply. 
Our wagons and pack mules arrived in about three hours, and we 
turned out our animals on the excellent grass. At five p. m. Messrs. 
Tucker, Laws, Carrington, and I were sent ahead to examine some-
water boles at the mouth of the canon, about five miles distant .. 
Passine the " White Rock spring," where we found water of the best 
quality and in the greatest abundance, we soon reached our destina-
tion, and found water in sufficient quantity for our stock. Mr. Tucker 
returned to camp and conducted the train to the spo.t. . This water is 
not permanent, although it may frequently be found there. It is 
muddy, but of good taste. Incessant heavy showers of rain fell during 
the day. Towards night the )rain poured down in torrents, accompa-
nied by loud thunder and vivid fla'shes of lightning. . · 
July 8.-This morning we started from camp ~bout seven a. m., rain 
falling lightly ; we travelled about six miles and then encamped and 
turned our mules out to graze; after a stay of about an hour we started 
again. Proceeding over a good road to the mouth of a narrow rock-
bound pass we halted and watered the animals from the water-wagon. 
Here lVlr. Beale ordered the train, with the excep_tion of two light 
wagons, to proceed to Gardner's spring and then to camp, while he with 
Mr. Bishop and others went over to "Hemphill' s spring." The train ( 
started and we struck off through a cafion to the left. After a ride of 
about three or four miles, over a somewhat hilly country, we descended: 
into a ravine and fo11owed it to its mouth, when we struck the stream 
of the spring. There we found a swift flowing stream of the purest. 
water. The ground in the vicinity was hiddeg by a dense growth_ of 
rushes, and excellent grass was found in abundance. I cannot praise 
to~ much this beautiful spot; after cooking a meal we caught _up our- ( 
animals and started. In our exit, however, we chose a route different 
from that by which we had entered; we followed a canon to the left; 
through this canon, which is about a mile and a half in length, we-
fo1:nd an excellent road of a light ascendant grade. Passing out of 
this we travelled about a mile aud a half over a level country; struck 
the ~ain road, which we followed for a short distance, and then turned 
off rnto a canon to the right and reached our camp at "Garteus 
pring." The weather during the day was cloudy with frequent heavy 
l.10wers of rain. · 
July 9_.-This morning a party started ahead to work on the road, 
but findrng a ''pass" which obviated the difficulty, they soon re-
turned. The forge was set up again to repair iron work. In the 
aft~rno?;1 the ~heep-?er~er~ took the sheep-herd around to "Delaware 
sprrng. This spnng 1s m a cafion distant from the present camp 
about 300 yards. It is a permanent spring and contains a good sup-
:ply of excellent water. "Gardner's spring," which waters our camp,. 
1s at the head of the canon, and has a fine flow of clear, pure water. 
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nights and mornings are so cool that two pairs of blankets are very 
acceptable. 
July 10.-The morning broke cloudy and cool ; rain fell for about. 
half an hour; the sun then came out, and the remafoder of the day 
was bright and beautiful. At one p. m. the mules. we~e driven back 
from "Hemphill's spring," whither they had been taken on the pre-
vious day, and after dinner we hitched up. The water-wagon was 
sent around to " Delaware spring," but the mules of the stage com-
pany, which passed me to-day, together with our sheep-herd, had 
nearly exhausted the spring. The train had ju~t started when Mr. 
Beale ordered Messrs. Tucker, Carrington, and me, to go to a point of 
a mountain to the right of the road and to examine hastily the ap-
pearance of the country ang. the probabilities of finding water. We-
did ·so; and although we found no wa_ter, we found several well-marked: 
trails which undoubtedly lead to water, and the most beautiful valley 
that I have ever ·seen. The grass was rich and luxuriant. The hills. 
on either side were covered with lar'ge cedar trees, and the soil 
throughout the valley was rich and fertile. After turning around the 
base of the mountain to the left, we rode for some distance up the. 
valley' with a course running parallel to our road; we then struck 
across the hills, met the wagon trail, and found the train encamped 
about ten miJes from the last camp. While on our road we saw a. 
herd of antelope, bu_t did not get a shot at them. . 
July 11.-The air this morning early was excessively chilly; the 
train started ahead at about five a. m. over the solid, level road which 
leads through the valley, and Messrs. Beale, Bishop, Kerlin, and I 
started across the valley, with the intention of going through '' Tuck-
er's Pass" and joining the train at " Floyd's Peak." We-struck an 
Indian trail at a short distance from camp, and followed it to the 
mountains on the northern side of the valley, about eight miles distant 
from the main road, and then entering the pass· we found an excellent. 
road for trains of any description. On the- right of the pass our at-
tention was called to a slab of stone bearing ins~riptions of lizzards and 
of other reptiles ; the stone upon which these figures are carved is or 
fine bard grit, and would be far superior to our brown stone for build-
ing purposes. The country is covered with the finest quality of grass, 
and was pronpunced by persons who have spent much time in our 
interior country to be the finest grazing tract that they have ,ev:er seen. 
Among the cedar trees with which the hills are covered we found a 
cedar whose trunk was covered with the bark of the white oak; these 
trees, which we found i_n great numbers, are generally, when full grown, 
between two and three feet in diameter, and the branches, , which are 
similar to those of the common cedar, run out from the main body at a 
distance of about twenty feet from the ground. After eating our break-
fast and allowing our mules to graze for an hour we started again, and 
ascending a small hill we saw "Floyd's Peak" . about twelve miles 
distant. We continued our course along the ridge of the hills, still fol-
lowing the Indian trail, until Mr. Beale descried a narrow rocky canon 
to our left, and supposing that we might find water there the party 
headed for the spot. Our expectations were indeed realized ; we found, 
at least half a dozen holes, which were filled with water of pure qualitj 
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and in large quantities. After watering our animals we turned them 
out to graze, ·and we turned in for a nap beneath the cool shade of a 
cedar; we spent about three hours there and then started. Following 
the course of the ravine, pool after pool of water was discovered, and 
the last which we saw was about twenty feet in breadth and between 
three and four feet in· depth; Mr. Beale gave it as his opinion that 
water can be found in these places at any time of the year. Leaving 
the canon we struck for camp, whither we were guided by fires which 
we saw to our right; we found there -the camel train and our lo~ose 
. stock; they had camped near a deep rocky ravine, with water and wood 
in abundance ; from the water in this place we had filled our water-
wagon when we passed this place in the month of April, on our way 
to the Colorado. This is an evidence that water can be found here 1 
between the months of April and July, and I have no hesitation in I 
pronouncing it permanent. The whole of the country over which we 
passed on our day's march was most favorable to a wagon road. It is 
thought that "rrucker's Pas·s" cuts off twelve miles from the main 
road ; but if a party would start from '' Garteus spring '' and make a 
night march of twenty miles they would reach water on the next day \ 
at noon ; such a course could involve no danger. The road is equal 
to any race-course, and it would be advisable for a wagon train to fol-
low the main road; the wagons reached camp about seven p. m.; they had 
camped on an arroyo about two miles distant, where.,they had found 
water ; we saw five deer while on the road. The weather during the 
day was clear and cool, with a delightful breeze. 
July 12.-This morning we m0ved camp to a ravine about five miles 
distant; the water i~ in a rocky bed, and we watered our herd at this 
place while on our trip across; several holes in the rocks were filled 
with clear, pure water. The morning we started OVP,r to a place 
where water had been found to dig out and wall the spring ; to our 
surprise we found no water, although the earth about two feet below 
the surface .was extremely moist ; it would be advisable to visit this 
place for the chances of finding water and good ; we returned to camp 
and we were greeted by the pleasing intelligence that one of our party 
had discovered a running stream of pure water within three-quarters 
of a mile of our last camp ; further examinations will be made to-mor-
row. Weather during the day cool and pleasant. 
July 13.-This morning I started over to examine our newly dis-
covered watering place. I found it in a deep rocky ravine, about 
seven hundred yards from our last camp . . rrhe main pool was six feet 
in depth, and contained au inE;lxhaustible supply of clear, pure water. 
Messrs. Beale and Bishop visited the spot, and they pronounced it a 
permanent spring. This place has been named "Kerlin's Wells." 
The party was engaged during the afternoon in preparing matters for 
an evening start. Mr. Beale decided to leave our three heavy wagons, 
our spare mules, and all dispensable property, at this place. The 
wagons were left in charge of a portion of Mr. Bishop's party. We 
started at five p. m., taking with us the water-wagon and two light 
wagons, with nine pack-mules. We travelled about ten mile and 
then encamped near a water hole, which contained an abundance of 
water for the party and the stock. 
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During the - night we had frequent heavy showers of rain. Our 
hunter, Dick, brought in a fine antelope this morning. 
July 14.-This morning early we set to work to repair an accident 
which had occurred to one of our wagons. A party, also, was started 
out to sea:rch for a pool of water which had been seen by one of our 
party while on the trip across. Our search, however, was unsuc-
cessful. When we returned to camp we found, that the wagons had 
started. We saddled up and went around to the spring, but could 
only find sufficient water for our own use, as over one hundred bucket6:1 . 
had been taken out already. \ Some of our party started for '' King's 
creek," by the way of " ·Bishop's Out-off." By this rout~ nearly 
fifteen miles may be saved between ~" Ab's spring" and -"Kin•g's 
creek.'' 
The roaJ is passable for loose animals, but not for wagons. I took 
the main road, and joined the train -about ten miles from the last 
camp. They had turned out the animals, but were then catching up. 
After watering the animals from the , water-wagon we started, and 
reached "King's creek" at about 7 p. m. Here we found no water,., 
and the animals were turned o'ut to graze, and orders given t9 call 
camp at midnight. The grass along the road was excellent. Cedar· 
forests extended nearly the whole distance, anu the road was hard and 
level. We had a slight sprinkling of rain about su_ns_et. The day-
was cloudy, with a pleas.ant breeze. We saw several antelopes during : 
our day's ride. 
July 15.-Oamp was called at midnight, and at 1 a. m. we were. on-. 
the road. , We started for "Breckenridge spring," but we found an ... 
abundance of water at "Law's spring," where we arrived at about. 
5.30 a. m., distant from the last camp seventeen and a half miles .. 
This spring is in a rocky ravine, about 300 yards from the road. Tha 
water~ which is contained in two separate basins of rock, is situated at 
the western end of the ravine. The quality of the water is excellent, 
and it is in sufficient quantity 1to water a large amount of stock. The 
testimony of all who have visited thjs spot shows that ·the water is 
permanent. We allowed our mules to graze 9n the abunq.ant green 
grass until 4 p. m., when we hitched u_p and started. At this spring 
we left our water-wagon. Our road, which passed through a beautiful 
grazing country, thickly timbered· with pines of the largest size, 
brought us, after a ride of about seven. miles, into the valley of Bear 
spring. I have never seen a mor~ beautiful spot. The valley was 
about a hundred yards in width. Green grass in the greatest 
abundance covered the ground, and streams of the purest water ran 
in every direction. Pine timber of -'the largest size grew in dense 
forests, and extended for miles over the surrounding country. 
There are four springs which are permanent, and yield an inexhaust-
ible supply of pure cool water. The first spring, which is about 40 
yards above the spot where the road leaves the valley, was ·full of 
water. A s~ream poured from it ~hich was about 40 yards in length. 
At a short distance below the sprrng a hole bas been dug, which was 
fua of water. The second spring, which is about 25 feet by 20 feet 
affords a stream of 300 yards in length, in which three , deep 
H. Ex. Doc. 42--5 
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holes have been dug. The third and fourth one full of water. The 
soil of the valley is dark and of good quality. 
The weather during the day was pleasant. Rain fell several times 
during the night. Our hunter, Dick, to-day brought in an antelope, 
and our hunter, Little Axe, a beat'. 
duly 16.-This morning we·were ordered by Mr. Beale to make the 
circuit of San Francisco Peak. Our party consisted of Messrs. Car-
rington, Long, Thompson, and myself. Vve left camp just after the 
train started for Leroux spring, distant about eighteen miles ; we 
struck off toward the western side of the mountain; when within about 
a mile of the foot of the mount,ain we struck a narrow valley, which 
we followed for several miles. The country through which we passed 
was similar to that already described. We encamped at 12 o'clock to 
-dine. While at dinner our attention was called to something moving 
·in the woods, It was found to be a bear, and eatables were instantly 
-dropped , and we ran out, rifles in hand; one shot was fired, but our 
-game escaped. After dinner we saddled our mules and started ahead . 
'Some -parts of the valley through which we passed were truly beauti-
ful. We saw spruce firs over a hundred feet in height. Large groves of 
·aspens were numerous. Someoakalsow::i,sseen. While passing through 
a copse, we saw our Lear and a flock of turkeys; chase was instantly 
given; one fine gobbler was shot by Mr. Carrington, but our bear 
-disappeared for the second time. Mr. Carrington and myself then 
started off together, and while passing under a tree we accidentally 
-espied our friend Bruin cosily seated in the branches of a spruce tree . 
.A shot brought him to the ground, and a second settled him. We cut 
,off his claws and left. During our day's ride we found no water, but 
the deep verdure of the grass, and the growth of weeds in the hollows 
and ravines showed that an abund~nce of water could be obtained by 
digging. We camped for the night near a hole which had been dug, 
most probably, by Sitgreave's party, and which contained some rain-
water. We allowed our animals .to roam around until about 9 o'clock, 
whe11 we picketed them, and turned in for the night. Several times 
during the day the rain fell in heavy showers. The weather was 
plearnnt, and the evening quite cool. 
July 17.-This morning, at 4 a. m., we started from our camp. 
In the vicinity of the water hole near which we had encamped I ob-
served a dense growth of fern and of different kinds of :flowers. We 
continued our course around the mountain, over a level country, until 
we reached the northern side. vVe then struck a trail on the side of a 
bill, and followed it for several miles ; our height above the general 
level was such at times tbAt we could dew the country for several 
miles in every direction. The hills for a great distance were covered 
with dense forests of pine: and the valleys were covered with luxuriant 
grass. We at last struck a gentle slope wl,ich we knew must de cend 
into the valley of "Leroux spring." Our surmise was correct, for 
we soon met our wagon trail, and followed it into our camp, and found 
the party preparing for· an early start on the following morning. 
"Leroux spring," which ri~es in San Franci co mountain, :flo 
into a valley on its western side; its stream is conducted by a tre~ch 
down to one of the stations of the mail company; in the trench, which 
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is about 500 yards in length, several deep holes have bee_n dug and 
walled around ; the water of the spring is as clear as crystal, pure 
and cold ; throughout the year it yields an unfailing supply ; the 
weather during the day was cloudy, with occasional showers. ' 
July 18.-The morning was rainy and quite cool. At 7 a. m. our 
train, consisting of three light wagons, left "Leroux spring." ,Ve 
left at the spring two heavy wagons and an ambulan,ce, in charge of 
Mr. Bishop, whose party we leftl at this place; they are to work upon 
some portions of the road · between Leroux spring and the Colorado 
river. Passing out of the valley, we· travelled about two miles through 
a belt of timber. The surface of the country in this vicinity is some-
what rocky,. and our trail was marked on· the trees by three'' blazes." 
Leaving the timber we entered the valley of'' San Francisco spring;'' 
in this valley the grass was luxuriant and water abundant. There is 
a beautiful sprit1g about midway, to the left, and another about two 
hundred yards further on, on the opposite side. When abreast of 
'' San Francisco spring'' we left the main road and struck off to the 
right. Passing the springs, which were full of excellent water, we 
<:rossed the valley and encamped for breakfast. Scarcely had we 
reached the spot when a herd of antelope bounded across the plain 
within a short distance of our camp; our hunter, Dick, started in 
pursuit) and returned in a short time with a noble buck. For· a while 
here the rain poured down in torrents. After breakfast we hitched up 
and struck off in the direction of our old road ; our new trail was 
marked with the ''blazes.'' After travelling a short distance with our 
train, wpich proceeded at a rapid rate over the firm level road, a party 
started over to look at a boat which had been hidden by the mail 
company, and then we returned to the train, which had encamped. 
We spent about an hour there, and then started and travelled to Col-
mirico caves ; here a party of us start.ed over to look at the cave; we 
found abundant water in the rocks in its vicinity. One train had 
encamped about 600 yards from the . caves, with pure clear water in 
abundance. vVe did not enter the cave, but started, under the guid-
ance of Mr. Beale, to look at a deep water-hole. We reached the spot 
after a short walk, and we found a deep rocky. canon, which, for some 
distance, was filled with water ; the depth bas never be~n discovered; 
the water is of the finest quality, and is easy of access ; in it we saw 
mountain trout, some evidence of its permanency. It is situaLed about 
200 yards from the road, to the right. In this canon I observed a 
rock in, which a bole had been bored by the rotary motion given to a 
pebble by the swift current of water which has passed over it when 
the pool bas been high. Through the laps·e of ages the work has been 
accomplished. . The hole, which is perfectly round~ is about twelve 
inches in diameter and about two feet in depth, and the elevated 
1 position of the rock gives it the aJJpearance of a mortar. We returned 
to camp in the midst of a dense rain and <lined. After dinner we 
hitched up and the train started. Mr. Beale ordered Messrs. Car-
rington, Long, Blount, Thompson, and me to proceed to a mountain 
about eight miles distant, and to examine the nature of the coµntry 
and the course of the canon Diablo. We travelled in a southerly 
course for about six miles and then encamped for the night. The 
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country was well wooded with cedar and of a rolling nature. We 
found water for our animals in a ravine near our camp. The evening 
was showery. 
July 19.-This morning we started and travelled about five miles ; 
we then turned out our animals and breakfasted. We started after our 
meal, and in a short time we struck canon Diablo, running. north and 
south. The canon was about 200 feet in depth, with perpendicular 
walls of rock. A glance .showed t.h.q,t all attempts to cross below or 
above the point where we struck it would be useless, and we were 
compelled to return to the road and to give up the cut-off which we 
had projected. We rode several miles and then descended into a deep 
canon, which we supposed to be Walnut creek, and which was a 
branch of ca11on Diablo. We there found a beautiful pool of pure, 
clear w:.i,ter; it was about five feet in depth ; in it we saw many fish 
resembling trout. We stayed there until 3 p. m., when we again 
started and travelled until 7 p. m. Two of our mules began to show 
signs of fatigue ; the grass generally was dry and scarce, and they 
had been travelling steadily. At 10 p. m. we started and travelled 
by moonlight, reaching the Colorado Chiquito at 11 p. m., and started 
again at midnight. We saw two antelopes in the morning. The 
weather was cool and pleasant. 
July 20.-We travelled until three a. m., when we turned out 
until half-past five a. m., when we started and reached" Thompson's 
spring" at half-past ten a. m. Messrs. Long and Thompson, who 
had fresh mules, had reached the spring about half an hour before 
the train started. They gave information of the cause of our deten-
tion, and accompanied the train to the crossing of the Colorado Chi-
quito. At the spring Messrs. Carrington, Blount, and I ate a break-
fast which Mr. Beale had kindly left for us. At four p. m. we started, 
and at eight p. m. we joined the train, which had encamped about a 
mile from the crossing of the Colorado Chiquito. Rain fell about 
noon. 
July 21.-This morning we started at five a. m., and in a short 
time we reached the river crossmg. On our arrival we found that the 
water had risen during the night, and that scarcely a trace of the 
work done there on the preceding day was left. We turned out the 
mules, and after breakfast the bank was cut down, and we' crossed our 
wagons and stock with but little trouble. About two miles from the 
river bank we again turned out, and allowed our mules to graze for 
about two hours, when we again started. Our road, which was nearly 
parallel to the river, was level and generally hard and firm. In some 
places the heavy fa]l of rain had softened the upper soil, but these 
spots were unfre_quent and unimportant. During the day I saw many 
streams of runmng water, occasioned by the drainage of rain from the 
mesas above, running back from the river. We continued our ride 
until about half-past three p. m., when we again halted. Af er we 
had dined we started and travelled some miles farther, and encamped 
about seven p. m. on a light elevation. Rain fell in heavy showers 
during the day. The weather was quite cool. From our road we 
could see that the grass along the river bottom was fresh and plen-
tiful. The grass along the road at some points was exce11ent. 
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July 22.-This morning we started about five a. m., apd after a 
ride of a few miles we left the banks of the Colorado Chiquito and 
struck inland.- At a short. distance from the river we crossed a running 
stream of about twenty yards in width, ·and further on we skirt~d along 
a second stream of at least sixty yards in width, and apparently very 
deep. The water was foaming and boiling in its course to the '' Little 
Colorado," which was about a mile distant. When we passed these 
places in April last the beds of these rivers were dry, and although they 
are now of no essential use, their conditipn in rainy weather will afford 
a striking evidence of the great amount of rain which falls in this sec-
tion of our western country. We .turned out twice during the day. 
The roads in some places. on the plains near the river . bottom were 
muddy, but they occasioned_ little delay. We reached Dry creek 
about five p. m. ; we crossed a .small stream of water which was flow-
ing slowly through it, and then riding about two hundred yards over 
its bed we left it, and ·ascend~d thee mesa on the eastern . side. Nu-
merous pools of excellent water were seen near our road. vVe en-
camped for the night near one of th~se, and herded our mules on the 
€Xcellent green grass, which was abundant. , The weather during the 
day was cloudy, and rain fell in heavy showers several times. . 
July 23.-rrhis morning early we started, and after a march of · 
about seven miles we reached a bed of a stream which was dry when 
we passed it. in April last1 but through which there flowed a small 
stream of about five yards in width. We breakfasted there, and after 
a stay of.two hours we started, and passing over a level country, gen-
€rally of a gradually descending grade, we reached Cottonwood creek. 
Here, indeed, was a cliange : where we had formerly found only pools 
of water we now met a swiftly running stream of several yards in 
width, and in one place so deep that we eould not touch bottom. The 
water was very mnddy and cool. V\T e turned out the mules: and 
€very man stopped and assisted in carrying our- property across the 
' stream. A place had ,been found where the stream was about four 
foet in depth and could be forded w:ith facility. Our baggage~yvagons 
and stock were crossed without loss, and after dinner we started. 
Travelling about five miles, we reached Navajoe springs, which are 
five in number. They are within a few {eet of the road and yield an 
inexhaustible supply of the purest water that I have ~ver tasted. We 
watered our stock and started for Jacob's well, seven miles distant. 
Before we reached the well we saw a large pQol of rain-water to the 
left of the road, and there Mr. Beale decided to camp. The- evening 
was remarkably cool and rainy. Two heavy showers of rain fell dur-
ing the afternoon. It -is somewhat singular that, although rain may 
fall during the day and early in the evening, the nights are inv~riably 
-clear. 'rhe grass on our route to-day, which was principally bunch 
grass, was in some places green and luxuriant. Our road was hard 
and firm, except in the vicinity of Navajoe springs, where we found 
mud for about 200 yards. Bright camp-fires were kept blazing from 
the cedar in which we had encamped, to keep off the chill of the 
evening. This morning our hunter, Little Axe, brought in a fine 
antelope. 
July 24.-About 5 a. m. ,. this mor,ning we started. Passing J acob'.s 
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we1l, we continued our march over a fine level road, well .timbered 
with cedar and affording -good grass. vVe halted at " J ac0b' s 
Jump•off," about eight miles distant from the spring, and break-
fasted. After staying there about two hours and a half we hitched 
up and started. Water was seen in large pools in many places along 
our route, and the sides of Jacob's well bore power.ful evidences of the 
heavy fall of water. Deep gullies had been cut in the soft earth on 
the grade descending to the water in the well. We continued our 
march over a rolling country, with much cedar, and in many places 
excellent grass. We encamped about six miles from the Indian 
pueblo of Zuni. The mules were driven over to the er.eek by which 
the pueblo is watered, and then herded on the excellent grass which 
abounded in the vicinity of our camp. Our hunter, Dick, brought in 
an antelope to-day. The weather during the day was cool and cloudy, 
with showers of rain during the afternoon and evening. 
July 25 -This morning, about 4.30 a. m:, we started and soon 
reached the Indian pueblo of Zuni. The train proceeded above five 
miles east of the town and then encamped. After breakfast we started, 
and passing through a narrow valley of about a mile in length, we 
reached one of our 0ld camps. Here we found a patch of beautiful 
grass, and Mr. Beale ordered the herders to stop the loose stock for a 
short time. Leaving this place, we struck the bed of the Ojo 
Pescado. Following this through a valley for above three miles, we 
reached the head of the stream. This spring rises from a sandy bed 
beneath an overhanging ledge of lava rock. The pure, clear water 
runs rapidly, and forms a stream of miles in length. We spent two• 
hours there and then started and travelled about five miles over a 
smooth road of continued light ascending grade. We encamped for 
the night with timber in abundance and a good supply of grass. 
Large forests of cedar ancl pinon extended all along the line of our 
road from the breakfast camp. The grass was generally good. Heavy 
showers of rain fell during the day. The evening was delightfully 
cool and clear. A party oflndians from Isleta joined us this evening. 
July 26.-This morning about 4.30 a. m. we started from our 
camp. The ascending grade of the valley continued for about five miles, 
wben we a cended the ridge and we found a descending plain. Pass-
ing over a beautiful road, through a country covered with forests of 
heavy pine timber, and affording excellent grazing, although not so 
far advanced a some previously seen, we reached El Moro or "In-
cription Rock ;" we stayed there about two hours, and then started, 
after watering our tock from the pool of excellent water which is just 
at the junction of the two wings of the rock. Leaving the mountain 
and the broad, beautiful valleys which make this rock their grand cen-
tre, we pa ed the large mountain to the ricrht, which shuts the rock 
from view, and rode at a rapid rate through successive belts of noble 
pine, and through fertile gra sy valley , until, by an almost impercept-
ible grade, we reach d the summit of the Rocky mountains. We de-
cended the mountain ver the well-constructed inclined plane built 
by our J>arty, and in a few minute we reached '' Aguafria," or "Cold 
pring." Here is one of the stations of the Central Mail Co. The 
rin i ju t to the left of the road; it pours in a cry, tal stream from 
a rocky mouth and flow in a clear stream over a pebbly bed for above 
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~ ve hundred yards ; the water is delicious. In the middle of summer 
1 t was so inteusely cold that we could hardly drink it. Leaving this 
place, we proceedeJ to one of our old camps, in a beautiful valley, 
about a mile further on. The grass was most luxuriant; our mules were 
allowed free range, and in two or three hours the herd was satisfied. 
~ fine spring of cold water is on the left of the valley in a small ravine; 
.1. t flows from the mountain top, and empties into a stony basin at its 
foot; it is perfectly pure, and sufficient for any amount of stock. The 
day was cool and clear. Our hunter, Dick, brought in an antelope this 
evening. 
July 27.-This morning early we left our camp, and following our 
road through the h_eavy pine timber, we passe~ through a perfect gar-
den. The road, which was of a gravelly nature, was hard and :firm. 
~or miles this beautiful travelling extended, and the train passed rap-
1dly over it, making four miles an hour.on a walk. We encamped for 
breakfast at about 7.30 a. m. ; we found water in a rocky hole, about 
four .hundred-yards to the left of the road; the water was of good 
q Qahty, and looked as if it was permanent After a stay of about two 
hours we hitched up, and the train proceeded to the "Ojo del Gallo 
creek." Mr. Beale ordered Messrs. Carrington, Lon~, and me to fol-
low a trail to the left., and to join the party on the "Qjo_ del Gallo," 
to Examine the country for a wagon road, which would .make a cut-off 
of four miles. We did so, and found that the country was impassable 
for wagons on account of a broad lava bed which our riding animals 
crossed with much difficulty. The "Ojo del Gallo creek" is about three · 
feet deep and about fifteen in width; it flows jnto the Rio Grande; its 
current jg very swift, and the water jg pure and clear. In the stream 
~e saw shoals of fish resembling' perch, and quite a mess -of them was 
caught. Along the creek a huge w~ll of lava has been heaped, layer 
upon layer, until a huge barrier has been formed around its mouth. 
Pools of water, clear as crystal, were found in the deep chasms and 
fissures in its centre. For miles I could trace its dark line running par-
allel to our road, at some times attaining a width of half a mile. Huge 
rocks, piled one upon the other, bore powerful evidences of the mighty 
force which had existed there when this huge furnace of nature had 
been in blast. The country in its vicinity showed its extent, for the 
surface for many miles was covered with small chips of the stone. The 
ridge is crossed by our road at a very narrow point., ~nd the ascent and 
descent are by no means difficult. We herded our animals on excellent 
grass near the creek until about six p. m., when we hitched up and 
travelled about two miles and encamped. Our hunter, Little Axe, 
bro ught in a fine antelope to-day. The weather during the day was 
clear and warm, and in the evening we had a slight shower and a 
cloudy sky all night. 
July 28.-This morning camp was called at 2 a. m., with the in-
tention of making a long, early march, as it was reported that grass 
could not be found for some distance. Owing to delay in catching the 
t;eam animals, we did not leave our camp until about 4 a. m. We 
-travelled until near 7, when we found an excellent patch of green 
grass, and we ~urned out. the mules and breakfa~ted. We then 
bitched up, and rn a short time we reached the Mexican town of Co-
-vero. Passing through the town, we travelled over an excellent road 
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of a, dess:ending grade, and camped within two miles of the Indian 
pueblo of Laguna. We found an abundance of water in some holes ; 
water may always be found in some lagunas near the town. I ob-
served one laguna nearly a half mile in length. Hitching up, we 
passed through Laguna, and crossed "Laguna river," a stream flow-
ing into the Rio Grande. It is swift, about ten yards in width, and 
two or three feet. in depth. We travelled about five miles beyond the 
town, and th~n enca~ped on the banks of the Laguna river, on a 
patch of several acres of luxuriant green grass. Timber near the road 
was scarce, but the mountains were covered with cedar. rrhe weather 
during the day was cool and clear, and the evening cloudy. 
July 29.-This morning we started from our camp on the Laguna 
river, and after a ride of a few hours we reached "Sheep's springs." 
These are situated about four hundred yards from the main road; 
deep and well-marked trails lead to them. The water flows in a rapid 
stream from the mountain side and pours into a pool which at all times 
contains an ample supply. The water of one of these springs is very 
slightly brao.kish; that of the other is perfectly pure. Grass along our 
road was backward, but promised to be excellent. The country in 
this vicinity did not show the mark of heavy rains as much as that 
further west. Our march from "Sheep's springs" was through a 
succession of broad, beautiful1valleys, running north and south ; cedar 
was in abundance along the route. We encamped within ~ mile of 
the "Rio Puerco," with excellent grazing for our_ animals. rrhe grass 
was hke that mentioned above, but every mile over which we have 
passed testifies that, as a grazing country, this section of New Mexico 
cannot be surpassed. We found that the water in the Puerco had 
risen to such a height that it would be necessary to carry all of our 
property across and to drag the wagons over. A party started down to 
the stream, and the wagons were drawn to the banks of the Puerco, 
and the teams were then sent back. By 6.30 everything was on the 
eastern side, and the party returned to camp. The weather during 
the day was cloudy and cool. 
July 30.-This morning camp was called at 3.30 a. m ., and we 
started down to the stream. We crossed our stock without difficulty, 
and hitched up. The water in the river had fallen considerably du-
ring the night, so much so that we rode across on our animals. We 
travelled over a sandy road of a descending grade until 10.30 a. m.) 
when we encamped on the banks of the Rio Grande. The river bottom 
was covered with an abundance of meadow grass, and for miles we 
could see the green patches extending along the valley of the river. 
Our road strikes the river about two miles below the town of Albu-
qu.erqu_e. The river had been so swollen by the rain in the moun-
tams rn the north that our wagon had to be crossed in a scow, 
althouah fr. Beale cros. ed on horseback directly oppo ite Albu-
querqu_e. The weat\1er during the day was warmer than any that we 
ha e h1tbe:to expenenc~d. Thi i on account of the great descent 
from the h1gh land to the valley of the Rio Grande. 
e pectfully ubmitted. 
. L. BE LE, Esq., 
Superintendent, cf:c,, &c. 
F. E. ENGLE, 
.Assistant. 
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HEADQUARTERS, Albuquerque, N. M. ; January 24, 1859. 
DEAR Srn: Your oommunication of the 22d instant, enclosing the 
resolutions __ of the public meeting-, requesting my opinion "as to the 
great importance, necessity, practicability, and probable cost of build-
ing and constructing a :bridge crossing the Rio Grande at Albuquer-
que," I had the honor to receive on yesterday. 
The importance of a .bridge crossing the Rio Grande at or near this 
city I deem of the greatest necessity, whether to the citizens at large, 
in passing their merchandise and stores, or to the general government, 
in the quick de~patoh of troops, trains, or the mails westward. The 
Rio Grande i,9 a wide, shallow stream, its bottom of quicksand; in 
winter the ice is rarely sufficiently thick to bear a loaded wagon) but 
~ill mules; in summer the high water washes out deep holes. No 
river on the globe is more dangerous, -or has sacrificed more human 
and animal lives. 
?-1here is not a doubt in my mind but it is perfectly practicable to 
bmld a bridge at or near Albuquerque. Its cost will depend upon its 
location ; if at bluff banks, with rocky bottom and banks, much less 
than where the river is wide, shallow, quicksand bottom, and low 
banks. I have not sufficient mechanical or architectural knowledge 
to furnish an estimate to be relied on; but suppose, from -the scarcity 
of wood, stone, and lime in this· vicinity, it would be sufficiently safe 
to _say, a durable, substantial, useful bridge could be erected at or near 
t;h1s place for $50,000. 
I am, major, respectfuJly, your obedient servant, 
. D. MILES, 
. Lieutenant Colon 1l 3d Infantry, Commanding Post. 
MaJor W. L. LAws, - ' 
Chairman of the Committee. r 
SANTA FE, New Mexico, January 24, 1859. 
GENTLEMEN: In reply to your letter, transmitting the resolutions of 
-the public meeting held at Albuquerque on the 21st instant, I will 
say that a good, substantial bridge across the Rio del Norte would be 
IIJ.OSt valuable in connexion with military operations. It is well 
known that high winds and ice frequently prevent crossing for days; 
a,Jso that quicksands at many of the fordA are of the most dangerous 
kinds ; and I repeat, a good, substantial bridge across the Rio del 
Norte is much wanted, not only for military purposes, but for th~ 
coostant travel of the country . 
....... ~s to the cost of such a bridge, it is a question more for engineers 
to decide upon than for myself. 
Common tressel bridges, fifteen feet wide, I have al ways believed to 
be the cheapest of construction, and probably all' that is required. 
_:r am, gentlemen, most respectfully, your obedient servant, 
B. L. E. BONNEVILLE, 
Colonel 3d Infantry. 
JY-lajor W. L. Laws, 
Chairman of Committee, and others, .Albuquerque, N. M. 
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MILITARY DEPARTMENT OF NEW MEXICO, 
Santa Fe) January 29, 1859. 
Srn: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter,. 
addressed to me under a resolution of the " public meeting" which 
· was held in Albuquerque on the 21st instant, requesting my ,'( views 
as to the importance, &c., of a bridge across the Rio del Norte at or 
near Albuquerque, and t\}e probable cost of such bridge;" and in 
reply thereto, I would respectfully state that it is of the utmost im-
portance to have a bridge m that vicinity, even if there should be no 
other object in view than to facilitate the crossing of the military 
trains; for it is not only necessary to cross the river there to commu-
nicate from the principal military depot at Albuquerque to all the 
posts west of the Rio del Norte, but it is generally considered preferable· 
in communicating with the posts in the southern part of the depart-
ment to pass up and down on the west side of the river, on account of 
the greater accommodation in regard to wood and water, even iJ?. the 
face of the necessity of also croRsing tne river to the south of the " .J or-
nada del Mnerto." 
During the long periods of low water in the Rio del Norte it is im-
possible to cross in the ferry-boat, owing to the great extent of shifting 
sands; and these same sands, and the uncertainty of the depth in the 
channels, and of the permanency of the river banks, render it a dan-
gerous undertaking to attempt to ford this stream. But it is also to 
be observed that the "great military road" from Fort Smith (Arkan-
sas) to California, now in the course of construction under the direc-
tion of the War Department, "on or near the thirty-fifth parallel of 
north latitude," crosses the river in the same vicinity; and this road 
is destined to be of vast importance as a mail route, and the most de-
sirable one for the tide of emigration to California; hence the " import-
ance, necessity) and utility of a bridge" in the vicinity above named 
must be apparent to every one. From the well-known abundance of 
the best pine timber and stone within easy reach of the locality in 
question, there can be no doubt as to the "practicability" of construct-
ing the desired bridge at a reasonable cost; but an estimate in detail 
can only be presented after a careful preliminary survey of the differ-
ent sitea deemed eligible near Albuquerque. The enclosed copy of a. 
report made by the Committee on Military Affairs at the last session 
of Oongre s will show what is required for the suitable surveys upon 
which to base e timates for the bridges that are required over the Rio 
del orte, and I deem the one near Albuquerque the most important 
of them all. 
I remain, very respectfully, your most obedient servant, 
JOHN N. MACOMB, 
Captain Topographical Engineers, 
United States Army. 
fr. . L. AW' 
Chairman of Committee, &c., .Albuquerque, N. M. 
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ASSISTANT QUARTERMASTER' S OFFICE, 
Albuquerque, New Mexico, February 3, 1859. 
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Srn: Your communication of the 22d ultimo bas been received. 
Owing to my having been much occupied, I have not been able to reply 
to it at an earlier date. 
As · to the importance and necessity of a bridge across the Rio 
Grande at or near this point there can be no doubt. 
I believe there are several points near here where a bridge can be 
cons_trqcted without any great difficulty or expense. The difficulty of 
fordmg or ferrying the Rio Grande during many months.of the year is 
well known to all our citizens. 
· A bridge across the river at this point would be of incalculable ben-
efit ~o the army in its opera.tions in this country, as well as to the com-
mumty at large. 
The principal depot of army stores being at this place, and the roads 
to many of the posts in the department crossing the river at this point, 
renders the construction af a bridge near here more necessary than at 
any other place on the Tiver. 
During the time I have been serving at Albuquerque considerable-
~elay~ have frequently occurred in crossing stores and troops destined 
for different posts and operations in the field, which delays would 
have been obviated had there been a suitable bridge. 
I have the honor to be, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,. 
D. H. ' RUUKER, 
Brevet MaJor, Assistant Quartermaster. 
W. L. LAws, Esq., 
Chairman of Committee, &c. 
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Viameter dis-
tance in mis. 
ITINERARY. 
Date. Camp. Character of country in 
vicinity of camp. 
___ , _____ , ___ -- ---___ ---- ---- ---1-----------· J 
I II I /1 
,Qct, 27 Fort Smith .............. 35 22 55 94 21 00 2 p.m .................................... • , ..... •• .. 
30No. 1. ............ 11.6U 35 15 45 94 36 33 7 a.m .... 6 p.m.... 4 Camp on edl(e of small prai-
rie. Wood, (llickor:i,, oak. 
&c.,) water, and grass 
abundant. 
31No.2 ....... 12.80 24.4035 19 2094 47 456.30 a.m. 2 p.m ... . 5 Camp in large prairie near 
skirt of timber. Wood, 
water, and grass abun-
dant. 
iNov. 1 No. 3 ....... 14.00 38.40 35 19 40 95 01 52 i a.m .... 2 p.m.... 6 Camp near small prairie. 
Branch near; grass plen-
tiful; wood convenient. 
2 No. 4. ...... 8.30 46.70 35 18 319510 55 8 a.m .... 10 a.m... 3 Camp jn prairie, with wood 
and water close by. 
3 No. 5 ....... 15.4u 62,10 35 15 29 95 28 44 8 a.m .... 2.30 p.m. 6.30 Camp in timber on edge of 
:, prailie, Waterconvenient. 
4No.6 .... , .. 11,50 73.6035 17 5195 45 239 a.m .... 3.30 p.m. 5 Camp near North Forktown. 
Wood, water, and grass. / 
5No. 7 ....... 14.30 87 .9035 15 2295 !:6 447.30 a.m. 2.:rn p.m. 
6 No. 8. ..... . 19.0:J 106.90 35 14 (7 96 15 12 8.40 a.m. 3 p.m'. ... 
7 No. 9....... 14.20 121.10 35 12 48 96 27 47 8.40 a.m. 3.30 p.m. 
~ No.10 ... , •. 11.70 132.80 35 CS 05 96 36 31 7.30 a.m. 2.30 p.m. 
IO No. 11... •• . l.3r4. 8J 3508419&374010.30 ,.m. 8.15 ,.m. 
11 No.12...... 7.40(1.5135 09 5596 43 178 a.m .... 2.30 p.m. 
12 No. 13 •• ,,,, 15,10
1
156.61 35 06 34 96 56 O!l7. 15 ,.m. 2 p. m , ... 
13 No, 14..,.,. 16.0'i';l!.&l 35 02 05 97 10 '57 . 10 ,.m. l p.m .... 
!<No. 15 ...... l7,<0190.0r 56 2897 25 337 a.m ... f 30 p.m. 
5.30 Camped near Indian settle-
ment on banks of small, 
7.3V Ca~~~:;~n edge of prairie,' 
near Indian settlement, 
with plenty ofwood,water,/· 
and grass. 
5,20 Camped in grove on bank, 
of small creek. Wood, 
water,and graas abundaut.
1 
5.50 CampPd in timber, one ~ile 
south of Aird's tradmg 
po t, at Little river. Wood, 
water, and gra:.s. 
0.45 Camped on small. tributa~ 
of Little river, w11h plentJ 
of wood and good gra,. 
convenient, 1 
2.30 Camped on bank of Liule 
river in mall gr?ve. Gr:u;, 
good. 
4.30 Camped in prairie, with, 
wood und water con\·~-
nient. Gras, very lu.1:un-
a11t. 
5.45 ()amped in .kirt of wood 
near prnine. Lu~e pool 
oulh ofc3IDP• Eicell DI 
6 _50 cf!8p~J8:1:· timber at Om 
creek, with good "• 
( 
( 
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Character of country traversed 
between camps. 
ITINERARY. 
Waters between Prominent land-
camps: marks. 
Road for ten miles through low Branch at Warrens, .•••..••••.••.•. 
grounds of Arkausas river. Ooun- 10 miles fr(lm Ft. 
try heavi ly timbered. Remainder Smith. 
of distance chiefly prairie; sur-
face rolling. 
Game. Indians. 





numb e rs. 





-~ i:: .., 
C 0 ~ 
::I 0 ::I 
rn z rn 
- --
0 0 0 
58 65 6() 
n three miles passed Scullyville Br'ch atScullyville, ............. .. 
Country gently undulating and 5 mil.es from No. 
well timbered . Beyond Sully- 1, Red Bank cr'k. 
ville sharp ascent to high prairie. 
. Semi-c iv i I- 50 
ized. 
61 57 
Road good; rolling; firm sur-
face. 
{oad through prairie and wood- 9 miles from No. 2, ...................................... .. 
Jand; the former predominating. Little Sans Bois 
Surface undulating and firm. creek; 12 miles, 
Sans Bois creek. 
Country rather level. Forest and l mile, small creek . Isolated knoblefr .• , .••••••..•••.• , ••••• 
prairie alternating. Road good. ofroad,5miles 
from :tJo. 3. 
Good road for three miles. Crossed 5 miles, small cr'k, . . • • .. .. . . . . .. • . . ..................... . 
rocky spur from southern hilts. 7 mis., Longtown 
Beyond smooth and good road creek. 
48 56 52 
4i 58 53 
45 58 52 
through prairie chiefly. 
Prairie for four miles tu foot of 2 miles,small cr'k; 5 miles from No .. ..•.•.•.••. Creek tribe 42 
Winchester mountain. Rather 9 miles,Canadian 5, sumu'lit of and Semi-
55 49 
difficult ascent; rocky. On river; 11 miles, \-Vin chest e, noles. 
w estern slope excellent road. creek. mountain. 
Rolling country. A few small 2 miles, small cr'k; ................ ......... , ............ .. 
prairies. Settlements frequent 8 miles, creek. 
Soil apparently excell ent . Tim-
ber abundant, and of large size . 
Co~ntry broken. High range of 5 miles, creek; 8 High range of ..... ....... ......... .. . 
h11Js two miles south. Prairie miles, creek; 11 hills south of 
almost continuous. miles, creek. road. 
Road almost exclusively through 2 miles, creek; 8 . ............... . ...................... . 
timb er. Surface undulating. miles, creek. ' 
Some rocky ascents in crossing 
sp11rs of Boston mountain. 
Crossing ~purs of Boston rnoun- .'; miles, branch; 8 ••••••••••• , ••• .. •••••••••••••••••••••• 
tain. Road rough and rocky miles, creek; 11 
until near Little river; then level miles,small cr'k. 
and sandy. 
()ountry well timbered, and quite 8 miles, creek; 9 ................ . ...................... . 
thickly settled . Soil good. Sur- miles, branch; 10 
face rolliug. mis., Sandy cr'k; 
l l miles, Little 
river. 
Surface much broken by spurs Passed numerous .......... ............. ................ . 
from Littl e River Hills. Passed arroyos. 
several Indian settlemlmts. Tim 
ber predominating. 
Surface rolling; road la(OOd. Passed 6 miles, creek .................... , \lumbers of ... .. , , ., • ., 
a ~mall Indian town and several deer. 
settlements. Country well tim-
bered. 
Prairie for five milt:;;, Remainder Almost all the rav- ................ Pr' rie chick- ........... . 
of the distance through fores t. ines making from e11s. 
Pa~sed Ohidholm's 1 mile soutl1; the ridge will af. 
the last settl ~mt nt near th ford water. 
road. 
Excellent road over an undulating The same remark .... , , • • • • • • • • .. • ............... , .... , • 
surface, with forest and prairie will apply LO this 
alternatiug. Soil apparently very day's march. 
good. · · · 11· fl 9 · k country rolling; prame c ie y. miles, cree ..... 
Su rface very firm . Abundance · 
of timber right and left witbin 
easy reach. 
.. .... .... ...... At Choteau '~ Kichai Indi-





41 54 47 
44 56 48 
40 51 47 
35 65 51 
47 56 48 
36 56 50 
35 52 47 
32 50 45 
37 52 48 
45 54 50 
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ITINERARY 
Viameter dis- f ~ 
tance in mis .. E. .. co 
> .s ~s 'E o. ,.,:: Character of country in Date. Camp. "'"' ~ i:i v 't>c:.> ~a cu vicinity of camp. s cl ,,:, .... s .... <ti s ~ ·a ,,:, E 00 0 c:,) a ·ttJ ..,,t: 0) f 
"' 
00 
';J "' s 8 ::, C 0 .. ~ <ti e=: ~ ll:l ~ ~ ~ 
---1-----1--- --- --------- - --- - --- ---- - -- ----
I II• I II 
Nov. 16No.16 .. . . .. 10.14200,1634 59 1497 34 028 am .... l p.1n,.,1 5 Camped in low grounds of 
Choteau•s creek. Wood, 
water, and grass abundant. 
Dec. 
17 No.17 • .-.... 2.80202.9635 03 2997 39 317.30 a.m. 9 a .m •••. 
18 No, 18,,.,, 11.60214 76 J5 04 5: 97 422r45 a,m .. l p.m ... . 
21 No. 19...... 9.27 224.0:J 35 08 1, 97 48 56 9 a,m .... 12 m .... . 
5 
Camped in valley of Cana-
dian. Good grass and 
plenty of wood. . 
Camped at Walnut creek, m 
grove. Excellent pastur-
age. 
4.15 Camper! in grove of black-
jack near small creek, with 
good grass. 
22No.20 ...... 5.052-29.0~35 ll 2997 52 079 a.m .... 12m ..... 2 Camped on ~mall branch, 
trihutary of Walnut creek, 
and in grove of~lack-jack. 
2::INo.21. .... . 1.58230.663513 3397 53 2210 a.rn . .. LO a.m ... l Camped in timbernear~mall 
branch. Grass plentiful. 
24No.22 .. ; ... 3.44234.103514. li97 5~ 309.30 a.m. Ll.30a.m. 
25No.23 ...... 5.58239.6835 l4 4697 56 548 a.m .... 12m ..... 
27 No. 24...... 11.03 250. 71 35 14 21 97 54 327 .30 a. m . l p.m .... 
28No.2l5 ...... 12.31263.023517 1998 05 089 a.m .... 1.30 p.m. 
29 No. 26 .. ,.,. 14.65 277.67 35 23 45 98 12 57 7 a.m .... '2.30 p.m. 
30 No. 27 ...... 9.00 286 .67 35 27 19 98 28 296.35 a.m. 10.30 a.m. 
l iNo.28 ...... 19.5630U:335 25 4098 38 327 a.m .... 4 p.m .... 
2No.29 .•• . •. 
4 No. 30 ..... . 
5 No. JL ... , . 
14.56 320,79 35 30 15 98 51 5T p.m ... . 5 p.m .... 
l.7c322.57:J5 32 li99 06 518 a.m .... 4.30 p.m. 
0.7' 32.;.5' 35 31 1899 09 2,L a.m ... 9.31) ,.m. 
1.30 Camped in prairie between 
two small branches,whose 
banks were lined with tim-
ber. 
2.30 Camped at Coyote creek 
Wood, water, and grass in 
abundance. This creek has 
an extensive and appar-
ently ferti le valley. 
5.30 Camped on small branch, 
with wood convenient; 
grass very luxuriant. 
6 Uamped at llreckenridge's 
pool, a fine spring; abund-
ance of wood and good 
5.30 cff:.::;:d on small bra~ch, 
tribu1ary of the Canadian, 
with plenty of wood and 
grass. 
3.:30 Camped at head of Sugar 
Camp bottom , with plenty 
of wood, water, and grass 
6 4e, c;~,~~~nii~\cadwaters o1 
Clear creek, with water 
and grass abundant, dnd 
wood enough for camp 
u e, 
6.3L Camped at Elm . creek1 
Wa hita water, wrtb gooa 
grass, water, and wood. 
0. 30 Camped on bank of Washita; 
wood, water, and gra~:; 
abundant. The valley ts 
wide, and soi l e.1.cellent. 
1. 30 Camped at Comet er ~k. 
1'' i11 e heltered cnn1p, with 
wood, water, and gra in 
plenty. 
SMITH TO COLORADO RIVER. 
-Continued. 
Character of country traversed 
between c~mps. 
Water between _ Prominent land- Game. 
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Crossed low grounds of Canadian l mile, J)anadian . • .. . • . . • • • • • • . . .. .. .. .. .. • . . • .. .. .. • .. . 18 48 38 
to west sitle of river. At the river. 
ford care should be taken to 
avoid quicksand~. Bottom lands 
apparently very fine . 
Fine road on divide between Wal- .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. • .. . .. • .. .. .. • .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. • .. .. 3i 38 29 
nut creek and Canadian. Prairie 
exclusively. Luxuriant grass. 
Country rolling. Prairie almost .................. . . ............ .. Buffalo seen .. . .. . . . .. .. 25 25 22 
exclusivr;Jy. The timue r black for the first 
jack and small. Country here time to-
is well wate red . day. · 
Prairie chiefly, and sometime$.................. .... •• • .. .. • .... ...... ..... .. •. .... .... 39 40 31 
passing a small be lt of the CrosF 
Timbers. ::lurf..ice rolling and 
firm. . 
Road for the most part through ..... ... .. • . .... .. .. . ... .. .. .. .... .. •• .... .. .. .. .. •• •• .... 35 38 31 
belt of Cro~s Timbers . Country 
undulatiug. Road good. The 
grass very fine. 
Road upon divide hr.tween Walnut .•••.••.••.. • .•..•.•...•••.•..••...•• , •.•. : ... Seminole In- 2i 37 32 
creek a"d Canadian level and dians. 
good. Some timber along the 
route . 
.Road on divirle be tween Washita .. .. . .. .. • ... .. .. .. .. • .. • .. .. .. .. . • . • .. • .. • .. . . .. .. . • .. . 36 52 45 
a11<1 Canadian smooth and good. 
Prairie almo~t exclusively. 
Road through prairie exclusively ......... ........ .. 
Timber showing along the little · 
branches running to the rivers. 
Surface level and firm. 
34 40 39 
Road along divide, between Co- Canadian river fr'm ................ Buffalo, ant- Seminoles .. 56 65 49 
yote creek and Canadian river two to three miles elope, prai-
gently rolling and firm; prairie m,rth. No strt:am~ rie chick- -
exclusively. Belts of Cross Tim- crossed. ens, -and 
bers in view. 1 urkeys. 
Passedsomebeltsoftimber, coun- .............................................. ........... 35 46 41 
try broken; road tolerably good; 
surface firm. 
On the divide, between Canadian .... ; , ............ 5ix miles, passed .. .. .. • .. .. . 35 57 45 
and Wa~hita coun try rolling Rock Mary, 3 
and road good. 1n sight ot miles south. Na-
natural mounds. tural mound~, a 
little southwest 
. of camp 27. 
On the divide road level and good; Eleven miles, small For six miles • • • • • • • • • • • . . • . . • • • • • • .. ~I 51 41 
110 timber; grass very abundant creek, with wood. mounds on 
and fine. J:lutfalo. either side of 
road. 
Road along heads of arroyos lead- Six miles, Gypsum Ten miles, Dome . . • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . 50 61 51 
ing to ihe Washita; country creek, well wood- rock one mile 
rolling; plenty of umber and ed ; eleven miles, south . 
good grass. Bear creek, tim-
ber. 
VP valley of Wasiuta river fine .... .................... , • .. • .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. • .. .. .. 24 25 22 
country; grass very luxuriant; 
well umbered. 
Vp the Washi ta smooth, level ....... .. .. .. ..... ..... .... ........ .... .. ...... 10 25 21 
road over a magnificent country 
,veil timbered and watered. 
on the table lands north of the All the arroyos will •..•••••..•.•••• 
\,Vashita country rolling; sur- furnish wood and 
face firm and road good; prairie water at shor1 
exclusively. distance from the 
trail; two miles , 
Marcon crnek, 
wood; 8 miles, 
Wood c'k, plenty 
of wood. 
15 40 3:2 
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Oec, 6 No, 32, •.. 16.91 342.26 35 18 30 99 12 31 8.15 a.m . 4 p.m .... 6 Camped on west fork of 
~ilver creek, tributary of 
Washita; grass and water 
abundant, and wood 
enough for camp use. 
7 No. 33 .... 11.07 353.3:i 35 39 19 99 25 19 3 p.m .... 4 pm .••. 5.15 Camped at Oak creek; wood, 
water, and grass in lpJenty. 
E No. 34 .... 1. 75 355.0E 35 41 59 99 33 27 8.15 a.m. 4 p.m ••. l Camped again on Oak 
creek, west branch. 
9 No. 35 .• •. 17 ,05 372.13 35 44 05 99 34 20 9 a.m .... 3.30 p.m. 7 .15 Camped on small branch, 
tributary of the Canadian, 
with abundant wood, 
water, and grass. 
10 :-{o, 36 .... 9.30 381.43 35 49 22 99 48 29 8.15 a.rn. 3 p .m •••. 4 30 Camped on small branch. 
Fine bl::i.ck sulphur spring 
near. Wood and grass 
abundant. 
llNo.37 ••• , 14. 73 J96.16 35 53 53 99 54 3i 7.30 a .m. 2.30 p. rn . 6.15 Camped at Grape creek, - Abundance of wood and 
fine grass. Pretty country. 
12 No. 38 .... 14.35 H0.55 35 5:J 24 100 03 55 7.:m a.m. 3.30 p.m. 6 .30 Camped at small creek, with 
wood and grass. 
13 ~o. 39 . .. . 16.45 426.96 35 53 5E< 100 15 14 7.15 a.m. 4 p.m .... 6.3C Camped at Dry river. Grass 
scanty; wood enough, 
Barren sand hills around. 
14 No. 40 ... 17.07 444.03 35 53 06 100 35 57 7.15 a ,m. 3 p.m .... 6 Camped on banks of small 
creek, ~ith plenty of wood 
and grass, 
15 No. 41. .•. 11.60 455.63 35 58 27 100 48 56 7 a.m .... 2 p.m .... 4.45 Camped in valley of the 
Canadian. Plenty of grasE 
and wood. 
16 No. 42 .... 13.06 468.6!; 35 58 31 101 04 10 7 a.m .... 3 p.m .... 6 Camped in valley. Wood 
and grass. 
li No. 43 .... 19.35 4E8 04 35 54 29 101 17 24 i a.m . ... 5 p.m .... 8 Camped at Moale creek, 
Plenty of wood and fine 
grass. 
18 No. 44 .... 15 52 503 56 35 45 51 101 32 25 6 a.m .•.. 5 p.m .. ,. 7,3() Camped at Antelope creek. 
Water and l{raPs plentiful, 
but vt:ry little wood. 
19 No. 45 .... 21.09 i,524 .65 35 39 20 101 42 07 6 a.m .• . 3.30 p .m. 9.30 CampPd at ehady creek. 
Fiue camp; well sheltered. 
20 ~o. 46 . ... .. ... I"'·" 35 24 31 101 54 03 5 a.m .... 5 p.m .... 9 Camped at Beautiful View creek. Gra,s and water, I.mt no wood. 
SMITH TO COLQRADO RIVER. 
-Continued. 
Character of country traversed 
between camps. 
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Conn try similar t o that traversed . • . • .. • .. ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. • .. .. . ................... , • .. 27 4,J 36 
yesterday, 
Moved up valley of Oak creek . .......... .... .......... ...... .......................... .. 
The valley of this creek is quite 
extensive; the soil good, and 
the timber large oak, hackberry 
&c., plentifu l. 
Crossed divide between Canadian One mile( fork 
and Washita. From top of r idge Oak czeek. 
the Antelope hills can be seen. 
Road rough, descending towards 
the Canadian. 
of From top of ridge ... , ........ Com ancheR 
Antelope hills & Kioways, 
can be seen. en tirelysav-
age. 
Road along spurs of the divide Eight miles, water . .... . ...................... . ........ , .. 
rough and difficult. In five can be had in 
miles struck the valley of th e head arroyos of 
Canadian; at this point very Buffalo creek. 
fin e. 
Up the valley of the Canadian , •.• , ••• , , ••. , • , • , 9 miles, Antelope . •• , ••. , ••• , Com_anche & 
good road to Antelope hills hiJls. K_1 ow a y 
Ascent to high lands sharp but tnbes, en 
smooth; beyond fine prairie ti rely sav-
road. age. 
High prairie road, gently undu- ................ , .......... , .... , . The last buf- ........... . 
Jating; surface firm. Luxuriant fa lo seen 
grass. Grapevines in all the to-day. 
bottoms. 
Up valley of Canadian good road . 5 miles,Wolfcreek; Natural mound s Antelope & ...... , ..... 
Country well watered and pretty 9 miles, Floyd's 5 miles south turkeys 
well timbered. creek . Both ofFloyd's cr ' k. plentiful. 
wooded . 
Road along Canadian, sometim es 9mi les, Chisholm's Natural mounds ...................... .. 
on fiist plateau, good and firm. creek;* 10 mil es, 3 miles south 
Soil of the valley excellent. creek, (Wine;) of Wine creek. 
Grass very luxuriant. 15 mil es, branch. 
Road in valley tolerably firm and 7 miles, Valley Mesas north side ....•..•••... , • , , , , , , , . 
never bnl(gy. F req uent mottes river, wood . of river. 
of timber-cotton-wood and 
hackberry. Grapevrnes abun-
dant. 
Up the valley, country similar to 5 miies, Chester ............... . ................... , ... . 
that passed _vesterclay. S01I ex- c'k, large stream, 
cellent, and grapevines in plenty well wooded; 
branch. 
The wirlth of the valley of th e 9 miles, Bluff cr'k, 5 miles, remains . ••• , , , , • , .•• , , , , • , , , , , 
C rnrtrlian diminishes here. Road wood; 11 mi les, of adobe fort 
good. Soi l very good. Mottes large cr'k, wood; on north side 
of timbt r on both sides of river 18 miles, neek. of river. 3 mis. 
from trail. 
Up the valley, 4 miles , left it and 4 miles, small c r'k, .... ....... , • .. . .. .. .. ..... . .... , ..... . 
ascended the tab!P.-land. Tim- wood; 7 miles, 
ber scarce in this day's march arroyo, with 
Roar! good, except at ascent of pools and wood. 
the high lands. 
Rolling country and good road. 14 mil es, arroyo; 4 mi les, pass~d ..... , ................ .. 
Some cedars along this route, 16 miles, branch; Ab's H ea d, 
within reach . Cacti appear. both wooded . small butte half 
mile south of 
trail. 
_ftoad along Shady c reek sandy; 7 m il Ps, spring and Llano Estacado , , , • • , , , , , , , • , •• , , ••.. 
beyond, firm and good . Passed pools, wood; 9 in sight, so uth-
sorne small groves of timber. miles,arroyowith west. 
pools; 14 mil<is, 
Red Bank cre,ik, 
water, no wood. 
~xcellentroadnvcrrollingcount ry ll miles, arroyo ......... . ........................... .. 
to foot of Llano Estacado. As- With pools, wood; 
cent of th e Llano s teep but 18 miles, Rincon 
smooth. Sides of the Llano de la Crull, wood 
jned with cedar. and water. 
H. Ex. Doc. 42--6 
11 15 12 
8 35 22 
10 45 21 
27 50 33 
15 38 32 
4~ 60 46 
22 50 36 
27 31 30 
21 53 41 
17 48 41 
25 61 40 
32 59 41 
38 50 43 
26 51 38 
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D ec. 21 No. 47 .... 21.97 566.86 35 22 10 102 09 43 5 a.m .... 5 .30 p.rn. 10 Camped on Llano Estacado, 
Fine grass, but no wood or 
water within reach. 
22 No. 48 .••. 25.75 592.61 :-JS 19 07 102 29 51 5.30 a.rn. 6 p.m •••• 10 Camped at Rocky Dell creek. 
Water in pools, & enough 
wood fot ca:np use. 
23 No. 49 .... 20.40 613.01 35 18 12 102 55 32 4.45 a.m. 4 p.m .... 8 Camped at small creek, with 
water and grass, but no 
wood. 
24 No. 50 .... 27.95 640 .96 35 09 44 103 24 39 5 a.m ..•. 5 p.m ••• ~ 10.45 Camped at arroyo, with 
pools of water and some 
wood. Excellent pastur-
age. 
25 No. 51. ... 24.62 665.58 35 07 50 103 55 48 5.30 a.m. 5.20 p.m. 9 Camped at Tucumcari creek. 
Large pools of muddy 
water (sweet) and grove 
of cotton-wood. 
26No. 52 .... 16 .72 682.30 35 02 33 104 13 56 5 a.m .... 11.30 a.m 6 Camped at Laguna Colora-
do; a large pool of muddy 
but sweet water . Timber 
27 No. 53 .... 20.35 702 .65 35 02 26 104 33 25 4.45 a.m. 
convenient, grass eood. 
3.40 p.m. 8.40 Camped at Cuerbito creek, 
a small branch. Wood & 
grass. 
28 No. 54 .... 23 .60 726.25 35 14 41 104 49 59 9 a.m .... 5.30 p.m . 10.15 CampP.d at head of arroyo, 
with water in pools, an_d 
~ 
plenty of cedar convem-
ent; good grass. 
........ No. 55 .... 14.03 740.28 35 18 46 105 01 42 ········· 3 p.m· ••• . 6 Hatche's Ranch, on banks of Gallinas river. 
Feb. 26 Batch's ...... 740.28 ....... . . ......... 10 a .rn ... .......... . .... ··························· Ranch. 
271No. 56 .... 14 .80 755.08 35 12 02 105 16 IE 5 am .... 3 p.m ... . 5 Camped in valley of Pecos 
,,,_,.I,, 14 21 
river; wood anJ gra . ; 
near Tecolotito, a Mex1-
can village. 
2il No. 57 ... . 20.50 105 34 35 7.30 a.m. 3 p.m .... 7 Camped in Canon Blanco, 
789 . J35 23 :n 
Wood and gras , and water 
in the mesa in large pool. 
Mar. l No. 58 .... 14.37 105 45 19 7 am .... 2 p.m .... ······ Camped one mile ea•l of La-gunas; wood, water, and 
gras. 
2No. 59 .. . . 25.60 815.55 35 16 5) 106 00 35 10 a.m ... 5 p.m .. .. 8 .30 Camped in timbernear, mall 
/l31.+ 15 3' 
branch; e. cellenl camp; I .~ .. m. ••""· 
5INo. 60 ... . 16.16 106 15 :rt 9 a.m .... 3 p.m .... 5 Camped In f! OTf! one mile 
from road 11 itb ahundance 
of wo ,d and ~-au:r; but 
I littlegTUB, 
SMITH TO COLORADO RIVER. 
-Continued. 
Character of country traversed 
between camps. · 
Waters between Prominent land-
camps. marks. 
Game. Indians. 
Road along Llano Estacado per- Eight miles, Agua ............................. . .......... . 
fectly level; surface firm. Ground Piedra, wood. 
covered with buffalo grass, but 
no timber in sight during the 
whole day's march, except in 
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32 48 36 
Road over a gently undulating sur- 11 miles, Emigrant ....••••••••••.. Antelope ve- Comanche 3 58 47 
face near bank of the Llano. creek; wood; the ry nu mer- & Kioway 
Fine road, firm and smooth. arroyos on this ous. tribes. 
day's m'ch some 
time contain wa-
~ -Country similar to that traver8ed 2 miles, arroyo with .. • .. . • .. .. .. .. . • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 12 48 32 
yesterday. Fine road. The holes; five miles, 
slopes of the Llano, two miles Halt creek; wa-
south, lined with cedar. ter, but no wood. 
11 miles, arroyo 
with pools. No 
wood. 
Country rolling; road excellent. 4 miles, Fossil cr'k. 6 miles, Big Tu- .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. ... .. • 30 55 45 
High mesas on all sides. Water 13 miles, Tucum- cumcari (rne-
scarce, but grass luxuriant. Tops cari cr'k. Wood. sa), l mile, S. 
and sides of mesas generally 9 mile~, Little 
covered with cedar. Tucumcari, 2 
miles N. 
Road up Plaza Larga, a beautiful .................. Pyramid Hill, 2 .. .. .. ... • .. .. ... • .. .. .. 39 48 35 
gorge, shut in by mesas. Fine miles left of 
road, surface covered with fine road. 
gravel at many points. _ 
Country broken; the road crossing 9 miles, Arroyo de Curious mesa, S. • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • . 37 63 45 
spurs of mesas. Cedar and piiion Pajarito; r.o w'd. of road, 2 miles 
abundant for several miles. In (Water in pools.) E. of camp. 
the open country road smooth. 
Fine road over rolling coun1ry; 13 miles, L' Assiste- . .. .. .. • .. • .. • .. .. .. • ....... .• .. • ... .. • . 26 55 44 
crossing divide between Cana- ros arroyo, with 
dian and Gallinas; excellent pools. No wood 
grass. 
Fine road, descending from high 10 miles, ~pring and .. .. .. .. • .. .. .. • . .. . .. .. . .. . • .. .. .. .. .. 39 50 36 
lands to Gallinas valley. From water in pools. 
top of divide, Santa Fe mount- Wood. 
ains in sight. 
••••·•••••••••••••••••••••••••••· ••••••••••••••••• ·••••••••••••••· .••••.•••••. , ••••••••••• ••i, •••••••• 
Fine, smooth road to the descent Water at the Chu Man - of - War Ante Io p e, , •• , • 
to the Pecos river. There the painas, 6 miles, butte, 10 miles, wild tur-
roarl was somewhat rocky. Ford and Pecos, 12 ½ right. keys, deer, 
good. Beyond sharp ascent miles. ducks, and 
rather smooth. partridges, 
n 5 miles over rather rough road 14 miles, laguna, .............. .. 
came to main road to Albuquer- sometimes with 
que, from Anton Chico. Eight water. 
mil es entered Caiion Blanco; 
excellent road; wood in plenty, 
Road up t.he Cafion ,Blanco for 12 miles, water , •• , ••••.•••... 
thirteen mil 1es somewhat sandy, right of road. 
but generally good; timber abun-
dant; pine and pifion. 
Fine prairie rQad, with two or three No water on this .•.•••.••.•.•••. 
belts of cedar crossing it; sur- day's march, 13 
face gently undulating. miles; 3 miles 
right, artesian 
well ; 12 miles, 
water. 
Road over a rolling prairie, sprin- •••.••.•••.•. , ••• , ..••.•. , •••••••. 
kled with pine and cedar; sur-
face firm, and road excellent. 
n five miles entered the Oaf!on Water can be had .............. . 
()arnuel, fin e road through it. anywhere in the 
passed a number of Mexica:i Caf!:on Carnuel. 
settlements and villages. 
in great a-
bundance. 
Great num- ........... . 
bers ofprai-
rie dogs. 
48 60 56 
48 60 56 
42 64 58 
38 40 30 
24 36 30 
25 38 31 
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l\1ar, 6 N(). 61 .... 10 .17 841,88 35 07 54 106 23 42 8 a.m .... 12 m .•••. 3 Camped at the house of Car-- nuel. 
.... ... No. 62 .... 12.00 853.88 35 01 48 106 37 36 . ......... ..... ..... ...... Camped at small Mexican 
village, two miles south of 
Albuquerque . 
.. 
SMITH TO COLOR.A.DO RIVER. 85 
-Continued. 
Character of country traversed 
between camps. 
One and a half mile to mouth of 
canon; th ence fine prairie road 
to valley of the Rio Grande. 










36 61 45 





Rio Puerco .••• , 
Near Puta •••••. 
Cooera ......... 
H ay Camp •••••. 
Agua Frio ••••. 
nscription Rock 
0 jc, de! Pescado. 
z ufli. .......... 
ndian Well ... 
L eroux Spring .. 
N 
B 






aw's Spring, .. 
Viameter dis-
tance in miles. 
~ § e 





2.10 857 .98 
20.63 878.61 
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35 04 56 106 38 32 10 a.m .. . ·········· c-:.~·P ·i·~ · ~i·ci~,' ~~~a;: 'ri~~~ ·····•· · ·········· 5.30 a.m . 11 a.m •.. 5 bottom. Grass good of its 
kind and in sufficient quan-
tities, but tt,e quality indif-
ferent. Wood scarce. 
35 02 56 106 56 20 6 a.m .•.. 3 p.m •••. 7.30 But little grass at the cross-
ing. After crossing the Pu-
erco, a mile on the other 
side, to right of road some 
distance, grass abundant. 
The Puerco water brack-
ish, sometimes too abund-
ant, and at others not quite 
enough. 
35 03 06 107 14 23 6 a.m . •• . 3 p.m .... 7 Grass generally eaten off; 
water tolerable. Cedar and 
pine on the bluff above the 
spring. 
Mexican 35 05 22 107 26 21 5.30 a.m. l p.m .... 5 Camp at a town. 
All thieves and generally 
drunk. 
35 04 32 107 39 12 5 a.m .... 12.45 p.m. 5.15 A wide bottom; grass abund-
ant. Best camp on oppo. 
site side of creek. Wood, 
cedar. 
35 01 36 107 58 20 5.15 a. m. 5.15 p.m. 9.15 Extensive valley above and 
below spring. Pine forests 
on both sides; grass abund-
ant. 
35 02 41 108 14 21 5 a.m ..•. L.15 p.m. 6 A wide valley; grass, wood, 
and water abundant. 
3~ 07 05 108 27 54 5 a.m .... L.30 p.m . 6.15 A fine stream of pure water. 
Grass and wood abundant. 
35 04 03 108 42 45 5 a.m .... l p.m .... 5.45 An extensive plaia, covered 
with Ind ian cornfields. 
Corn forage to be obtained 
hP.re. 
........ .......... 11 a.m ... 9 a.m ••.. 3 Abundance of wood a11d grass. 
35 16 48 111 40 17 5.30a.m. L p.m .... 3 A place of remarkable beau-
ty; a stream running from 
tbe spring; wide, ope11 ".al-
Jey, surroundetl by pme 
forest . 
35 18 02 1114815 5.30 a. m. 8.30 a. m. 3 Open glade and pine forest; 
grass abundant. 
35 20 30 1115710 5.30 a. m. 9.30 a. m. 4 Abundance of living water 
and gras , surrounded by 
pine fore ts, 
35 20 30 112 01 21 6 a.m .••. 8.30 a. m. 3 5ame as above ............. 
35 22 08 112 en 30i6 a. m .... 8.30 a.m. 2.30 Same a above . ....••••... 
I . 
SMITH TO COLORADO RIVER. 
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miles, following which a plain, 
(also sandy,) until near the Puer-
co, to which the road descends 
several miles before arriving at 
its banks. But little grass on 
the road. 
Country rolling; somewhat sandy. Laguna, an [ndian .•• , .•••••••••• . Beaver plen- .. .. .. .. • • . 56 78 56 
Cedar at intervals for timber. town; 7 miles, 
abundance of 
ty in the 
Gallo. 
water. 
Road excellent; a little sandy in ................................... Canvas-back ........... . 
places, generally level. ducks abun-
dant in win-
ter, 
Road excellent, undulating. First Four miles from the ,. .......................... , •••• , .... , . 
camp at Gallo river; best camp Gallo, to the right 
three miles above. of the road, some 
three miles off, a 
fine spring ofwa-
water, and grass 
very abundant. 
Ascending !!rade, gei:itle; road very A mile east of Agua . , ....... , • , • , • . • • • .. .. ... , ........ , •. 
good. Grass plenty. Pine and Fria, water just 
cedar in abundance. to the right of 
road. 
Cross the bar.k bone of the Rocky To right of road, 4 , 
mountains, first five miles, coun miles, as one en-
try rolling, remainder almost lev- ters the great val 
el; a little sandy, Timber and ley, a very large 




grass abundant. spring. 
Undulating; abundance of wood .•••..••.••••••••. A cliff isolated, .••••.•••••. Zuf'ihms, ••. 
and grass ; soil a sandy loam. 300 feet high, 
covered with 
hieroglyphics 
at the base; an-
cient remains 
of buildings on 
summit. 
Descending grade all the way. Water 6 miles east ..................... , ...... . ......... .. 
Road excel lent. Best camp six of :lul'l'.i. 
miles east of Zufii. 
Level; passing through cornfields ..••• , ................. , ...................... Navajos ... . 
Country rolling; covered with ce- ....................... ,. .... ,. , ....................... .. 
dar, and open spaces bearing fine 
grass. 
Country undulating; road through ................................. . ...................... .. 
open pine forests. Grass abun-
dant. 
Same as above . ..••.. •• •••••••••• 
Same as above .. , .......... , .... Two miles directly , .............. . 
on the road to 
Bear Spring, a 
cluster of six or 
seven springs 
56 74 63 
54 65 60 
55 80 67 
61 79 66 
62 73 65 
58 84 76 
58 87 68 
55 72 61 
47 72 62 
38 72 60 
60 73 64 
within ten acres. 
Same as above .•• , •.....•• , , • • . • •••••••••• , . , • . . . .•• , .•••••• , •••.•••••• , • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • . 42 85 60 
Qountry rolling; divided between . •••• . • 
pine aud cedar forests and open 
spaees; grass abundant, 
62 83 71 
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-----_jl-- --- ------- -------- --- f------------1 
o I II o / I/ 
King's Creek . .. 10.50 t,248.3535 23 17 Jl2 17 4;J5.30 a.m. 9.30 a.m. 
Alexander's Ca- 19.751,268.1035 20 32 112 35 286 a.m .... 2.30 p.m. 
ilon. 
Floyd's Peak ... 8.051,276.153519 45 112 42 5312m ...... 9 a.m .... 
Pass Dor~in .... 8,751,284.9035 13 05 112 45 175,30 a.m. 3 p.m .... 
No, 19.... •• .. .. 13.50 1,298.4035 16 19 112 58 11 6 a. m ••• . 11 a. m •.. 
No.20 .......... 16.351,314.75352037 ll312083p.m .... 2p.m .. .. 
Hemphill's Sp'g. 4.06 1,318.8135 22 18 113 16 57 5.30 a. m. 4.30 p. m. 
White Rock Spg. 21. 25 t, 340. 06 35 20 17 113 35 40 6 a. m .... 3 p, m .... 
No.I. .......... 14.431,017.9235 04 01 109 01485 a.m .... 6 p.m ... . 
Jacob's Well ... 11.93 t,029 .l:!5 35 03 54 109 14 06 6 a.m ... ll a.m .. . 
Navajo Spring .. 6.5i 1,036.4235 06 10 109 20 105 .30 a.m. 9 a .m .... 
No, 3 .......... . 19.751,056.1735 03 05 109 37 :;06 a.m ••• . i! p.m .. .. 
To. 4 . .......... 15.00 1,071.1735 03 23 109 50 47 6 a.m .... 1.30 p.m. 
3.30 A deep ravine, sometimes not 
fordable, at others dry; gra$s 
abundant; forests of pine 
and cedar. 
7 Wateratmouthofcaiion,and 
generally above it ; a wide 
valley; grass and vvood 
abundant; cedar and pine. 
3 Water in all the ravines gen-
, erally, always at Knlin's 
well. Country open; abund-
ance of timber and grass. 
3 !\ wide flat covered with ce-
dar at entrance of magnifi-
cent valley, 8 mil es wide 
by 50 in length. Grass 
abundant; no water. 
4.30 Country flat . Timber from 
three to four miles to left; 
cedar and pine. Gras~ 
abundant. 
6 A small spring in ravine to 
left of road. Pine and ce-
dar abuudant, and grass. 
1. 30 A fine valley; cluster of bold 
springs surrounded by cane 
A grove of cotton-wood and 
willow trees. Small stream 
running off from springi. 
7. 3G A fair camp in a cail'.on, sides 
precipitous and high . Sprinl! 
under a white blo1cb near 
the top of canon. 
5 i\bundance of grass & wood. 
No water. 
4 A remarkable depression in 
the ground, 300 ft. in depth; 
a wide pool orliving water, 
;JO yards in diameter, 25 
in depth ; at bottom gras~ 
abundant. No timb'rrn•arer 
than one-third of a mile. 
3 Breaking out of a flat; the 
water abundant, and con-
stant mud spring· ; danger-
ous to troll in immediate 
vicinity. 
6.30 A. wide sandy bottom, 5ome-
times containing water in 
abund'ce, at other ' scarce; 
but little wood. 
5. 30 Banks of the Punco; ome-
times water abundant, at 
others scarce; only /!rease-
wood; grass abundant. 
Three Lakes.... :3,60 I Oi4.i7 .................. 5.15 a.m. 7.30 a.m . l.3oCountry flat; !rerucwood 
plenty; water ,ornetime, 
Little Colorado.. 1.751 076 .52 ...... . .......... 5 a . m .... 6 a.m .. .. 
No. 5 ........... 11.2: 1,0 7.77
1
34 53 J~ 110 05 15 6 a.m .. ~~ ll a.m ... 
abundant. 
0.45 A wide river bottom· was., 
wood, and water abundant. 
4 :Same a a bore ............. . 
SMITH TO COLORADO RIVER. 
-Continued. 
Character of country traversed 
between camps. 






Road excellent; undulating; ce- Water sometimes Floyd's Peak, a • , • , •• , • , , • , , , , , , , , , , , , • 45 82 72 
dar forests; about half timber founil midway in cone - shaped 
and half prairie. a large pool in mountain, very 
the rocks, regular and 
beautiful. 
Rolling; road easy; forests of pine • .. • • .... , , .. .. • • • ............ , , , • • • • • • • • • • • . .. .. , .. , .. , . 62 83 68 
and cedar; grass abundant, 
Descending; timber abundant and ........ . ················ ············ ........... . 45 67 58 
grass. 
, 
Level road; grass abundant; cedar .......... ., , ..... At Pass Dorn in Big horns, .. .. .. •• .. .. 47 75 65 
and pine in forests 3 to 4 miles very high bluff antelope, a 
to left of road. and range to few wild 
right of road. turkeys & 
deer. 
Undulating; abundance of cedar A small spring to , ••••••••••••••• A few bear •. Wallupi , , , • 51 81 79 
and pine. Near No. 20, and left of road, one 
throughout this section, abun- mile east of No. 
dance of limestone, Country 20, , 
rolling; grass abundant. 
Country rolling; road good; grass ......................... , ............ , .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. 66 74 72 
abundant; but little timber; a 
few cedars. 
Descending the same canon; road Two miles west, ••••••••••••• ••••••• ,,;, •••. Yampas. ••• 46 72 62 
good; grass plenty. Timber, mQs- right of road, ex-
quite, cotton-wood and willow. cellent camp. 
Abundance of , 
water at Trux-
ton's spring. 
Road ascending; good; but little • • .. • • . . .. • • .. .. • • , • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . ••• , • .. .. .. . ...... , • .. . 42 76 61 
wood; grass plenty. 
Undulating. Cedar in abundance, .... , ............... , •• , ..... , , , .• 
and grass. 
Country undulating. Grass abun- .... , , .... , • , • , , .......... , • , .... . 
dant, and abundance of cedar. 
Country undulating. Pass a small .. .. • • • • • • • • .. • • • • , ............. .. 
creek not always containing 
water; a few cotton-wood on it, 
Grass abundant. 
Country rolling. Grass abundant; ................................. . 








62 73 65 
Country descending. Soil sandy; .................................. Antelope, Ganoteros .. 53 83 77 
grass plenty; wood scarce. deer, elk, 






Level; somewhat sandy......... .. .. .. .. .. • ...... A high bluff on ....... , .. .. .. .. • .. • • .. • 58 84 76 
the right, close 
t0 which the 
road passes. 
Level; river bottom; wood, water, .......................................... ,... ...... 55 72 61 
and grass abundant. 
Same as above ..... . ............. ., .............. San Francisco .... .... •• .. •• •• .... • • • . 51 79 71 
H. Ex. Doc. 42--7 
mnt. in sight, 
bearing nearly 
west. Gener-
ally cap'd with 
snow. 
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• I II • I II 
No. 6 ........... 18.501, 106.27 34 511 30 110 18 30 5.30 a.m. 3 p.m ... . 
No. 7..... ..... 10.11/1, 116.44 34 58 20 110 28 05 6 a.µi .... 9 a.m .••. 
No. 8 ... .. ...... 13.251,129.6935 06 17 110 37 54 5.30 a.m. 1 p.m ... . 




Character of country in ~ vicinity of camps. 8 
"' ... ::, 
0 
l:C 
7 A wide river bottom; grass, 
wood,and water abundant. 
3.30 Same as above ..••• , •..••••• 
5 Same as above ............. . 
7 Same as above ............ . 
WalnutOreek ... 14.7511 163.7935 18 27 11106045 a.m .... 12.30p.m. 5 Stony; abundant grass; tim-
ber on the Creek Walnut. 
Near Ooanino 13.501,177.2935 15 58 111 20 305.30 a.m. 12m ..... 
Oaves. 
Near San Fran- 17 .32 1,194.6135 13 02 111 32 15 11 a.m ... 2 p. m .... 
ci co Spring. 
5 Water abundant; always deep 
pool ¼ mile below road ; 
timber and grass abundant. 
6.30 Fine valley surrounded by 
pine forests and a moun-
tainous region; grass abun-
dant. 
No,22 .••.•••.•. 9.751,349.8135 26 OJ 113 43 325.30 a.m.10 a.m ... 4 Gabriel'sSpring;afowhack-
berry trees; plenty of grass 
and wood. 
Via's Spring. ,,. 13.951,363.7635 21 38 113 56176 a.m .... 10.30a.m. 5 Ina ravine; grass scarce at 
spring; abundant a mile 
from it; wood plenty. 
Armistead's0r'k 16.751,380.5135 13 26 114 08 2010 a.m ... 2 p.m . ... 
Bisbop's Spring. 3.25 1,383.76 .................. 10 a.m .•• 11.30 a.m. 
Saavedra'sSpr'g. 4.001,387.7635 0912 11411256 a.m .... ll.30a.m 
No. 25 .......... 13.25 1,401.0135 05 25 114 16 30 8 a.m .... 12 m .... . 
Spring ..••. ..• . 
o. 26 ..•.. •• .• . 
o. 27 ........ . 
No.28 ...•..••.. 
·o.29 ...... ... . 
Ea.t Bank ..... . 
8.751,409.7635 02 08 114 22 3610 a.m ... 11 a.m ... 
1.25 1,411.0135 02 56 114 23 17 8 a.m .... 10.30 a.m 
3.171,414.1835 03 3Y 114 25 429 a.m •••. 9.30 a.m. 
1.251415.43350411 
3 .111,418.54135 05 56 
114 26 H 8 a.m .... 9.30 a.m. 
114 28 2510 a.m ... 9.15 a.m. 
114 31 19 .......... 11.15 a.m. 
6 A fine spring and 8mall 
stream; wood sufficient, 
and grnss. 
.1. 30 Two large springs ; grass to). 
erable, and greasewood for 
fuel. 
1.30 Small spring; grass scarce; 
sufficient wood; small wil-
lows and a few cedars. 
5 No wood, water, nor grass .. 
3 Several springs; grass scarce; 
a few willows and grease-
wood for fuel. 
0.30 A bad camp, now unneces-
sary, as the road over the 
mountain has been ren-
dered excellent. 
1.30 A small spring to Jeflofroad; 
but little grass ; a few 
cedars. 
0.30 Very little gra~s; no water 
nor timber. 
l.151Near Colorado river; two 
miles off . 
1.15 Wood, water,aad gras abun-
danL 
Wet Bank .... . .. '.:T.~:::~:: 114 3-2 41 ................................................. .. 
SMITH TO COLORADO RIVER. 
-Continued. 
Character of country traversed Water passed be- Prominent land-
between camps. tween camps, marks, 
Game. 
Level; river bottom; wood, water, • .. • .. • • .. .. . • .. .. . .. .. • .. • .. • . .. .. ........ . 
and grass abundant. 
Same as above ...................................................... , .. ... , .. . 
:Same as above.... . . .. .. .. .. .. .. . ........... · • • .. • . . . .. . . . • . . . • .. .. .. ......... . 
Ascending gradually, undulating; .................. Three small ........... . 
find eight miles stony in parts; buttes near t.he 
otherwise, road good. mouth of the 
cafl.on Diablo, 
where it enters 
the Little Colo• 
rildo; 7 miles, 
extinct volca-
no ; 3 milei to 
right. 
Indians. 
Country ascending; road excel- ................... , ............. . ............ Cosninos., .. 
lent; surface rolling. Pine and 
cedar abundant; also grass. 
Ascending; road good; surface un- 8 miles, water 3 .•••.• , •••••• , •. 
dulating. Pine forests and grass miles left ofroad. 
abundant. 
Ascending; pine forests; road .. • • • • .. • • .. .. • • • . . •• : .. , ...•.•• 
good. 





0 = 0 ::, 
Z rn 
47 72 63 
38 72 59 
59 72 64 
42 85 63 
42 85 60 
61 71 62 
62 83 71 
44 68 60 
Undulating; crossing a wide val- To left of road, mid- Directly opposite ••.•••••••.. Diggers.,... 57 69 58 
ley. way, about six Via'sSprinl!', 15 
miles off, large miles off Mts 
mountain, called Benton and 
Harry Edwards, Buchanan. 
containing abun-
dance of pine, 
grass, and water. 
Undulating; grass sufficient; no .. . .. . • . .. . . .. • .. . .. .. .. .. • • .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. • .. 44 72 72 
timber; greasewood. 
Descending ; sandy ; part of road ............ , , .. , • 
through deep canon. 
First half descending; crossing . , ..... , •••. , ... , , ......... , • , .. , ............ . 
wide valley ; road sandy ; no 
timber or grass. 
Road sandy .......... , ............................ Murray's Peak, .... , ...... . 
a high cone-
shaped moun-
tain in the Col-
orado range. 
Ascending to foot of Colorado ..• , , , • , ..•. , , , , , . . • • . . • . • . . • • • • • . , • • • • • • • • • . . • , •• , •.• , •. 
ra.nge. But little grass; a few 
cedars. 
Crossing the Colorado range over , •..•. , . . • • • • ••..••••••••••••••..•• , • • • • • • • . . •.• , ••. , ••. 
an excellent mountain road. 
Descending; road good; water by ................ .. 
digging near a small grove of 
cotton-wood. 
Road good; descending slightly .................... . 
Descending plain ............... . 
Colorado river .....••..• , , .•••••..• , •• , •••..••• , .•. 




43 70 68 
58 78 60 
55 7J 57 
50 68 53 
56 69 49 
60 71 56 
65 77 59 
69 !:!0 60 
71 82 61 
11 ·31 60 
